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The thesis presents the results of research in 
computer science, as applied within a series of in-
dustrial projects. All of these projects have been 
part of an iterative and adaptive development pro-
cess, from which we can draw conclusions in th-
ree different aspects. The fi rst aspect concerns the 
processes of the projects as carriers of scientifi c 
ideas from the university to an industrial environ-
ment. The second aspect concerns fi ndings related 
to principles of observation of and interaction in 
open distributed systems, and some phenomena 
that have been shown through explorative expe-
riments. The third aspect concerns the relevance 
of these results to the selected application area; 
systems for network enabled capabilities.

The series of demonstrators mentioned above 
are based on the model of open computational 
systems (OCS). It has been shown that the OCS 
model is applicable for the engineering and deve-
lopment of systems for network enabled capabi-
lities. However, we have also seen that such sys-
tems sometimes show indeterministic behaviours, 
possibly leading to safety problems. Therefore the 
research objectives of this work have been related 
to increasing the understanding of the principles 
of observation and interaction in open distributed 
systems.

Our results lead to the following two main con-
clusions of this thesis:

The fi rst conclusion is that there exist inherent 
limitations as of to the degree of precision with 
which measurements can be made in distributed 
systems, such as command and control systems. 
These limitations are related to quantum pro-
perties of the cyber world. This uncertainty phe-
nomenon also makes it impossible to precisely 
assess value metrics associated with high level 
conceptual models of command and control.

The second conclusion is that distributed systems 
also exhibit relativistic properties, caused by the 
limited transfer speed of data in transmission 
networks. As a consequence of this we suggest 
that the age of a message at arrival is a better 
descriptor of network interaction characteristics, 
than the time a message is sent. We also intro-
duce the coherence interval , which we suggest is 
used as a basis for a metric of information reach in 
networks. The coherence interval provides indica-
tions of how often messages are to be sent from 
a node, in order to maintain an acceptable age of 
messages at arrival. If interactions between nodes 
are occurring slower or faster than suggested by 
the coherence interval, the resulting observations 
as arriving at other nodes become either irrele-
vant or meaningless.
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Preface 

This thesis is the result of a winding intellectual journey, however not without practical 
aspects. And this very text—the preface—is written at the end of a winding industrial 
undertaking. Over the last few years, my employment at Kockums AB and has included 
funding for pursuing PhD studies, of which this thesis is part of the result. While this has 
been an absolute prerequisite for being able to conclude this job, it was by no means the 
beginning. I will use this preface to paint a verbal picture of the ways leading here. 
Meanwhile, I will also include some people that have been significant to me during this 
work. To those included—I hereby acknowledge my deeply felt appreciation of your 
contributions. To those who felt you should have been included, but are not—my sincere 
apologies. Chances are some people are not mentioned, even though they should have 
been. The reason for this is more likely to be my lousy ability to remember names, than 
that you really are forgotten. 

In order to find the beginning of this work, we may have to return all the way to 1986, 
when I entered compulsory service in the land based combat management branch of the 
Royal Swedish Navy (RSwN). A couple of years at the verge of the brown waters of the 
Baltics were followed by studies in Industrial Engineering and Management at the 
Linköping Institute of Technology (LiTH). The topics were mechanical engineering with 
a major in quality management; all allowed extra computer classes added. My M.Sc. 
thesis was written for the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV). It addressed 
expert system support for technical maintenance of the Näcken class submarines and the 
Göteborg class coastal corvettes. It was defended in 1993 and was in 1994 awarded with 
the annual scholarship from “Stiftelsen Svenskt Underhållstekniskt Centrum” (the 
Swedish foundation for Maintenance Technology, UTC). Furthermore, it also resulted in 
an offer to take a position as a PhD Student at Linköping University. Which I accepted. 

Had I taken the warnings of my prospective instructor Kristian Sandahl at face value 
the story might have ended right there: Research in general is difficult and troublesome. 
But applied research is the most demanding sort. The topic of that task was defining 
knowledge system support for decisions about traffic safety improving measures in urban 
intersections. The work was to be funded by Kommunikationsforskningsberedningen 
(Kfb) and pursued in cooperation with the Swedish National Road and Transport 
Research Institute (VTI). And given my background, pursuing studies in Informatics 
would be a challenge in itself. So, of course I had to go for it. The fact that I already was 
married to Annica and the father of Patrik, Jakob and David just made the flexibility 
allowed by research the more appropriate. Or at least I figured so. 

I spent three years as a member of the Industrial Software and Knowledge 
Engineering group (the ISKE-group) of the Application Systems Laboratory (ASLAB) at 
the Department of Computer and Information Science at Linköping University 
(IDA/LiU). ASLAB was lead by Sture Hägglund, who together with Kristian S. and 
Henrik Eriksson guided me towards the Licentiate degree. My colleagues in the ISKE 
group included Göran Forslund, Mikael Lindvall, Niclas Ohlsson and Joachim Karlsson. 
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Apart from my possible personal aspirations with this thesis, it also completes the ISKE-
group Ph.D. efforts. Support from VTI was provided by among others Lisbeth Harms and 
Hans-Erik Pettersson. As I had a relatively large room at IDA, I also had periodic 
company with Per-Arne Persson and Stefan Johansson. And my family was extended 
with Anton, our fourth child. The licentiate thesis was defended in 1997, and apparently 
shelved without much ado. The same year, the family moved to a small farm on the 
island of Tjurkö outside Karlskrona in the south eastern part of Sweden. And I took a 
position as assistant lecturer at what was to be known as the Blekinge institute of 
technology (BTH). 

My job at BTH included continued research, giving classes such as knowledge 
management, data base technology and systems development. Based on my background 
from traffic safety and VTI, Per Eriksson gave me the task of establishing an organisation 
for transportation informatics with the EC-gruppen and companies in Karlshamn. The 
classes at BTH in Ronneby contained an increasing amount of students at remote 
locations. Petter “Peppe” Nordholm spent a couple of days configuring a Linux-based 
mail-, news- and web server that was essentially free and ran for several years. We also 
used RealAudio™ to provide live web-casting to the students of the distance education 
program—in 1999. Colleagues at BTH in those as well as these days were, among others; 
the same Stefan J mentioned above, Bengt Carlsson, Paul Davidsson, Christer Rindebäck 
and of course Rune Gustavsson. As being my principal supervisor for the thesis work, he 
has provided invaluable inspiration and support, at times when my own spirit was weak. 
And my family was blessed with Amanda, our first daughter. Eventually, high work load 
and little progress in the doctoral studies made my interest in non-academic employment 
grow. February 1st 2000 I begun as a reliability engineer at Kockums AB, Karlskrona.  

The number of colleagues and friends at Kockums is too large to be listed here. 
However, a few people have made really important contributions to the processes 
coupled to the projects and processes related to in this thesis. Ola Gullberg identified me 
as a possible participant in the early phases of the network based defence program. He 
also actively supported the first couple of projects, CONDENS and TWOSOME. Thomas P. 
Johansson provided crucial conceptual support for the definitions of those projects. And 
he is still around, now as project manager for SAM III. Ola Hurtig supported and signed 
the Ph.D.-studies agreement between Kockums and BTH. John Nilsson, Michael 
Tranberg, Karl-Bertil Stein, Pär Dahlander and Martin Hagbyhn have all played 
important roles as sponsors and supporters of the latter projects. So has also Peter 
Rehnström, Kai Makuschos, Sven Holgersson, Urban Sjöholm and Ola Wall provided the 
close-up support crucial for balancing the immediate needs of industrial projects to the 
more remote needs of the research. Jonas Rosquist, Annika Larsson and Joachim 
Rönnquist have all had their share of covering up for my absence from our common 
tasks. The projects have also had an academic side. Just to mention a few; Martin 
Fredriksson, Jimmy Carlsson, Tomas Sareklint, Markus Andersson and Björn Ståhl have 
provided significant contributions, both as colleagues and friends, over the duration of the 
latter projects. Here I know there are a number of people not mentioned.  

And our family was once again blessed in 2003, this time with Albin. As you all 
understand by now, none of the work described above would have been possible without 
the patient commitment and support provided by my beloved wife Annica. My parents 
Christina and Hans-Olof have provided continuous encouragement, as has my parents-in-
law Kenth and Gunvor, and other relatives and friends. But few can imagine the 
sacrifices made by my closest, as I have indulged in the intellectual pleasures of research. 

 
I have a vague idea of the magnitude of that sacrifice. And for this I am ever indebted. 

 



SECTION I: 
PROSPECTS 

The purpose of this section is to prepare the reader for the papers of sections II and III, 
and the reflections presented in section IV. 

Chapter 1 “Setting the scene” relates to the application area that is addressed in the work 
presented here. We also introduce the research models and questions, and indicate some 
of the answers. This chapter concludes with an introduction to the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 “Contributions” provides a summary of the main contributions of the work 
presented in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 “Selected models” introduces some definitions and a small set of models. 
These models are selected because they are part of the theoretical framework that is 
subsumed by the author but has not been presented in the papers, and because they 
motivate the relevance of the findings of this thesis.  
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1. Setting the scene 

The interest in network oriented system architectures has been growing for several years. 
Based on the rapid development of computation and communications technology, 
attempts to develop network based systems are made for example in the military domain. 

This thesis is a product of a five years long collaboration between the company 
Kockums AB, now part of ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, and the research group 
Societies of Computation (SOC) at Blekinge Institute of Technology. The collaboration 
has been in the area of Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC).  

1.1 Background 

As common background to these efforts, and specifically to the research agenda of this 
thesis, is provided by two recent publications from the US Department of Defence 
Command and Control Research Program (CCRP) on The Future of Command and 
Control: Understanding Command and Control by David Alberts and Richard Hayes [4] 
and Complexity, Networking, & Effects-Based Approaches to Operations by Edward 
Smith. [58] Both books forwards the message that the understanding of operations based 
on “classic” command and control (C2) is to be revised; that a second generation of C2 
and network enabled operations rationale need to be established.  

In the book by Smith on effects-based operations (EBO), focus is on the human 
dimension of competition and conflict. EBO deals with the full spectrum of civilian-
military actions ranging from peace over crises to hostilities and back again. [58] The 
purpose of EBO can be described as to orchestrate a coordinated set of actions directed at 
shaping the behaviour of friend, foe and neutral in peace, crises, and war. A human 
dimension arises, since all effects-based approaches are ultimately about shaping human 
perceptions and behaviour, and because these approaches depend heavily on human 
beings to make the complex estimates and decisions involved. According to the view of 
Smith, behaviour applies equally to physical, socio-technical, and human systems as well 
as to all aspects of the overall effort. In brief, effects-based operations are based on 
interactions between numbers of different kinds of units, and as such also inherently 
complex. Smith argues that the concept of networking is significant to support the human 
in the shaping of awareness of what is going on to make enough sense to act or react, in 
order to deal with presented challenges. He suggests that the case for successful EBO 
should build on the following four relations between the properties of second generation 
network-centric operations and human participation: 

- as networking reduces the uncertainties and ambiguities, less human 
intervention will be required; 

- as networking bounds more of the complexities of the problem, the human in the 
loop will be needed less frequently; 
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- as networking provides faster support or more time for decision-making, the 
human will less frequently be the final resort; and 

- as networking provides more support, the probability of a correct decision 
increases. 

Alberts and Hayes propose new interpretations both of command and control concepts 
themselves and for the goals and objectives of C2 to meet the requirements of effects-
based operations. They define the following set of essential functions of future mission-
oriented C2 [4]: 

- Establishing intent, 

- determining roles, responsibilities, and relationships, 

- establishing rules and constraints, 

- monitoring and assessing the situation and progress, 

- inspiring, motivating, and engendering trust, 

- training and education, and 

- provisioning of resources. 

In addition to military endeavors, these functions are applicable also to e.g., civil-military 
as well as purely civilian and industrial enterprises. The functions can be accomplished in 
very different ways. The differences boil down to three key dimensions of command and 
control; (i) allocation of decision rights, (ii) patterns of interaction and (iii) distribution of 
information. Included in this model is also the recognition that the allocation of actual 
decisions is a function not only of decision rights, but also of dynamically changing 
patterns of relationships, collaboration and information distribution. Such changes are 
seen as examples of the adaptation that occurs as part of the agility needed for effective 
military operations. 

In saying so, Alberts and Hayes also relates to the widely accepted view (early 
presented in e.g., [1]) that C2 activities (or warfare in a general sense) are appropriately 
modeled as an overlay on the layered domain model—physical, information, cognition 
and social—which is related to e.g., in figures at pages 45 and 80 of this thesis. 

Based on examples from international coalitions they also suggest that the classic 
principle of “unity of command” is replaced with the principle of “unity of purpose”. 
Implementing this principle would enable the establishment of “constructive 
interdependence” in situations where competent organizations with very different 
organizational perspectives have come together to address complicated problems. In 
accordance with the key dimensions of C2, such an operational context would benefit 
from its components being examples of “edge organizations”, rather than being 
components of a “classic” C2 structure. An edge organization is characterized by a peer-
to-peer based (rather than unitary) allocation of decision rights, unconstrained (rather 
than tightly constrained) patterns of interaction and broadly disseminated (rather than 
tightly controlled) information thorough the organization. [3] 

The Alberts and Hayes conceptual C2 model is also associated with a set of value 
metrics, namely; information quality, quality of command, quality of control, system 
performance and mission effectiveness. The effects are embedded in an environment 
providing situation information. The quality of information position is another significant 
concept. It is based on in turn information richness, information reach, quality of 
information interactions and information security (the latter which will not be addressed 
in this thesis). Information richness is based on metrics related to (i) the situation 
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Figure 1: The research model; systems, engineering and science. 

independent attributes correctness, consistency, currency and precision; and (ii) on the 
situation and context dependent attributes relevance, completeness, accuracy, timeliness, 
trust and confidence. In the measures associated with information reach we find 
accessibility indexes and indexes of shared information, respectively related to both all 
available information and a relevant subset of the same. Reach-measures are relevant at 
the levels above the individual, such as among communities of interest (COI’s). 

1.2 Research and work model 

As the work presented here is the result of an integrated and iterative process including 
both the ramifications of industrial applicability (funding and directives), the need for 
scientific relevance and rigour, and the competition from comparisons to related 
achievements in an application area with relatively fast progress, defining a suitable 
methodology was a challenge in itself.  

Figure 1 illustrates dependencies between different concepts in the research and 
development model used here. The model is inspired by the soft systems research 
methodology for tackling unstructured problems which is suggested by Peter Checkland, 
[13] in that there is a distinction made between the relatively free systems thinking 
phases, limited only by the interests of the researcher and the relatively hard boundaries 
of the engineering and scientific contexts provided once a set of objectives have been 
selected. As such the work is influenced by the Checkland notion of separating the 
actions performed as a researcher in the real world (his stages 1,2 and 5-7), from the 
actions taken as a researcher thinking about the real world. Pondering upon “Root 
definitions of relevant systems” (stage 3) and “Making and testing conceptual models” 
(stage 4) are the actions appreciated by the author as providing most progress and novelty 
to the overall R&D process. These two steps relate to the uppermost actions in the 
systems thinking area of Figure 1. (The informed reader may notice that in this aspect, 
the Checkland model is turned upside down). 
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As for the “Real world” aspects of the soft systems development model, these have 
been divided into partly overlapping engineering and science sections. Both disciplines 
have to be relevant with respect to some application area. However, while an engineer 
usually is satisfied when having found a feasible solution to a problem, the scientifically 
minded person may also be interested in investigating some intriguing questions related 
to the same. This may be done through e.g., performing some kind of empirical 
experiment and using its results to find answers to some question. Eventually the 
engineering work may benefit as well.  

The problem and question side of the loop described above (the left side) carries with 
it the set of models and methodologies that comes with the selected application area. In a 
comparable way, the answer and relevance side of the loop (the right side) carries with it 
the comparison to related results and solutions to those of other people.  

1.3 Industrial challenges 

The world's military powers are struggling with dramatic changes in order to cope with 
the requirements posed by the introduction of network enabled capabilities (NEC). As 
examples, both the NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC) and the Swedish 
Network Based Defense (NBF) programmes include advanced information technology 
and technological sophistication at all levels. The introduction of network concepts also 
requires closer and more intensive coordination between all elements of the defence 
organization on land, in the air and at sea. From Kockums’ point of view—as part both of 
the Swedish military industrial context and ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems—the new 
defence concept is based on two main elements: 

1. Information superiority. That is, expertise and speed in the handling and 
processing of information, and in subsequent decision-making 

2. Development of maritime concepts that support mission oriented force 
composition and which can be brought to bear rapidly, with high precision and 
at full strength. That is, e.g., based on concepts and capabilities supporting 
interaction between traditional surface ship and submarine technology, and 
swarms of autonomous vehicles. 

Given these basic principles the industrial challenges are formulated as: 

- How could we learn and assess possibilities and pitfalls of network enabled 
capabilities? 

- What are the ramifications of network enabled capabilities for our future product 
portfolios and business models? 

The definition of models and methods assessing those challenges are intertwined with the 
previously stated research questions throughout the thesis.  

1.4 Scientific challenges and research questions 

Epistemology is the study of how we know what we think we know. “Real” epistemology 
is the study of the intersection of sensory experience with our minds' logical, thinking and 
feeling selves. That is, the study of tools and methods for support of and inherent 
limitations on observation of and interaction in open distributed systems. The 
epistemological challenges are notably missing in the discussions of Alberts, Hayes and 
Smith leading to the measures and metrics proposed in block 1.1 above. These challenges 
are in a general sense related to the different metrics proposed, and specifically to 
temporal aspects of the relations between environments, local individuals and 
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communities of interests. Insights in these areas are the main contribution of this thesis. 
Based on the background paintings of block 1.1 above, we can distil two challenges in 
the area of applied research and development addressed in this thesis: 

1. Epistemological challenges 

2. Physical challenges – inherent limitations 

Inherent physical limitations will not only delimit what we can observe (and hence 
measure) in the environment. They also put limitations on the extent of how we can 
distribute the results of such measurements among the members of a cooperating group 
(such as a community of interest, COI). Therefore, these limitations also put constraints 
on the ability of a distributed group to both observe the states of and interact with other 
members. This reasoning leads us to the following two research questions related to 
observation of and interaction in open distributed systems: 

- Identify inherent limitations to the distribution of data in networks, related to 
epistemological issues of observation and interaction. 

- Given those inherent limitations; what are the consequences for current 
approaches to network enabled operations and future models of command and 
control (C2)? 

This thesis will not address decision processes, or command and control processes as 
such. Neither will it address establishment of intent, leadership issues such as operational 
ramifications and inspirational behaviors, or the provisioning of resources. However, it 
will address principal aspects of the distribution of data (which usually is subsumed when 
discussing the distribution of information) and patterns of interaction; both being defined 
among the key dimensions of command and control, and both seen as prerequisites for 
establishing self-synchronization [4, p.91].  

1.5 Relativity and the uncertainty principle revisited 

Two of the most important scientific epistemological achievements during the last 
century are the relativity principle by Albert Einstein [18] and the uncertainty principle 
by Werner von Heisenberg. [51] Those principles show limitations in our gathering of 
knowledge about simultaneous events (c.f. the special relativity of simultaneity) or 
precision of measurements. There are according to the uncertainty principle trade-off 
limitations (uncertainties) of measuring quantities and conjugate quantities as pairs, such 
as simultaneous measurements of momentum and position of a particle. A precise value 
of momentum implies that we cannot measure its position, and vice versa.  

This thesis shows that we in fact have inherently similar epistemological limitations 
in network-based C2 systems. In a sense this is not a surprise given that the systems at 
implementation level are physical systems. However, phenomena caused by these 
limitations will occur in future information systems, albeit at levels difficult to observe 
directly by human senses. We argue in this thesis that the recognition of those inherent 
limitations is in fact crucial for the outcome of future research and development efforts 
on C2 systems. 

Einstein derived the relativity principle under the assumption that the speed of light 
was indeed finite. The underlying ontological concept of the uncertainty principle is that 
energy was in the form of quanta (not continuous). We will in our investigations assume 
that the speed of data transfer in a network is limited (measured in bits/sec) and that data 
exist as quanta (bits and/or messages). We also assume data to be a subset of information. 
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We introduce the concept of coherence of shared information and show that there is an 
inherent uncertainty principle governing the precision of bits of interaction related to the 
content of getting information, enforcing control and communicating with peers.  

The ramification of the special principle of relativity and its relative simultaneity has 
not been considered so far in computer based decision support systems such as Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). The reason might be that up until quite recently 
information systems have been based on either single-user access (such as stand alone 
computers and “real-time” vessel control systems), time-independent collaboration (such 
as co-authoring tools), or multi-user observation of single-source data (such as satellite 
images at a C2 center). Common for these are that the users have not been able to, with 
their human sensory systems, simultaneously compare the information provided by the 
information system to the environment from which the information originated. 

In future C2 systems we presuppose that different users can have access to different 
views on the same situation as in which they are physically co-located. The challenge is 
to create and maintain a common understanding, awareness, and preparedness for 
physically coordinated actions, when the provision of data (and hence information) is 
subject for inherent limitations related not only to e.g., data transfer speed and the size of 
messages to be transferred, but also to computational contexts, environment parsing 
intervals, node interaction intervals and the patterns of interaction allowed by applied 
communication technologies (i.e., the networks in a physical sense). 

In short we have to address the ramifications of the special theory of relativity as 
applied to future C2 systems.  

1.6 How to read this thesis 

The core of the thesis is the following papers: 

1. A previously unpublished white paper on the early projects. 

2. Managing Systems for Network Centric Warfare (ref. [42]). 

3. Tools and Technologies for Interaction in Open Systems (ref. [44]). 

4. Cognitive aspects of Network Enabled Operations (ref. [41]). 

5. The Ecological Layer of Warfare (ref. [43]). 

6. On Coherence Intervals and the Control Paradox (ref. [45]). 

The first three papers are focusing on the engineering of systems for network enabled 
capabilities, whence the latter three papers focus on related scientific questions. The  
work underlying the sequence of papers follows an adaptive learning model related to the 
industrial challenges mentioned in Section 1.4. Instrumental in that adaptive model was 
the close cooperation between the SoC group laboratory (SOCLAB) under leadership of 
Dr. Martin Fredriksson and a task force at Kockums with the author as key problem 
owner in assessing the challenges mentioned above. Paper 6 is a result of experiments 
done exclusively within Kockums. This is an indicator of successful industrial knowledge 
building. The mutual learning process had at that point in time resulted in an established 
spin-off laboratory from SOCLAB at Kockums. 

Given the work process depicted in Figure 1 and the structure of the papers presented 
above the remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:  

Section I Prospects: Chapter 1 of the first section is this introduction. Chapter 2 provides 
a summarised listing of the industrial and scientific contributions of this thesis. Chapter 3 
provide some models that are relevant to the application areas and the reflections of 
section IV, but not otherwise treated in the papers.  
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Section II Engineering: The first step in the learning curve was to investigate if the 
societies-of-agents based approach proposed by the SOC group could provide any 
support for the NEC application area. This was proven by the CONDENS demonstrator and 
presented in a Kockums-internal white paper which is included here as paper 1. Next step 
was to assess whether more mature NEC-related capabilities could be established. To that 
end the mine-sweeping scenario of Trustworthy and Sustainable Operations in Marine 
Environments (TWOSOME) was identified by Kockums and implemented by SOCLAB. 
Assessment of that demonstrator as described in paper 2, identified several strong points 
but also reasons for continued experimentation. Paper 3 relates to subsequent projects and 
the resulting demonstrators, tools and technologies.  

Section III Principles: The papers in this section aim at relating the findings from the 
demonstrators to general aspects of relevant application areas. When results from the 
TWOSOME demonstrator were first available, the main task of the author over the 
preceding years had been related to system safety. Therefore, some implications of 
foreseeable capabilities of systems in networks to the design of complex and tightly 
coupled systems are introduced in paper 4. While this paper suggests that problems of 
tightly coupled physical systems can be solved by the introduction of software based 
interaction systems, it also provides the basis for the research questions addressed here: 
For which tightly coupled systems with complex interaction can behaviour and context 
really be explicitly modelled? Paper 5 investigates the relation between the Open 
Computational Systems (OCS) model as a basis for design and engineering of networked 
forces and the Global Information Grid. It suggests that the broadly accepted layered 
physic-information-cognition-social model of warfare is of limited support for building 
systems addressing open environments with ecological characteristics. In the sixth and 
last paper the empirical foundation is laid for the subsequent reasoning about 
epistemological and methodological aspects of data distribution in realised networks. 

Section IV Reflections: In this section, chapter 4 provides a summary of the results from 
the papers. Chapter 5 provides a discussion about the inherent limitations to observation 
and interaction in the type of open distributed systems addressed here. Finally, chapter 6 
presents the conclusions. It is followed by a list of references. The thesis ends with 
Appendix A describing the time correction calculations and Appendix B describing 
changes made to the papers as part of this thesis with respect to their original 
publications. 

 

  





2. Contributions 

In Section 1 Setting the scene we identified challenges and research questions in the area 
of applied research and system development to be addressed in this thesis. The challenges 
are related to industrial and methodological needs for improving the understanding and 
handling the emerging area of network technologies. The research questions concerns 
epistemological aspects of to what extent it actually is possible to establish a common set 
of data in groups of distributed cognitive nodes, given inherent limitations to data transfer 
imposed by the physical environment. Also, research agendas coupled to future command 
and control systems such as the US DoD Command and Control Research Programme 
(CCRP) are related to these contributions. 

Our contributions with respect to the industrial challenges are coupled to the setting up 
and execution of a collaboration programme between Kockums and BTH. This 
programme supported a joint learning process in which we investigated the ramifications 
and possibilities of network enabled capabilities from an industrial point of view. The 
author of this thesis had a key role in these investigations as being a Kockums employee 
funded for pursuing PhD studies at BTH. 

The demonstrators and experiments reported in this thesis are results of an iterative 
and risk driven propose–implement-evaluate-refine process with short cycles. Each 
iteration has provided new insights into how to organize and manage this kind of scenario 
based software intensive development, and how to understand and make use of their 
results (i.e., network related technologies). And, over the iterations the research initiative 
has gradually moved over from the university to industrial organizations. This co-
iterative model for building up skills and competences supporting assessment of 
industrial potential would in itself be worth a specific report. Here, it is worth mentioning 
that during this process, the experimental environment SOCLAB at BTH has generated a 
spin-off company (CNC AB), the establishment of laboratorial capacity able to perform 
network technology development and experimentation at Kockums, and contributed to 
prototype products such as the distributed Blue Force Tracker (BFT) and the next 
generation of self-propelled acoustic magnetic mine-sweepers (the SAM III). Recently, 
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems and BTH have also formulated a joint memorandum of 
understanding related to a continuation of the successful collaboration mentioned above. 

In short, our contributions related to industrial challenges are firstly manifested and 
demonstrated as e.g., participation in and contributions to conferences and special 
workshops in industrial settings, and secondly the support provided to Kockums 
processes of reassessment of its business and product models. Remaining challenges, 
from an industrial point of view, are related to fostering necessary skills and competences 
and to identify sustainable business models based on integrating the new technologies 
and methods in the company. 

In this context the author acknowledge the supporting environments at the SOCLAB, 
CNC and at Kockums. All these environments have been instrumental for the work and 
results reported in the thesis. 
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Our contributions related to the research questions are associated with a deeper 
understanding of issues related to design, instrumentation, implementation and use of 
information systems supporting future command and control systems. Specifically we 
give assessments of the desired value metrics of the high level conceptual model of 
command and control: 

- Quality of command 

- Quality of control 

- System performance 

- Information quality 

- Mission effectiveness 

In our opinion this listing have the flavour of a wish list that in principle cannot  be 
fulfilled given the intended (hidden) semantics of metrics ensuring the mentioned 
qualities of services. 

Our assessment is based on the results from explorative experiments that are 
designed for investigating metrics and measurements in realised, not simulated, 
distributed system. We suggest that the coherence interval serve as a basis for 
assessments of the consequences to data coherence, of changing intervals between 
message transmissions. We also suggest that there exists a control paradox, in that 
control of a distributed system can be lost as a consequence of taking actions in order to 
gain better control. This may be part of an explanation of why network systems 
sometimes show unanticipated and indeterministic behaviors. If so, it may also be a 
contribution to increasing the understanding of systemic safety challenges in open 
distributed systems. 

One contribution in this aspect is the solution of the time correction equations for 
correlation of events in distributed asynchronous systems. Based on the ability to make 
temporal comparisons between events at distributed nodes, we have developed models 
for the environment and information contexts of open systems; for temporal descriptions 
of interaction; and for calculations of data coherence in a group of cooperating units. 

The analysis of phenomena detected in the experiments show that there are inherent 
physical limitations to the possible precision of observations in distributed systems. As a 
consequence of this reasoning we claim that distributed systems are subject for both 
temporal relativity and a quantum based uncertainty principle, analogous to the 
discoveries of Einstein and Heisenberg in the first decades of the 1900’s. The discussion 
of the appropriateness of applying those principles to the cyber world provides support 
for regarding this as a valid claim. 

 

 



3. Selected models 

This chapter introduces some of the basic models and concepts of open distributed 
systems with cognitive capabilities. The basic underlying model is the Open 
Computational Systems (OCS) model, which is described at various places in the papers 
underpinning this thesis: A basic introduction to OCS is given in paper 1, and detailed 
descriptions of the OCS model are published by e.g., Fredriksson, Gustavsson in 
references [20-26]. Another set of highly relevant models relates to e.g., Network Centric 
Warfare (NCW), Network Centric Operations (NCO) and Network Enabled Capabilities 
(NEC). These are addressed in the introductions to both this thesis and the papers of 
Sections II and III, and there is plenty of material available on e.g., the   Internet1. 
Recommended starting points for catching up with the current state of the area are the 
recent works by Alberts and Hayes [3, 4], Smith [58] and Moffat [46]. 

The reason for not providing a more comprehensive list of NCW-related reading here 
is that the concepts of the domain are under fast development, and the texts therefore tend 
to age without some of their initial grace. Worth mentioning, though, is “Network Centric 
Warfare; Its origin and Future” by Cebrowsky and Gartska (1998) [12]. In its simplicity, 
that paper points at characteristics of and expectations on NCW systems, that sometimes 
seem to have been forgotten, but are valued in the attitude towards NCW proposed here. 

And – for the sake of cutting an otherwise possibly distracting discussion short – the 
author of this thesis does not in this context make any distinctions between NCW, NCO, 
NEC, EBO or any other possible labels on this application area as such. When used, they 
are interchangeable. As the purpose of the thesis is to investigate inherent limitations in 
open distributed systems, which are subsumed as resources under all of these (and 
perhaps a few more) labels, we do not find spending efforts on discussing the colors of 
these particular cats motivated within this thesis.  

The models that are presented in this chapter serves the purpose of introducing the 
notions of observation and interaction in open distributed systems, to motivate the 
relevance of control in order to maintain safety in systems of interacting nodes. To this 
end, we first introduce some definitions; continue with a short overview of perspectives 
on system safety, and rounds up with introducing the functional resonance model for 
interaction in distributed systems. 

Here are two more comments to the selection of material to this chapter. The first is 
that each of the topics approached here is treated rather superficially. To the interested 
reader, there are numbers of volumes covering these areas. Some pointers are provided 
for guidance. The second comment is that this chapter only deals with models guiding the 
work up until and including the demonstrator and experiments presented in paper 6. That 
analysis and the subsequent discussion opened an interest in relativistic perspectives and 
uncertainty principles that initially were believed to be unrelated to this kind of systems. 
These perspectives are related to in the Reflections of Section IV.  

                                                           
1 A good location to start is http://www.dodccrp.gov . 
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3.1 Some definitions 

This thesis is addressing topics of a general nature. We will therefore begin with 
suggesting some definitions of central concepts of this thesis, as they are to be understood 
here. The title of this thesis; On Observation of and Interaction in Open Distributed 
Systems, may serve as a basis for this text. 

Open systems are to be understood in the meaning suggested by Ludwig von Bertalanffy 
in 1969. In his book on General Systems Theory, he compared mechanical systems to 
biological systems. [7] He introduced the notion of open systems as a response to a 
growing criticism against modelling machines as living natural organisms. Machines do 
(by themselves) not evolve over time; they do not adapt to arbitrary disturbances; and 
they do not exchange their components as living organisms do. Since a machine is 
maintained in an ordered flow of processes, the structure of living organisms cannot be 
like machines. He drew the conclusion that the primary order of living organisms must lie 
in the processes themselves. This was expressed by saying that “… living systems are 
basically open systems.” [7, p.141] As opposed to which, machines are closed systems. 

In 1978, Leslie Lamport defined a distributed system as “… a collection of distinct 
processes that are spatially separated and which communicate with one another by 
exchanging messages. … A system is distributed if the message transmission delay is not 
negligible compared to the time between events in a single process.” [37]  

These citations build our definition as follows: “An open distributed system is a 
collection of functional components that are able to exchange matter with their respective 
environments, and that are related to each other so that exchange of messages take a 
significant time”.  

The notions of observation and interaction can be defined in both pragmatic and theoretic 
terms. A pragmatic definition is that observation and interaction are exemplified by the 
functions provided by the graphical interaction tools that are used to instrument the 
demonstrators described in Section II of this thesis (such as, DISCERN). A more theoretic 
definition relates observability to the possibility and ability of a controller to take in 
measurements and/or statements about (i) the system under control and/or (ii) about the 
environment of the same system. Interaction is to be understood as the mutual exchange 
of matter and/or messages between the distinct components of a distributed system. 

We define a controller as an entity with cognitive abilities that is able to accept input, 
maintain representations of current states and future goals, and to compose and provide 
appropriate output. A system under cognitive control may be considered a cognitive 
system. Hollnagel and Woods (2005) suggests that “… a cognitive system can be defined 
as a system that can modify its pattern of behaviour on the basis of past experience in 
order to achieve specific anti-entropic ends.” [34] In other words, a cognitive system 
produces “intelligent action” based on heuristic knowledge. Note that this definition 
makes no distinction between human and computational systems as such. This is an 
extension compared to the more narrow view on cognition as something which is “only” 
taking place in (peoples) heads, as supported e.g., in recent command and control 
literature [4]. 

A final remark concerns the consequence of an open system’s ability to exchange matter 
over its borders. Open systems can “…maintain themselves in a state of high statistical 
improbability, of order and organisation.” [7, p.143] This means that, in spite of the 
continuously increasing entropy of all closed systems, open systems may import “matter” 
with negative entropy, thus actually lowering their (local) entropies. Open systems are 
similar to cognitive systems in that both can show anti-entropic behaviours. Both open 
and cognitive systems and may (locally) work against the second law of thermodynamics.  
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Figure 2: Sequential accident model (fault-tree). 

3.2 Safety models 

The system safety manual of the Swedish Military Forces (H SystSäkE) defines system 
safety as “…the characteristics of a system that prevents injury to personnel and damage 
to property and the environment” [59, p.21] Harm is to be avoided to people, materiel 
and the environment. Harm is measured as injuries to (or death of) people, monetary loss, 
and/or lasting negative environmental effects. System safety work aims at preventing 
accidents from happening, and if they do, to limit their consequences. However, working 
to avoid harm and maintaining safety requires some basic understandings of accident and 
safety mechanisms. In her seminal book Safeware (1995) on safety in software intensive 
systems, Nancy Leveson suggest as an absolute definition of safety, “…freedom from 
accidents or losses.” [39, p.181] In Barriers and Accident Prevention (2004) Erik 
Hollnagel suggest that an accident is defined as “…a short, sudden and unexpected event 
or occurrence that results in an unwanted and undesirable outcome”.  

Two important aspects of system safety work are accident analysis and risk 
assessment. The most common factors considered in accident analyses are typically 
aspects of technology (including equipment), human performance and the organizational 
context of accidents. Risk assessment is done in accordance with the model(s) used for 
accident analysis. The underlying models of accident analysis and risk assessment can 
typically be grouped into one of the following four categories; (i) no model at all, (ii) 
sequential models, (iii) epidemiological models or (iv) systemic models. We will now 
take a look at these. Having no accident model at all is by far the most common approach 
– at least from a historical perspective. Ignorance and negligence are still common 
attitudes towards risks. Belief in fate, protection from higher powers or benevolent 
randomness are other attitudes that disregard the possibility that alterations to design and 
behaviour may also affect the likelihood of accidents. 

However, beliefs in causal chains of events eventually lead to sequential accident 
models: A cause A precedes an effect B. If we can find the causes A of all accidents B, we 
can just take these causes away, and off we are with their negative effects as well. [33, 
pp.47-54] Avoiding accidents is according to this view a task of finding all potential 
sources of future accidents (i.e., hazards) and getting rid of them. Investigations of 
causality can be done with methods such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Fault Mode 
Effect and Cause Analysis (FMECA). 
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Figure 2 shows a generic fault tree (adopted from [33], figures 2.7-8). Under normal 
conditions a system is stable. However, some unexpected event leads to a disturbance, 
which it now is up to some control system to correct. If, in spite of the disturbance, we 
are still within the performance envelope of the controller, the situation is likely to return 
to normal. If however, the controller cannot  restore stable normality, the system is 
effectively out of control. As such, it is not guided. It is a matter of hindering defense 
mechanisms and randomness, whether the outcome at that point is acceptable (“OK”) or 
not (“Accident”). 

While this seems a plausible model, there are a few problems. Analyzing an accident 
in hindsight may show that cause A lead to effect B in this specific occasion. However, B 
may have been caused by something else than A; so eliminating A does not automatically 
exclude B from occurring of other reasons. And A may be a composite event (or state) in 
turn having numerous causes. The idea that future accidents can be prevented by 
eliminating the cause(s) of one accident at a time does not hold when the analytic 
complexity grows. Problems related to in depth analysis of traffic accidents are also 
investigated in Lindh (1997). [40]  

So, in the early 1980’s the need for more powerful safety/accident models resulted in the 
epidemiological models. As indicated by the label, they tend to regard events leading to 
accidents as analogous to the spreading of a disease. There may be latent conditions in a 
system, present well before an actual accident. Given the “right” circumstances such as 
variations in environmental conditions and deviations in human performance, an 
otherwise normally functioning system could develop uncontrollable behaviours. If the 
situation would develop in dangerous ways, there would also better be barriers that may 
provide protection from or limitation to its possibly negative outcomes. 

Especially the notion of latent conditions became useful in the analysis of complex 
systems that may present multiple-failure situations. Nevertheless, the epidemiological 
model is still based on the same causal mindset as the sequential model before it. And the 
increased descriptive capability has a cost in more cluttered diagrams. In addition to 
continued efforts to remove the causes of accidents, safety engineers with an 
epidemiological approach also work (i) to isolate the factors that promote performance 
variation/deviation and (ii) to reinforce the barriers of the system. However, the 
difficulties with the implied causality between events remain.  

Difficulties in modelling the specific cause-effect mechanisms of increasingly 
complicated systems lead to an interest in rather modelling their characteristic 
performance on the level of the system as a whole. The systemic accident models 
consider accidents as emergent phenomena where the “sharp end” factors directly 
associated with an accident are related to “blunt end” factors that may be distant both in 
time and space. [33, pp. 59-65] The systemic accident models can be traced back to 
control and chaos theory. A viable model that fits into this category is the principle of 
Normal Accidents as suggested by Charles Perrow in 1984. [48] 

3.3 Coupling and interaction 

According to Perrow, maintaining safety is an inherent control problem (control is also at 
heart of the systemic perspective on safety and accident prevention). He proposes that 
systems should be described in terms of tight–to–loose coupling and linear–to–complex 
interactions [48, pp.88 and 96] Tight coupling is an engineering term to be understood as 
a situation ”… where there is no slack or buffer or give between two items. What happens 
in one directly affects what happens in the other.” [c.f., p.90] So, the more slack, buffer 
or temporal margins there is in a system, the looser is the coupling. Linear interactions 
are those that appear in familiar and predictable sequences, so that e.g., a course of events 
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Figure 3: Relations between coupling and interaction. 

is observable even though unplanned. Complex interactions on the other hand, are those 
that lead to unfamiliar, unplanned and/or unexpected sequences of events that are either 
unobservable or incomprehensible.  

Figure 3 illustrates relations between interaction and coupling. Complex interactions 
are characterized by a large number of intricate influences. Tight coupling is 
characterized by short available time for reactions. According to this view, loose and 
linear systems pose but little problems. For the other categories, hazard mitigation is best 
achieved by either (i) introducing margins into systems with tight coupling 
(decentralization of control) or (ii) tightening the control of systems with complex 
interactions (centralization of control). The Perrow paradox is that for tightly coupled 
systems with complex interactions (e.g., the upper right quadrant of Figure 3), we are 
supposed to both centralize and decentralize control at the same time. As this can hardly 
be done, accidents are bound to happen—and even to be regarded as “normal”—among 
the systems that are both tightly coupled and show complex interactions. The controller 
does not have means to observe and make sense of the interactions between components. 
Unfortunately, the types of systems that belong to the application area of this thesis 
(naval vessels and networks with interacting cognitive entities) belong to that quadrant. 
Our understanding of the mechanisms leading to loss of safety in systems with interacting 
components can be improved by the concept of functional resonance. 

3.4 Functional resonance 

Hollnagel suggest in the Functional Resonance Model (FRAM) that systems lose control 
due to the summation of variations in the outputs (O) from the different components of a 
system. The varying outputs in turn affect the inputs (I) to other components. Therefore, 
their working conditions are affected as well. [33, pp.140].  

The nominal working conditions for one system or process (node) usually assumes 
(i) that inputs to operations are regular and predictable, (ii) that demands on and 
availability of resources are within limits, (iii) that working conditions are within limits 
and (iv) that the output complies with expectations. However, these conditions are 
pressed under the efficiency-thoroughness trade-off (the ETTO principle). The ETTO 
principle means that operators commonly have to relate to and select between the need 
for doing a thorough job and the need for finishing within some time-frame (that is, being 
efficient). This type of time and performance pressure typically leads to marginal 
situations with as large as tolerable variations in all conditions. 
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Figure 4: Interaction channels in a three-node system. 

However, when several systems are mutually coupled to each other, the variations in 
output of one system propagate as variations in input to the others. Figure 4 shows how a 
system of three nodes 1-3 can be considered to form a network. All inputs are affected by 
all outputs, and vice versa. Every node is a separate cognitive entity. They are also 
asynchronous in the meaning that operations at every node are conducted based on its 
inputs and internal computational context. Therefore, output is produced in accordance 
with local constraints and provided as input to other nodes, to be received as delivered. In 
a general sense, here is nothing that suggests that this interaction takes place in an 
ordered manner.  

Depending on the coupling and interaction characteristics of a system, the 
propagation of outputs through a system (of systems) will contribute to a systemic 
behaviour that is a superposition of the variabilities of the outputs and the respective 
components ability to manage their processes with respect to their present working 
conditions. From time to time, the resulting variability will lend the system to deliver 
performance outside the accepted envelope. When such is the case, control is effectively 
lost at the system level, even though each component in itself may have performed as 
required and/or expected. Stochastic performance variations may also lead to functional 
resonance that in turn may cause loss of control and accidents.  

The cognitive contribution to systemic variability is explained as normal 
consequences of a need posed at people to be adaptive in a constructive manner, so that 
high efficiency can be achieved. In doing so, various kinds of shortcuts and deviations 
from nominal procedures are usually accepted, often without consideration or 
appreciation of the residual variation caused by coinciding events. 

Thus managing variability becomes pivotal; requiring the ability to observe and 
detect if a system is getting out of hand so that hazard mitigating actions can be taken. 
Control is at the heart of the systemic approach to safety, and control implies observing a 
system and taking corrective actions. All in all, safety aspects of distributed systems with 
cognitive capabilities can only be maintained as long as they can be observed and their 
interactions can be handled. But the control mechanisms have to be extended to handle 
systems including both people and machines, interacting in organisations under 
circumstances and affecting environmental conditions that change over time. Therefore, 
we are in need of temporal models that take into account the interactions between nodes 
with cognitive capabilities. But we also need to know the limitations of these control 
mechanisms. This thesis will lead towards indications of a couple if inherent such 
limitations. 

 

The Perrow paradox is explicitly referred to in the latter part of paper 4. We will also 
return to this paradox and the functional resonance model in our discussions in chapter 5. 
But in between here and that discussion you find sections II and III, containing a total of 
six papers.  

 



SECTION II: 
PROJECTS (ENGINEERING) 

This section contains papers 1 to 3. They relates to the projects that have contributed to 
our current understanding of the characteristics of open distributed systems. Five such 
projects have been pursued since the fall of 2001. The four first are introduced in these 
three papers. The fifth is the Distributed Blue Force Tracker system (DBFT), which is 
mentioned in paper 6 and also briefly described in the end of chapter 5. 

Paper 1 is a white paper describing the OCS model and the CONDENS and TWOSOME 
demonstrators. It was actually written after paper 2 and was partly motivated by the need 
for explaining the reasons for believing the claims on e.g., network centric maturity that 
were posed on TWOSOME, as then previously presented in paper 2. Appendix 1 of paper 1 
can also be noted, as it lists a number of presentations, demonstrations and related papers 
that was performed and produced during the first two years of the projects. 

Paper 2 was the first introduction of the OCS model and the TWOSOME demonstrator 
to the general audience of the maritime domain. It argues that mature network centric 
phenomena and behaviors are shown, such as shared awareness and self-synchronization. 

Paper 3 was written and presented two years after paper 1, during the latter half of 
2005. At that time both the SCOPE and the BGS 1 demonstrators could be included. 

Each demonstrator has been developed within a new specific project and preceded by the 
specific deliberations that come with organizational and funding negotiations. A pattern 
clearly distinguishable in hindsight is the gradual movement of organizational context 
and initiatives; from the academic-educational, over the academic-research-oriented to 
the academic-external; and the corresponding internalization at the industry as the 
initially narrow R&D interest has grown to organizational representation, applied 
technology development and the use of project results in operational product prototypes. 

A very important contributing factor in this chain of events is the application of the 
adaptive software development (ASD) process as proposed by James Highsmith. [29] As 
the subtitle of his book suggests, we have taken a collaborative approach to managing 
complex systems. This proved to be very appropriate.  

Therefore we also suggest that an adaptive and iterative approach is appropriate 
when addressing unbounded problem areas such as the understanding and engineering of 
interaction in groups of (autonomous) systems with cognitive properties undertaken here. 
As there are no models above hypothesises and expectations for predicting the results of 
such undertakings, there is no way to make a meaningful statement of where such a 
project will end. The ASD model provides a framework for maintaining a structured 
progress with regard to time and budgets, formulating “requirements” and registering 
performance as it develops. Organisational risk is reduced by allocating funds for the next 
project based on the results of the preceding, rather than on contracted future levels of 
performance. It also happens that the ASD approach to project management is very 
similar to aspects such as adaptation and flexibility that are expected in network enabled 
operations.  
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Paper 1: 
White paper of early developments 

The text in this chapter is based on an internal paper that previously has not been 
published. It is written as a white-paper describing the state of the network enabled 
capabilities at the Societies of computation research group at BTH and at Kockums AB, 
and dated October 10th, 2003, authored by J-O Lindh. 

While the results of the CONDENS project in itself may be of little significance from a 
scientific perspective, the role of the project as a proof of concept and a motivator for 
continued experimentation, research and technology development shall not be 
underestimated. The paper shows the relative maturity of the model of Open 
Computational Systems (OCS) and its expected applicability to systems for network 
enabled capabilities as of the fall of 2003. It also serves as a description of the kind of 
results that could be achieved through industrial cooperation with the student groups and 
research laboratories (i.e., the Societies of Computation Laboratory, SOCLAB) that were 
organized at BTH at that time.  

This chapter is relevant as a description of the introduction to what developed to be the 
series of projects and research referred to in this thesis. The TWOSOME project is also 
referred to in e.g., papers 1 [42] and 4 [43] in this thesis, in the thesis of Fredriksson 
(2004) [20], and as noted in the list of references and demonstrations that remains at the 
end of this paper. However, the CONDENS project is only briefly touched upon in papers 2 
[44] and 3 [44]. It is otherwise only published by Gustavsson and Fredriksson at the 
ICSE-02. [26] Therefore this opportunity is taken to present the first step in this NEC 
program. 

The chapter is also interesting as it refers (albeit indirectly) to the relations between 
Kockums AB and the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) in a period when 
the national Network Based Defense (NBD) program “Ledsyst” was switching from its 
three-year pre-study phase (phase 1, 2001-2003) to the consecutive three-year design 
phase (phase 2, 2004-2006). When writing this text, the results from the design contract 
that was awarded to SaabEricsson Network Based Defence AB (a joint venture including 
Saab AB, Ericsson Microwaves AB, IBM and Boeing) are not made generally available. 

As the following text was developed for internal purposes and is quite pragmatic in its 
approach, it has not been subject for the same editorial interest as papers intended for 
publishing usually get. However, as this paper is introducing CONDENS, which is a 
cornerstone for the subsequent work, the author has decided to keep it as close as 
editorially possible to its original formulations. Some specifics such as possibly sensitive 
names of and relations to people and organisations have been withheld from this version 
of the paper. We hope that the reader has oversight with this. 
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KAB SURFACE SHIP DEPT´S ACTIVITIES ON NETWORK 
ENABLED CAPABILITIES UNTIL OCTOBER 2003 

This paper describe the events and actions that has lead to the current state of network 
enabled capabilities at the KAB surface ship department. It is aimed at all HDW and 
KAB personnel that are interested in knowing about these issues. The information 
provided here can be used both to assess current possibilities and to estimate the 
properties of future activities. Therefore, the paper also outlines a possible plan for the 
next three years (until the fall of 2006). 

Quite a number of details and references are omitted from this presentation. It is 
acknowledged that the cooperation between Kockums AB (KAB) and the Societies of 
Computation Laboratory (SOCLAB) at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) is of 
pivotal importance for the progress presented here. Please address the author with any 
issues concerning or discussions about the content of this paper.  

KAB has been interested in the applications of information technology to naval 
systems for several years. Actions have been taken with respect to the declared needs of 
the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) under the label of for example 
Revolutions in Military Affairs (RMA) and in the LedsystT project. These activities have 
been lead from the submarine department. 

This paper presents the current state of activities in the area of network enabled 
capabilities (NEC) within the KAB surface ship department. First the cooperation 
between KAB and BTH is introduced as a chronological overview of taken actions and 
the evolving participation in different projects. Second is presented the developed 
demonstrators and the main points shown that are shown by them. Third is presented a 
slightly technical description of relations between the bits and pieces that are used to 
build the demonstrators. This automatically leads from the past to the future, since 
ongoing developments are described as well. Finally, we introduce some aspects of 
possible future developments and investigations. 

KAB – BTH COOPERATION 

In the year 2001 the KAB surface ship department started a co-operation with the 
Societies of Computation research group (SoC, lead by professor Rune Gustavsson) and 
the Societies of Computation Laboratory (SOCLAB, lead by Martin Fredriksson) at the 
Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) in Ronneby2. The research of the SoC group and 
SOCLAB is focused at methodologies for development and maintenance of sustainable 
distributed systems. As such, they have several years of experience in areas scoping from 
research to construction of distributed and asynchronous agent-based systems. They are 
also well connected to EC-based networks of excellence and for standardization of e.g., 
agent-based technologies. When introducing the challenges of naval warfare tasks, it was 
an obvious possibility for application of previously developed theories and concepts. 
This section provides a chronological description of the cooperation between KAB and 
BTH between September 2001 and November 2003.  

                                                           
2More info about SoC and SOCLAB can be found at http://www.soclab.bth.se . 
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September 2001 

When LedsystT phase 1 started in september 2001, it was apparent that there were 
similarities between the goals outlined in the network based defense (NBD) and the 
capabilities envisioned among researchers in multi agent system technologies (MAS). 
MAS technology would possibly enable the NBD behaviours.  

The meta-architecture group of LedsystT was approach in the matter, and a meeting 
was held at FMV in november 2001. It was decided that the possibilities provided by 
MAS and knowledge engineering methodologies were interesting. Contacts would be 
maintained.  

In november 2001 the third grade students of the BTH program in Software 
Engineering (“Programvaruteknik”) were offered to construct a network oriented 
demonstrator as a part of their half year long ”big project” course. Based on the SOLACE 
platform provided by SOCLAB, they developed the Concept demonstrator of networked 
services; CONDENS.  

May 2002 

CONDENS was delivered as a successful student project in the end of May 2002. 
Information was sent to FMV during the work with CONDENS. However, the feedback 
was thin. No direct communication was achieved between KAB and FMV between the 
delivery of the CONDENS system and the visit at FMV SMARTLAB in November (see 
below). 

During the summer of 2002, the findings from CONDENS were internalized at 
SOCLAB. The SOLACE interaction platform was refined, and the the Distributed 
interaction system for complex entity relation networks visualisation tool was developed 
(DISCERN). The demonstrator Trustworthy and sustainable operations in marine 
environments (TWOSOME) was conceptualised in August 2002, developed, and delivered 
in the last days of September the same year.  

During this period KAB was also offered and accepted a participation as an 
industrial partner to BTH in the VINNOVA3 financed project Service oriented 
trustworthy distributed systems; SOTDS.  

October 2002 

The TWOSOME demonstrator was first presented at the HDW R&D Forum 2002 (Malmö, 
Sweden, October 1-2 2002). In addition to running the actual demonstrator, there was a 
presentation as well.  

At November 18th 2002, TWOSOME was presented live to the LedsystT architecture 
team at FMV SMARTLAB, Stockholm4. It generated a lot of questions and was in general 
classified as “very interesting” and “performing well above expectations”. However, that 
demonstration led to no apparent actions (from a KAB perspective). 

During the spring of 2003, KAB is also participating as an active industrial member 
in the formulation of the proposal for a six-nation co-operative program in Network 
Enabled Capabilities (the LOI-NEC program).  

                                                           
3 VINNOVA; Verket för innovationssystem ; the Swedih Agency for Innovation Systems; 
http://www.vinnova.se  
4 Participants from KAB-BTH were Jens-Olof Lindh and Ola Gullberg from KAB; prof. Rune Gustavsson and 
Martin Fredriksson from BTH. 
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May 2003 

The demonstrator and its underlying technologies have by now gathered some 
momentum and generated several publications and presentations. KAB personnel present 
papers at UDT Europe-03 and ISSC-03. Demonstrations are performed at ICSE-03 and 
CITMO-03. The selected list of references generated by the demonstrators and their 
underlying technologies can be examined in Appendix 1.  

Starting in the summer of 2003, the SOLACE interaction platform is redesigned and 
reimplemented by SOCLAB as SPEAR.  

KAB is supporting a BTH application to the Knowledge Foundation (KK-stiftelsen) 
as an industrial partner together with Ericsson AB (the Karlskrona branch) in the project 
Engineering of sustainable network enabled capabilities.  

In late September 2003, TWOSOME was presented at the FMV/FM meeting on 
International cooperation in network based defence (NBD). The response was very 
positive. It was affirmed that KAB with TWOSOME can be regarded as being in the lead as 
concept developers in the NBD area.  

Current activities 
KAB is acquiring computers and network equipment necessary for maintenance and 
development of NEC compliant technologies. A corresponding set of hardware is to be 
used by BTH.  

Plans are outlined for seminars and lectures aimed at increasing the NEC awareness 
and capability among the KAB employees. This is done in cooperation with BTH, which 
is developing master level programs in the areas of Game programming and Online 
Engineering.  

The acceptance for the available technology is tested through dialogue with 
representatives for the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV), the Swedish 
Armed Forces (FM) and the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK; OPEN COMPUTATIONAL 
SYSTEMS  

At the center of attention are the two demonstrators CONDENS and TWOSOME5. It is 
difficult to understand the nature of the demonstrators without first knowing something 
about the underlying philosophy, purposes and models. The purposes of the 
demonstrators are to investigate the behaviours of open computational systems. Here, 
open systems are understood as systems that are evolving over time in such a way that (i) 
there is no real starting or stopping the system, (ii) it is not possible to know in advance, 
what the operating circumstances will be and (iii) there is a significant amount of 
computers and software in the loop. Observe that human operators are by no means 
excluded in this view. 

The properties of open systems tell us that the problem is not to get connected, but to 
provide required quality of service over extended periods of time (i.e., sustainability). In 
order to have sustainable open systems we need for example the ability to observe the 
accessible participants of a network, to observe the emergent behaviours of the connected 
entities and the ability to interact with various participants in the network. Interaction is 
necessary both for the purposes of control and command as well as for maintenance. We 

                                                           
5 CONDENS and TWOSOME are based on technology and system level code developed by SOCLAB at BTH with 
support from and in cooperation with KAB. 
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have to manage online, real time supervision and engineering of the up-and-running 
complex system. This is what the demonstrators are all about. 

In the following text we will first describe an architecture aimed specifically at achieving 
sustainable behaviors in open computational systems. After that, we will have a look at 
the technologies (i.e., the software) involved in building the demonstrators. 

Model 

The model suggested for open computational systems (the OCS model) can be seen in 
Figure P1.1. There are the four levels of domain, system, fabric and environment. In 
addition to this, we can also identify an interface called the interaction platform which is 
further described at page 30.  

The domain  

The topmost item in this model is the domain. The domain is the definition of all the 
words that are to be used when addressing the tasks of the system. Domains should be 
defined based on the tasks of the connected forces. 

The networks are built by those actors (entites, agents, persons, etc.) that can speak 
the same language. This is the same as saying that they belong to the same domain. Note 
that this implies that the network is not built on the ability to connect per se, but from the 
need to address a task in common. 

The system  

The open architecture is inherently service oriented. All systems have some purpose and 
enables some (one or many) behavior(s). The system level of the architecture contains all 
the code (in computers) and knowledge (in people) needed to create behaviours. 
Speaking of code, we rather say services or entities to describe the content of the system 
level. All services are related to the content of the domain level. Therefore, it is also very 
likely that it is possible to create the services that address the needs of the tasks that are 
basis for the domain definitions. 

The services run as components on the SOLACE or SPEAR based interaction platforms 
(see p. 30) which provides the interfaces to the computers and communication technology 
at the fabric level of the architecture. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure P1.1: The principal model of Open Computational Systems. 
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The fabric 

The fabric level contains all the hardware that is necessary for performing computations 
and maintaining communications; that is, the information technology. It is here at the 
fabric level that physical connections between the nodes of the network are created and 
established.  

Note that the behavior as created at the system level is decoupled from the hardware 
at this fabric level. This is possible due to the interface(s) created by the interaction 
platform (see below). One consequence of this is that (system level) software and (fabric 
level) hardware can be developed and maintained independent of each other. Another 
consequence is that the behavior created at the system level can use a number of different 
communication technologies. This adds redundancy and increase the likelihood of 
successful interaction between nodes in the network. Looking at this from the fabric 
level, it also means that any given computer can host a number of system level services 
from a number of domains. Alas, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the 
software and the hardware. 

The environment 

The environment level is not really beneath the fabric. Rather, it is the ever evolving 
reality that provides the context for any and every operation and activity. As declared 
above, the purpose of this architecture is to enable sustainable behaviors of real world 
man-machine interaction systems. Therefore, the environment is both the prerequisite and 
the arena for the networks that are established. It is a prerequisite in terms of providing 
both the basis for the task dependent domain definitions and the series of often 
unanticipated events that create the situations needed to be handled. It also is the arena 
for the network, since parts of the systems are situated on things (vessels, sensors, 
weapons, supply systems etc.) that really are (or will be) out there, in the reality. 

Some observations 

The duality described above as the interaction between network and the reality is worth 
some consideration. One observation is that we have to create and maintain components, 
systems and networks in a large scale, prepared for situations and technologies that we do 
not know and cannot  design for in advance. Another observation is that control should be 
maintained as continuous feedback-feed-forward loops that updates the system. A final 
observation is that there really are a number of such loops needed; one for 
environment-to-system interaction, another for human-to-system interaction, and a third 
for system-to-system interaction. The list can be made longer. This indicates that the real 
challenge of establishing sustainable systems in real world environments is not as much 
the ability to connect nodes to each other, as the ability to control the resulting behavior – 
that is, creating the network enabled capabilities. 

The implications of the observations above are that we need technologies that can 
establish the networks, that make the networks possible to maintain over extended 
periods of time and that provide the necessary control functionality. The assuring 
message here is that we now have reason to believe that some such technology is 
available, and that such systems are possible to create. This is what the next section will 
be about. 

Technology 

The technology used in the TWOSOME demonstrator is the result of several years of 
dedicated development efforts at SOCLAB. In this context technology is meant to be 
understood as the software used to enable the capabilities of the different nodes and/or 
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entities in some network. The hardware parts of the used technology are generally 
speaking COTS; mainly PC-, Internet- and Microsoft-based items residing at the fabric 
level of the suggested model (see page 28)6. These are not described further in this paper.  

This section describes three principally different pieces of technology. These are the 
platforms, the systems, and the tools used for visualization and interaction. 

Interaction platforms 

The purpose of the interaction platform is to make sure that services that resides at 
different nodes in the network (i) get to know about each other and (ii) can establish 
communication. All nodes of a network have to run a copy of the platform. The 
interaction platform would be similar to what some people call “the kernel” of a network. 
However, as would be apparent here, the platform is not of much use without the tools 
and systems. This text introduces the platforms SOLACE and SPEAR. 

During 2000-2002, SOCLAB (notably Martin Fredriksson and Jimmy Carlsson) 
developed the Service oriented layered architecture for interacting entities, SOLACE. 
SOLACE is designed in accordance with the four-layered open architecture described 
above. As such; 

 
- it enables the observation and recognition of available domains,  

- it provides interfaces between system level services and fabric level hardware, and,  

- it makes sure that the services can find the other services of the same domain, so that 
they can interact. 

SOLACE is implemented in accordance with the principles of the Open systems gateway 
initiative (OSGi), thus allowing a wide base for establishing connections to various 
operating systems and types of computers. It is the basis for the first generation of tools 
and systems, and has been in service since the fall of 2002. It is regarded as stable in 
current version.  

Based on the findings from development of several systems, the interaction platform 
was reengineered during 2003. The second generation platform is called Sustainable 
peer-to-peer architecture; SPEAR. SPEAR is based on the Microsoft .NET™ solution and 
as such also dependent on the Windows XP™ operating system. The reason for this is 
that the XP by now is assumed to be the default environment for common computers and 
will serve well for continued explorations of network enabled capabilities7. Some of the 
capabilities added to the above are 

 
- to make online real time observations and measurements on just about any definable 

parameter in the available levels of the architecture 

- to address an infinite number of nodes all over the  Internet8 

- to make online real time instrumentation and maintenance on just about any 
definable service in the available levels of the architecture 

                                                           
6 No other comparable types of hardware and/or operating systems are excluded. The width of the applicability 
is regarded as an issue of interface development. 
7 Should the need for implementations based on other operating systems arise, this is more an issue of resources 
than of principle and/or anticipated technical difficulties. 
8 That is, all addressable nodes. 
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SPEAR is presently under testing. The TWOSOME demonstrator is planned to be ported 
from SOLACE to SPEAR during the fall of 2003. Any new system will be developed on 
SPEAR. 

Systems 

A system is here meant to be the group of interacting services and entities that can 
provide a coherent behavior. This is very similar to what one may believe is meant when 
saying “network”. However, when speaking of systems we mean a setting based on a 
specific domain language that enables the handling of some defined set of tasks in a 
specific scenario. This is definitely to be understood as one network. However, it also 
opens the arena of systems-of-systems and networks-of-networks wide open. The 
systems developed on the OCS model suggest that this is a non-problem from a technical 
and conceptual perspective. However, this in turn put focus on the system modeling 
issues. We have to be able to manage the various systems and their interactions. 

The two systems directly relevant for the naval domain are available as the 
demonstrators CONDENS and TWOSOME. In addition to these, the applicability of the open 
systems architecture and SOLACE has been investigated by SOCLAB through the 
development of systems such as Sustainability of critical infrastructures and geospatial 
networks of information technology (SIGNIT), Sustainable health and interaction in care 
environments (SHINE) and the role-based demonstrator Delegation and interaction in care 
environments (DICE). These systems indicates that the used technology has a very wide 
applicability and would be useful for example in total defense tasks such as power- and 
information-line monitoring and support for emergency operations, while enabling role 
based means for secrecy and/or security9. 

Visualization tools 

The purpose of the visualization tools is to provide a graphical interface to human users 
of the system. The principle underlying the visualization is that some general tool is 
instantiated with a specific set of graphics and coordinates which in turn are based in 
services from a specific domain. This means that any symbol of a domain can be mapped 
a specific graphic expression. Since the visuals are created (selected and calculated) by 
the tool, only the underlying information need to be distributed over the network. That 
need in turn depends on the desired update-rate. Furthermore, as different scopes of 
visualization is selected, only the specific information needed is asked for. Therefore, the 
amount of information needed may vary substantially depending on design and 
operational needs. In any case, the amount of information transferred over the network is 
substantially less than the actual graphic content. 

In CONDENS, a commercial visualization tool provided a 3D look-only perspective. 
This was complemented by a Java interface providing some administrative functionality 
(e.g., start and stop) and visualizations of vessels, services and the corresponding 
communication in terms of existence and activity. The commercial tool was both licensed 
and caused substantial trouble at the protocol level interface. Therefore, it was decided to 
develop an in-house solution to the visualization needs. 

                                                           
9 Read more about these systems at http://www.soclab.bth.se/system.html . 
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Figure P1.2: The physical architecture of CONDENS. 

During the summer of 2002 SOCLAB developed the Distributed interaction system for 
complex entity relation networks (DISCERN). DISCERN provides both qualitative and 
quantitative visualizations based on the information that can be made available through 
the network. The main functionality provided in DISCERN is 

 
- the three-dimensional visualization of some geography and/or some environment, in 

which we can observe the evolving behavior of events (that is, moving vessels) 

- the possibility to visualize architecture-dependent, qualitative and/or abstract 
constructs such as fabric level nodes, system level services and the available domains 

- the possibility to visualize any definable architecturally supported quantitative 
variable in real-time three-dimensional graphs 

- the point-and-click access to services. This means that we can open a direct text-
based command interface to any available service in the network 

DEMONSTRATORS 

Two demonstrators have been developed using the open systems approach and the 
corresponding technologies. The first was the Concept demonstrator of networked 
systems (CONDENS). The second was the Trustworthy and sustainable operations in 
marine environments (TWOSOME). The following sections will introduce these 
demonstrators and describe their main features. 

CONDENS 

The development of the Concept demonstrator for network services (CONDENS) was 
motivated by KAB participation in the LedsystT-project. The goal of LedsystT was to 
enabling Network centric warfare capabilities by the year 2010. However, having some 
knowledge about current achievements in the area of distributed multi-agent systems and 
the work of the Societies of Computation (SoC) research group, a possible solution semt 
not to be that far away. 
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Figure P1.3: The 3D view of CONDENS.

 

 

Figure P1.4: The administrative/conceptual view of CONDENS. 
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Figure P1.5: The local node-view of CONDENS. 

Purpose and scope 

The purpose of the CONDENS project was to investigate the applicability of the then new 
SOLACE interaction platform. The goals were to establish and visualize the behaviour of 
service-based autonomous entities that communicates over a network. 

CONDENS was developed by a team of approx 16 students in software engineering, 
during the spring of 2002. CONDENS is based on SOLACE and used the commercial tool 
Division MockUp™ for visualization of the events. The implementation is Java-based, 
except for C++ for connecting to MockUp. 

The demonstrator runs as distributed processes on five PC’s, which are started and 
visualised through the sixth. 

The behavior and physics are represented as quite naive simulations, in services. The 
behavior of the VISBY, SAMS and MINES does NOT correspond to the behavior of 
existing systems with the same or similar names. However, it shall be noted that the 
distributed computation and communication between nodes is real. 

Cooperation was established between HDW/Kockums AB (KAB) and the Blekinge 
institute of technology (BTH). The work of BTH was supported by VINNOVA as part of 
the project “Service-Oriented Trustworthy Distributed Systems” (SOTDS). 

Demonstrator setting 

It is set as a mine-sweeping scenario where one transport vessel deploys two autonomous 
self-propelled acoustic-magnetic mine-sweepers (ASAMs). The ASAMs are given a 
square operational area, which is divided between them and subsequently covered. At any 
time an ASAM is close to a mine, the mine is ordered to detonate. 

Physical setting 

Entities corresponds to “things” in the real world. 
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- The ”VISBY”-class corvette serves as a carrier of SAMS. It can navigate and deploy 
SAMS. 

- The ”SAMS” (Stealth Autonomous Mine-Sweepers) can actively search-&-destroy 
mines. They co-ordinates with other SAMS by dividing the sweep-area between all 
known and active SAMS. They also reports when finished. 

- The mines explodes when other entities are close. 

Services 

Services correspond to the things Entities can do. The Services are based on very simple 
models of real-world physics and behaviour;  

 
- Level 

- Detonation 

- Stealth  

- Navigation 

- General communication 

- General sensor 

Examples of behaviors that are implemented with services include 
 

- introduction and activation of new nodes and services in the network 

- shortest-path algorithms for navigating over waters that are deep enough 

- service-allocation and distribution in the area-covering mine-sweeping task.  

The mine-sweeping scenario 

Phase 1: VISBY navigates from the point-of-start to the point-of-deployment 

Phase 2: VISBY deploys a number of autonomous SAMS vessels. The SAMS divides the 
sweep-area, coordinate, and sweeps different parts. Any mines found are destroyed.  

Phase 3: When all parts of the sweep-area is reported as secured, VISBY is informed and 
all vessels navigates to the point-of -finish.  

Summary 

The network of distributed and communicating entities with services is created. 

The double visualization (3D- and concept-views) makes the behavior and events in the 
service-based network easier to understand. 

The local state at any Node can be examined, regardless of whether the node can 
communicate or not 

TWOSOME 

The parallel views provided by TWOSOME enables shared situation awareness. In the blue 
view it can be seen that the three mine counter-measure vessels are on track. In the red 
view it can be seen that the mine has classified the current pattern of signatures as a large 
vessel. 
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Network Centric Warfare - So what? And, if so - then what? 

Will argue that  
(1) NCW-systems have to be based on physical, informational and cognitive aspects, and  
(2) that NCW-systems are cognitive rather than physical constructs. 

Twosome is developed by SOCLAB at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) in co-
operation between HDW/Kockums AB (KAB). The work is supported by KAB as part of 
the project “Service-Oriented Trustworthy Distributed Systems”, lead by prof. Rune 
Gustavsson at BTH and mainly supported by VINNOVA. 

Introduction - Disclaimers 

The behaviour of the VISBY, ASAM’s and MINES does NOT correspond to the 
behaviour of existing systems with the same or similar names. 

 
– Sensor A Sonar buoy that gives bearing and reports to the operations centre. 

– Operations centre Collects sensor data, articulates tasks and allocate resources. 

– Defender Share and exchange information with the op-center and within the cluster. 

– Attacker Responds to acoustic and magnetic signatures. 

– Defender The ASAM’s share a common goal. They “understands” and responds to 
changes in the environment (including own functionality). Also, the cluster of 
ASAM’s co-ordinate, in order to deceive the Attacker. 

– Attacker The mine adapts to the environment. It also tries to “understand” and 
respond to acoustic and magnetic signatures. 

A network of distributed and communicating “vessels” showing autonomous behavior is 
created in TWOSOME. 

The visualization makes behavior and events in the networked system easier to 
understand and possible to control. 

NCW systems should contain a large amount of functions at the cognitive level. This 
motivates efforts in modeling & simulation of abstract functions. 

 
- Ad hoc insertion, observation and extraction of nodes. 

- Information sharing and fusion. 

- Collaboration and self-synchronization between asynchronous and distributed nodes. 

- Shared situation awareness in terms of (i) viewports that enable human distributed 
and parallel interaction over and between networks and (ii) system code that enable 
machine-to-machine interaction 
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Figure P1.7: The physical architecture of TWOSOME. 

 
 

 

Figure P1.6: The TWOSOME viewers as interaction tools. 
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Battlespace management is an issue of available information, shared situation 
awareness, and command and control abilities. We have addressed the need for 
shared battlespace awareness in the development of a network oriented concept 
demonstrator.  

The demonstrator is based on (i) a number of computers, each simulating a 
relevant entity (i.e., a vessel, sensor, or weapon), (ii) software for construction 
and organisation of the network and (iii) a tool for three-dimensional 
visualisation of multiple levels of the network and system interaction. Also, 
algorithms for autonomous behaviour are implemented, thus allowing high-level 
task allocation and local coordination. 

TWOSOME is highly relevant as an NCW demonstrator. Observations of its 
behaviour indicates that significant efforts in modelling domains and systems are 
needed if we are to cope with the processes of battlespace monitoring and 
management in an open, context-dependent NCW-enabled theater. Once the 
network problem is solved, the networking problem will remain. 

Keywords: Network centric, demonstrator, cognition, shared awareness, 
autonomous 

Introduction 
It is apparent that extended use of information technology (IT) is considered to be of 
major importance in just about all combat systems. Regardless of whether the effort to 
extend the use of IT in military applications is named Revolutions in Military Affairs 
(RMA), Network Centric Warfare (NCW), Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC) or 
Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC), it should also be apparent that this extension 
is a very challenging task. Given the characteristics of the tasks and the interests of the 
cooperating organizations, a couple of mine-destruction scenarios were developed and 
selected as bases for the implementations of two demonstrators. These are the Concept 
Demonstrator of Network Centric Warfare (CONDENS) and the Trustworthy Operations in 
Marine Environments (TWOSOME). 

This paper presents an investigation of the possibilities of improving battlespace 
management capabilities. The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we want to describe 
the contents and behavior as shown by TWOSOME. Second, we also want to argue that the 
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upcoming challenge of enabling network capabilities in (military) forces is an issue of 
system modelling in the cognitive domain, rather than an issue of communications 
technology. 

The demonstrator was developed in order to address issues of engineering and 
deployment of distributed NCW systems. [22] It is also intended to provoke the minds of 
various spectators and support the identification of new ways to conduct NCW 
operations. On one level, this is a matter of presenting the available but very complex 
information in a comprehendible way. On another level, this is a matter of assessing the 
applicability of various technologies to enhance the ability to solve some tasks of a 
specific domain (e.g., mine-clearance).  

Disclaimers: This paper indicates at some places that software-based artefacts can have 
cognitive abilities. Whether that is possible or not is a philosophical question beyond the 
scope of this paper. However, it shall be understood that we assume that artefacts can be 
designed and built to show cognitive behaviours. Having said this, we also want to 
declare that many of the cognition-level abilities described in this paper could be 
attributed to either men or machines. 

Background 

The rapid development of sensor, information and weapons technology supports the 
development of NCW capabilities. One possible benefit of this development is to find 
better ways to do what we already do. Another possibility is to do things we cannot 
presently do. In both cases, self-synchronization among the actors of NCW forces is 
expected to increase overall efficiency in comparison to planned synchronization. [57] 
Also, virtually all descriptions of NCW capabilities assume a high degree of content 
richness and reach, in the meanings of Alberts (2001). [1] 

An example of current technology is the implementation of the Cooperative Engagement 
Capability (CEC) in the US and Royal Navies. The CEC integrates robust 
communication technologies with data fusion processes so that the creation and 
distribution of, e.g., composite target tracks, is enabled. Among the goals set for the next 
development phase is the need for expanded flexibility in the software, smaller and less 
expensive hardware and a higher degree of adaptability and interoperability to meet the 
needs of joint forces operations. It is also noted that a consequence of the foreseeable use 
of CEC requires some kind of “…force design…” efforts, rather than the current platform 
oriented design approach. [54] Concurrently, it is indicated that the efforts in the NCW 
area but too often emphasize the importance of the network itself used for doing the 
present things much better, over the possibilities to use computational capabilities to do 
things not yet conceived (Smith, note 18 at page 99 [57]). Furthermore for example Eddy 
et al [17] and Bisantz et al [8] argues for the usefulness and importance of integrating 
cognitive aspects and three-dimensional visualizations into the design phase of naval 
combatants. 

The three-level domain model 

The three-level domain model suggests that the processes of network centric warfare can 
be discussed in terms of a physical, information and a cognitive level (Figure P2.1)10. 
                                                           
10 In this paper, the word “domain” can have two different meanings. One is as a qualifier to the three-level 
model which is used as a basis for the NCW framework (i.e., Alberts et al). The other is as the top level of the 
framework that is used for describing the open computational systems (i.e., Fredriksson et al). Therefore, 
“level” will when possible be used when discussing the NCW issues, and “domain” when discussing open 
computational systems. 
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Figure P2.1: The integrated command and control processes as distributed in the three-
level domain model (after Alberts et al 2001).

These levels are to be understood as separating qualitatively different perspectives on 
(e.g., abstractions of) how the principles of command and control in military and warfare 
situations can be described. The physical level contains all the things that exist in reality, 
e.g., the hardware and the surrounding world. This is where all physical events occur. 
The information level contains all symbols that are used in order to describe reality. 
These symbols are often realized as data and information that is stored, treated and 
distributed by means of information technology. The cognitive level is where processes of 
the human mind are attributed to reside. [1, 57] 

The military value-chain 

The command and control processes of a greatly integrated operating environment would 
be based on information systems that inherently support the warfare processes (see Figure 
P2.1). These processes are usually internal from an individual point of view. However, 
group processes (which are instrumental in NCW situations) such as joint ventures (e.g., 
synchronized collaboration) are dependent on, e.g., shared understanding of intentions 
and current situations. 

The battle space monitoring process allows events that occurs at the physical level to be 
recognized by sensors and transferred as information to operators, who can try to 
understand. The sense- and decisionmaking processes in which operators tries to 
understand what has happened and what should be done are both processes at the 
cognitive level. Eventually, command intent can be formulated and introduced into the 
battle space management process. Orders are based on cognition-level intentions (i.e., 
decisions) and issued as information-level messages (i.e., orders) with the purpose of 
achieving controlled events at the physical level (i.e., synchronization of applicable 
resources). [1] 
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On the maturity of NCW systems 

The maturity of NCW systems can be classified by the degree of situation awareness and 
the decoupling of command- and control (C2) capabilities. The traditional C2 situation is 
by large a direct sensing situation, in which not a lot of information is created (cognition-
level awareness is then a consequence of humans being directly exposed to the physical 
world). At the most mature level, agents share both information and understanding, so 
that they also may share awareness of physical level events. This is in turn a prerequisite 
for collaboration and self-synchronization. The network centric maturity model is 
presented in Table P2.1. 

The TWOSOME Demonstrator 

During the spring of 2002, the “Concept demonstrator of network based systems” 
(CONDENS) proved the usefulness of a two-level graphical presentation. [26] While 
images at the physical level showed the whereabouts of vessels in an environment, 
another image showed symbols of entities, their services and the active connections at the 
information level. 

The demonstrator “Trustworthy and sustainable operations in marine environments” 
(TWOSOME) was implemented as a next step. Focus was put on the construction and 
visualization of a layered service-oriented multi-agent architecture, which would enable 
shared situation awareness, autonomous behavior of simulated vessels and an estimation 
of the relevance to an application area. TWOSOME is described in some more detail below 
and by Fredriksson. [22, 24] 

The apparent characteristics of TWOSOME 

The scenario: A mine-clearing scenario was defined. Two channels are leading to the sea. 
One is shallow, only allowing the passage of small vessels. The other is deeper, allowing 
the passage of small, medium and large vessels (see Figure P2.2). One sonar buoy (i.e., 
sensor) is anchored at the seaside of each channel. There is also an operations centre, a 
transport vessel and a fleet of three self-propelled acoustic-magnetic mine clearing units 
(SAMs). The items in italic text above are the entities of this demonstrator. There is 
assumed to be at least one computational node (e.g., computer running the appropriate 
software) in each entity. 

There are two parties in TWOSOME, the defending blue and the attacking red teams. The 
blue team orders the deployment of a mine at some location in the environment (i.e., 
activates the red team, which is the mine)11. That event is recognized by one or both of 
the sensors which sends a message to the operations centre. There, the detected position 
is compared to the channels and, if the location is close to a channel section, a mine 
clearance task is formulated for that section. This task is delegated to the mine 
destruction team. 

The mine destruction team consists of a transporter and three deactivated SAMs. When 
receiving the task, only the transporter is active. At arrival at the appropriate location for 
deployment, the SAM-cluster is activated (i.e., inserted into the network) and set to sea. 
During this phase, the SAMs also get a collective delegation of the task from the 
transporter. All SAMs can provide the services of emitting magnetic, acoustic-engine and 
acoustic-propulsion signatures. At receiving the task, the SAMs perform a local planning 
                                                           
11 In any real setting, taking control over or receiving information from the attacking force would be a 
significant task of its own. In the demonstrator, the narrative is set so that the defending force deploys its own 
mine as an exercise. This “explains” how the blue team can have access to red team information. 
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Table P2.1: The network centric maturity model. 

  Command and control 

and synchronization process. This results in the autonomous and coordinated mine 
clearance behavior. 

The mine collects signatures from its surroundings. It can be set to trigger on any of the 
alternative targets (i.e., small, medium and large vessels). Whenever one or more 
magnetic or acoustic signatures are detected, these are compared to templates of possible 
targets. Hypotheses are generated in accordance with the received signatures (i.e., 
possible solutions to a pattern matching problem). When a classification is reached, this 
is introduced into the triggering process of the mine. Should the rules of engagement be 
met, it triggers. 

After finishing the mine-clearing sequence, the SAMs gather at some location and call for 
the transporter (i.e., reports a finished task and request a transportation service). The 
transporter collects the SAMs (e.g., out of the water) and deactivates the computational 
nodes (e.g., unplugs the SAMs from the network). The mine-clearing force is then ready 
for replenishment and subsequent tasks. The demonstrator session is ended. 

The hardware: Speaking of TWOSOME in physical terms, it can be divided into three 
categories. The first category is the computers on which the entities are simulated. These 
correspond to the computational nodes with a one-to-one mapping. The nodes could just 
as well be placed on real vessels. The second category is the computers that provide the 
interaction mechanism (the viewports). The third category is the hardware needed for 
communication. In this setting, TCP/IP based technology is used. However, since the 
architecture is Open Systems Gateway-compliant (OSG), we foresee that a variety of 
communication devices can be used. 

The software: All computers run a software package that enables the service-oriented 
layered architecture for the communicating entities (SOLACE)12, which is grounded in the 
underlying system model. The viewports also run a distributed interaction system 
developed for handling complex entity-relation networks (DISCERN)13. DISCERN enables 
the feedback loop that is necessary for an operator to understand what is going on in the 
system and return appropriate commands. The main features of DISCERN are (i) providing 
the graphics that is used for visualizing the available data and information, (ii) enabling a 
point-and-click style real-time connectivity that allows a parametric control of active 

                                                           
12 http://www.soclab.bth.se/practices/solace.html 
13 http://www.soclab.bth.se/practices/discern.html 
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services, and (iii) in addition to the qualitative aspects, also may extract quantitative data 
regarding various system properties. [21] 

In addition to this, services are located with the entities (i.e., at the applicable 
computational nodes). These services are code modules that provide the interactions and 
processes which in turn lead to the emergent behaviours of the global system. 

The underlying system model; open computational systems 

Flexibility, adaptability, sustainability and interaction are all qualities that are preferred in 
NCW systems. It is also argued that NCW systems should be service based. Systems that 
assume stable interactions and structures aiming at achieving local (internal) coherence 
can be said to be closed. On the other hand, open systems are such systems that are 
designed to anticipate and support interactions and structures that evolve over time, 
striving to maintain global coherence.  

Most current systems (presumably including the CEC) would appear to be closed 
systems. We argue that the qualities of NCW systems mentioned above are difficult to 
achieve within the frameset of closed systems. The theory of open computational systems 
(OCSs) is part of a methodology that explicitly addresses the needs for engineering 
complex open multi-agent systems that enables a context-dependent and context-driven 
behavior. The “openness” of OCSs indicates that relations can be created and interactions 
initiated even though they have not been designed (or even anticipated) during the 
development process. The benefit of OCSs over traditionally engineered systems is the 
increased ability to respond to such events. This may allow high flexibility, evolving 
capabilities and a sustainable real world presence. [24]  

The OCS theory builds on general systems theory. As such, all systems are considered as 
built by complexes (or clusters) of interacting entities. The interaction is governed by the 
relations that can be created. On an internal (e.g., “local”) level, the system is constituted 
by the entities and their relations. However, on a global level, summative properties 
emerge that lends the whole of the system to be more than the sum of its parts. [21] 

As a consequence of switching from a closed to an open systems frameset (in which 
system properties may evolve over time), we also have to slightly modify how services 
are described. A common description is that of services as design-use couples. However, 
as both the descriptions and perceived usage of services may change over time, the 
decoupling of service descriptions into design-affordance-use triplets is introduced. [26] 
In a closed system frameset we would speak of systems and functions (as provided by the 
services). However, as a consequence of the design-affordance-use decoupling, we rather 
speak of fabric, systems and domain. The fabric is introduced as the physical items 
necessary for enabling computation and communication. The system is in accordance 
with this view the agents or services that enable interaction and provide a specific 
behavior. The domain is introduced as the set of common symbols that are used for 
giving communication a meaning (i.e., the language necessary for delivering content). 
[26] The functionality is an emergent behavior of the system as such. The network is not 
based on physical connectivity, but on semantic closure. Those entities that use symbols 
from within the same domain (e.g., share the same language) may share information 
within some network. 
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Examples of network centric warfare capabilities in TWOSOME 

Insertion and extraction of entities: Entities can enter and leave the network at any time. 
Therefore, presence (e.g., of vessels) in the network is truly dynamic and context 
dependent. This is a significant property of open systems. Since the architecture is based 
in accordance with OCS theory and multi-agent systems, the demonstrator is also 
inherently service based. 

Information sharing: Needless to say, data and information is shared thorough the 
demonstrator. However, an example of information fusion is also implemented: The mine 
examines received signatures with regard to type and relative location. Hypotheses are 
created with regard to the possible solutions to a pattern-matching problem. When a 
significant solution is determined, the various signatures are fusioned into a classification 
of a specific class of a surface vessel (sized small, medium or large) which thereafter is 
treated as the perceived target (see Figure P2.3). The triggering mechanism of the mine is 
set firstly on the classification itself and secondly on the estimated centre of the target. 
Note that both of these parameters are abstractions of the actual signatures. The 
mechanisms for information fusion that are implemented in the mine could be used for 
building an array of sensors that each provides signals to a fusion process. Also, the 
current state of the classification is visualized in real-time through the red force viewport. 

Shared situation awareness is achieved in three different ways. One is that different 
operators can view the current state and situation at different physical locations, e.g., by 
replication of real-time visualizations. Another is that events in the environment are 
presented to the operators by the two parallel viewports that interact with two different 
nodes. The defender view shows the situation as perceived by the operation centre. The 
attacker view shows the situation as perceived by the mine. The last is that the transporter 
and the SAMs share common notions of the state and progress of the tasks at hand. While 

 
 

Figure P2.2: The 3D environment of TWOSOME; transport vessel and operations 
centre. 
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Figure P2.3: Shared awareness. The blue team viewport shows that three SAMs are 
synchronized in order to simulate a large vessel. At the same time, the red team 
viewport indicates that the mine has classified the signatures as a large vessel. 

these entities may not be aware per se, their services enable behaviors that indeed solve 
tasks considered to need awareness, if performed by human agents. 

Collaboration between asynchronous, distributed entities: All entities are distributed in 
(perceived) space. They interact with messages that are sent over the available means for 
signal transfer (i.e., any OSGi compliant communications technology). In the case of 
clearing the deep channel, the SAMs perform cooperative planning in order to simulate 
the three sizes of vessels. Also, the transporter coordinates with the SAM-cluster (e.g., 
deploy and collect the SAMs). 

Self-synchronization: The three SAMs autonomously synchronize their positions relative 
to each other and to the channel to be cleared. This ability is obvious from the execution 
of the large-vessel-signature simulation that is carried out by the SAMs. In order to do 
this the three SAMs line up and form the size of a large vessel. They also activate a task-
specific set of services, so that there is a large-ship magnetic signature, sound from the 
engine “amidships” and sound from the propulsion in the aft.  

Discussion 

Smith (2002) outlined two major ways in which NCW technology support cognitive tasks 
(i.e., decisions). The first is support for the dynamic planning and execution of 
operations. This is a battlespace management issue. The second is support for the 
feedback process, typically by integrating data (thus enabling the establishment of 
performance norms) and investigating relationships between different kinds of 
information and data. This is a battlespace monitoring issue. Below, we will treat some 
aspects of addressing these issues with integrated command and control processes in an 
NCW enabled theatre. 

Managing an open battlespace  

Let us assume that the major issues of battlespace management are the availability of 
information and the ability to control. The type of control depends on for example the 
reach and richness of (available) information, how information is perceived (i.e., at the 
cognitive level) and how much time that is (perceived to be) available for the tasks at 
hand. [31] We also assume that there is a limited set of available resources. The 
prioritization of tasks to be undertaken is clearly a context-dependent activity. 
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Furthermore, we assume that the battlespace shall be managed within the realms of an 
integrated command and control process.  

So, let us assume that there is sufficient bandwidth at will. With whom should we 
communicate? What should be communicated? Can we assume that it is possible to 
design a system that is flexible, robust and durable to the extent indicated by the NCW 
visions, and get it right the first time? We do not think so. Rather, the inherent 
complexity of network based systems will lead to a situation in which “… no single 
individual or organization is responsible for the construction and consequently for the 
system as a whole”. [21] As a consequence of this, no single individual and/or 
organization can predict the emergent behavior of the resulting system, either. Rather 
than regarding this as an argument for avoiding OCS-based NCW systems, we should 
realize that this unpredictability is an unavoidable consequence of properties that NCW 
systems really possess. 

Monitoring an invisible battle space 

We also suggest that tools for multi-dimensional visualisations and interaction may be 
necessary in order to manage an NCW-enabled battle space. In a situation where the 
behavior of the system is determined by distributed services, message-based interaction 
and local data storage, there is no such thing as shared clock time or a global database. 
Observations made from sessions in TWOSOME indicate that the abilities of real-time 
observation (i.e., monitoring) and interaction are pivotal for establishing command and 
maintaining control in open systems.  

Obviously, the quality of the real-time interaction depends on the relations between the 
need for communication and the available capacity (e.g., bandwidth). While the latter is a 
fabric-level technical issue, the first is a matter of interaction design and operational 
needs at the cognitive level. Even if the technology of the interaction fabric is properly 
handled (e.g., that the network-bandwidth-IT-problem is “solved”), the modelling and 
consecutive implementation of domain- and system level functionality still remains. 
These are the services that shall enable, e.g., the self-synchronizing capabilities of NCW-
systems. More work is needed to investigate these relations. 

Context, complexity and communication 

In both reality and in the demonstrator, services can be altered and/or disabled of a 
number of reasons. One is that services are engaged as consequences of internal 
processes and/or interaction with entities in the same cluster. Another is direct control 
from external entities (e.g., human operators through a viewport). In reality we also have 
the obvious possibilities of context-dependent unplanned events (i.e., hostile activities 
and/or reliability problems). In TWOSOME, the cluster of three SAMs provides a 
collaboration-based simulation of large and medium-sized vessels, which in turn is 
enabled by self-synchronization and internal allocation of services. Should some active 
service fail, e.g., that the acoustic-propulsion signature of the last SAM in a large-vessel 
simulation is lost, the group recognizes that its ability to solve the task at hand also is 
lost. As a response to this, another solution to the service allocation problem is 
calculated. If the solution (in terms of service availability) requires a physical reallocation 
of the SAMs (e.g., changing places), this is done through self-synchronization so that the 
task can be readdressed.  

While the capability of handling these kinds of interactions are would be major NCW 
features, they also add complexity. There seems to be a trade-off between the ability to 
locally handle changes in the context and the need for communications. The better the 
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autonomous ability, the less communication would be needed. From a tactical 
perspective, this would imply that more autonomity would lower both response-times and 
the need for sending possibly revealing signals. However, implementing autonomity 
requires a substantial effort in modeling the domains of the interacting parties and 
behaviors at the cognitive level (e.g., the services that build the systems).  

Summary and suggestions 

The behaviours observed in TWOSOME indicate that clusters of autonomous vessels can 
be able to respond to partially degraded performance without time-consuming need for 
queries to and responses from external entities (e.g., operators). This may in turn lead to 
improved robustness and lower requirements on the amount of necessary 
communications. Also, the allocation of cognitive functionality (e.g., self-
synchronization and cluster-wise awareness of common tasks and goals) into systems of 
systems through task decomposition and delegation provide local decision loops, which 
in turn may speed up the overall behavior.  

However, the delegation of tasks is also a decoupling of control. Therefore, self-
synchronizing NCW systems pose requirements on (i) the quality of services of, i.e., 
clusters of autonomous vessels and (ii) the mechanisms used for monitoring and 
interaction with NCW-enabled teams. 

We suggest that more efforts are spent on the development of cognition-level services. 
Also, development of domain-dependant vocabularies and protocols for inter-domain 
information exchange would improve the adaptability to various constellations of joint 
forces. However, this is only possible if we explicitly declare the existence and content of 
the applicable domains. 

Conclusions 

The implementation and subsequent observation of the TWOSOME demonstrator 
capabilities indicates that TWOSOME is highly relevant as an NCW demonstrator. Even 
though TWOSOME has a very limited scope, it is obvious that shared awareness can be 
achieved and that coordination and self-synchronization of autonomous vessels is 
possible. As of the NCW maturity model, the highest level of capability is demonstrated.  

However, the examples of network centric capabilities and the following discussion 
indicates that a significant effort in modeling domains and systems still remains if we are 
to cope with the integrated processes of battlespace monitoring and management in an 
open, context-dependent NCW-enabled theater. Once the network problem is solved, the 
networking problem will remain. 
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This paper suggests that systems for network enabled capabilities have 
inherently open properties. It introduces a series of demonstrators based on 
architectural implementations of the open computational systems (OCS) model; 
CONDENS, TWOSOME, SCOPE and BGS 1. The evolutionary development process 
has lead to a set of software based resource management tools, middleware 
platforms and simulated resources that demonstrates various kinds of interaction 
between nodes based on IP-based communication and COTS hardware. Some 
possible applications of these technologies includes e.g., mechanisms for 
monitoring and control of distributed systems, operations including uninhabited 
and/or autonomous vehicles, and support for operations with joint/combined 
forces. 

INTRODUCTION 

Openness can be understood in several different ways. One meaning is something 
unclassified. Another is something with known interfaces, thus facilitating system 
construction. However, from a general systems perspective, openness can be defined as 
“… a system in exchange of matter with its environment, presenting import and export, 
building-up and breaking-down of its material components.”. [7, p.141] In 2001, 
Fredriksson and Gustavsson introduced the notions of sustainable multi-agent societies 
and Open computational systems (OCS). [21] In such systems, information is a 
substantial part of the matter which is exchanged across the borders of a system.  

A series of architectural implementations of the OCS model has since been 
developed by the Societies of computation laboratories (SOCLAB) at Blekinge institute 
of technology (BTH). These development projects have addressed various needs of 
systems for Network centric warfare (NCW) and Network enabled capabilities (NEC). 
Investigations of tools and technologies have provided assessments of the resulting 
system characteristics. While a lot of attention (at a global level) has been focussed at 
NCW since Cebrowsky and Gartskas 1998 paper [12] it serves a purpose to remind of 
some early themes:  

 
- Focus is shifting from platforms to the network. 
- The view of actors is shifting from independence to parts of a continuously 

changing ecosystem. 
- The importance for actors in this ecosystem to make strategic choices in order 

to adapt and/or survive, is increasing. 
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One major problem for the transfer from platform-centric to network enabled systems is 
the conception of the environment. A platform centric perspective assumes that systems 
are closed, meaning, that that there is some distinguishable border between the system 
and its surroundings. Another problem is enabling the developing interdependence 
between actors that are to make informed choices in order to evolve in an environment 
under continuous change. Here is an apparent need for mechanisms that first support a 
common understanding of situations, second allow establishment of feedback loops that 
opens the flow if information between actors. 

This paper first introduces the OCS model and the corresponding architecture. 
This is followed by a summary of the main contributions of four demonstrators. We are 
then touching the relations between the main components of some recent developments. 
We compare the shown capabilities to some assumed capabilities of network enabled 
systems. Finally, the relevance and applicability of the introduced demonstrators is 
discussed. 

BACKGROUND 

Open systems can have the ability to anticipate and support interactions and structures 
that evolve over time. They strive to establish a state of dynamic equilibrium. Open 
computational systems (OCSs) are in this context to be understood as systems that are 
evolving over time in such a way that (i) there is no real starting or stopping the system, 
(ii) it is not possible to know in advance, what all operating circumstances will be and 
(iii) there is a significant amount of computers and software in the loop. [20] Note that 
human operators by no means are excluded in this view. In a closed system frameset we 
would speak of the functions or services of some system. However, recognizing an open 
frameset in which system properties may evolve over time, it is appropriate to modify the 
notion of system services commonly described as design-use couples. As both the 
descriptions and perceived usage of services may change over time, the decoupling of 
service descriptions into design-affordance-use triplets was introduced. [26]. As a 
consequence of this, the OCS model as situated in the real world is described in terms of 
Environment, Fabric, System and Domain (see Table P3.1). 
The Domain is the set of common symbols whose definitions are accepted, so that 
communication between nodes is meaningful. Domains are defined based on e.g., task 
specific mission descriptions. The System level of the architecture contains all the code 
(agents and/or services in computers) and knowledge (in people) needed to create and 
provide behaviours on the cognitive level. The Fabric level denotes the physical items 

Table P3.1: The four layers of the open computational systems model. 

Level Description 

Domain The words used for describing a mission specific context. 

System The minds and code that enabled behaviour. 

Fabric The hardware needed for computation and communication 

Environment Everyting in the real world, e.g. platforms geography etc. 
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necessary for enabling computation and communication, i.e., the information technology. 
The System level behaviours are decoupled from the Fabric level hardware by a 
middleware solution (an interaction platform). The Environment level corresponds to the 
ever evolving reality that provides the context for any and every operation and activity. 

The OCS model also provides distinctions between some features of dynamic 
systems. The Environment is under constant evolution. The Fabric is active in the 
mediation and treatment of information; providing connectivity and computation. 
Interaction is provided by System level components. The Domain not only serves as a 
container for a mission specific vocabulary. It also supports the possible observation and 
recognition of any new entity as a member of a network, if and when it declares its 
presence. In this way, any number of networks can be constructed in terms of the groups 
of entities that share the same definitions of the used symbols. Any entity can belong to 
more than one Domain. [24]  

Demonstrators 

Four iterations have been completed in the current series of OCS based development 
projects. The strategy has been to aim each new development effort towards improving 
software based tools and engines while also investigating principally new System level 
capabilities and mechanisms. We have not used resources to repeat e.g., operational 
concepts that are proven to a sufficient extent in preceding work. Thus, the themes of the 
four demonstrators described below have been in order connectivity, autonomity, 
organisation and resource management. 

 
CONDENS (Concept demonstrator of networked services) provided operationalisation of 
the OCS model through the implementation of an architecture and middleware solution 
(the Service oriented layered architecture interaction platform; SOLACE). It also indicates 
the benefits of having visualisations of events in the environment in parallell with the 
fabric and system layer activities. For example, at the same time as the physical locations 
of units are visualised in a 3D world, they are also represented as symbols with their 
respective services in a two dimensional conceptual view. Communication is highlighted 
as red lines between participating services while occurring. Thus real time visual 
inspection of e.g., available units, their locations, capabilities and communication is 
possible. 

 
TWOSOME (Trustworthy operations in marine environments) provides three major 
contributions. First is the development of means for graphical representation of and 
interaction with both physical and abstract constructs as a free-flying controller in a three 
dimensional (3D) environment. Second is the implementation of adaptation algorithms 
that enable groups of cooperating autonomous units to reconfigure themselves with 
regard to mission requirements and available capabilities. Third is the use of the resource 
management tool to visualise current states of information fusion mechanisms. This 
enables e.g., shifts between detailed presentations of undecided states and general 
presentations of current classifications. [42] 
 
SCOPE (Sustainable cooperation in peer environments) shows how multiple groups of 
simulated entities can share information in a competitive environment. The interaction 
tools allowed both views of and operations in a 3D physical environment with a natural 
coordinate system and real time 3D visualisation of the current state of the Fabric level 
components of a group (see Figure P3.1). The environment simulation was separated 
from the entities through the COSMOS engine, thus allowing decoupled handling of e.g., 
cognitive and physical information. Two dimensional mission control tools enabled e.g., 
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Figure P3.1: Dynamic 3D Environment (left) and Fabric (right) views; SCOPE. 

tactical comparisons of traditional forces to the capabilities of network enabled forces 
with low signatures. Also, the middleware solution was reimplemented as SPEAR. 

 
BGS 1 (Battle group simulator 1) provides an integrated resource management and 
interaction tool with four major capabilities. First is a reimplementation of the 3D 
environmental visualisation including members of the own group(s) and available sensor 
information. Second is the information fusion component that periodically refines the 
available sensor data with respect to e.g., multiple inputs and own entities. Third is the 
integrated and active 2D tactical view, which enables e.g., point-and-click navigational 
commands and shooter-target assignments. Fourth and maybe most important is the 
general connection and group management capability. Provided the acceptance of 
connection to at least one node, this allows online investigation of available groups, their 
members, creation and deletions of groups as well as, allocation and decommissioning of 
group members. We can also extract entity specific data for inspection or computation 
purposes. 

TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

The main components of the SCOPE/BGS 1 demonstrators are indicated in Figure P3.2. 
Each node provides specific capabilities as created by the combination of physical 
properties and cognitive characteristics. If not human, software components at system 
level are implemented with e.g., agent technologies. All nodes run the OCS middleware. 
Nodes can be either simulated units connected to the COSMOS environment simulator, 
real units providing live data and/or completely artificial nodes included for e.g., control 
recording purposes. The resource management tools can be regarded as stand alone 
applications. All functionality that is provided by software can be addressed through the 
resource management tools, thus allowing e.g., control of groups of uninhabited units. A 
more comprehensive presentation of the architectural components is provided in 
Fredriksson and Gustavsson 2004. [23] 

Note also that the networks exist on two levels. One is the physical network as 
implemented at the Fabric level. We assume IP-based communication and that at least 
one node of a group is known. The communication need not be continuous. Another level 
inhabits the conceptual networks as indicated by the ellipses of Figure P3.2. These denote 
purpose specific allocations of available resources, real and/or simulated, dynamically 
reconfigured as situations evolve. 
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Figure P3.2:Scheme of the relations between resource management tools, peer 
groups/networks, nodes, simulated environment and reality. 

ANALYSIS 

In closed systems, stable interactions are assumed and the goal is to achieve local 
(internal) coherence. The anticipated adaptability of network enabled systems implies 
that they would be open in a systemic sense. Since systems in the open perspective are 
parts of the environment rather than parts in the environment, the context in which the 
system resides (and thus the requirements facing the system) are considered to change 
continuously. Computational (as opposed to naturally existing) open systems may be 
designed to anticipate and support interactions and structures that evolve over time, 
striving to sustain global coherence.  

The demonstrators are indicating that an implemented architecture based on the 
OCS model allows high flexibility, evolving capabilities and a sustainable real world 
presence. They have provided a number of relatively mature NEC/NCW functionalities. 
Among the most notable are the intuitive point-and-click 3D interfaces of the interaction 
tools that provide control loops over distributed systems in the three later demonstrators, 
the implementation of context dependent self-adaptation in groups of autonomous units 
of TWOSOME and the resource management system of BGS 1.  

The theories of open computational systems is part of the online engineering 
methodology that explicitly addresses the needs for engineering complex open systems 
that enables a context-dependent and context-driven behaviour. [20] In this view, 
networks are established by the participation of actors (entities, software agents, 
operators, etc.) that declare membership of the same Domain. This is the same as saying 
that they can communicate using the same language. It is also implied that the network is 
not built on the ability to connect per se, but on the ability and need to formulate and 
address a common task at the cognitive level. Entities that share the same language may 
also share information with its peers. The network is not based on physical connectivity, 
but on semantic closure. 

DISCUSSION 

It has recently been suggested that the concepts of network enabled capabilities should be 
extended so that the value and benefit chains also includes e.g., autonomous and 
uninhabited units. [5] An inherent aspect of the series of OCS based demonstrators is 
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their inclusion of cognitive capabilities as men or machine based agents. We argue that 
qualities sought for in NEC/NCW systems such as adaptability, shared awareness and 
self-synchronisation are difficult to achieve within a closed systems frameset. 
Interactions including computers imply flows of information across the boundaries of 
“traditional” systems. This information can be operationalised directly by entities 
providing varying degrees of support from complete autonomity to manual treatment of 
transferred information. [56] Any which way we want to use the information; we still 
need to start with definitions of a common language – that is, the Domain. When done, 
implementations of System level software and/or education of personnel will be 
relatively straightforward. The SOLACE/SPEAR interaction platforms use the Domain 
definitions to recognise new and share information between identified nodes. The Fabric 
level is all COTS. The Environment is what it is, hopefully described as appropriate 
Domain definitions. 

The four level OCS model maps very well to the established domains of warfare; 
the physical, information, cognitive and social layers. [1, 3, 57] Lindh 2004 suggested (i) 
that this model is extended to also include an ecological layer, (ii) that it is possible to 
create and control distributed systems that are exposed the evolutionary behaviours of an 
ecological environment and (iii) that systems based on the OCS architecture are both 
compliant with requirements on essential operational capabilities of network enabled 
forces and conforming to the Global Information Grid. [43]  

The series of developments can also be viewed as a campaign of experiments. [11] 
The principles of open computational systems together with the applicability of multi-
agent system technologies lead to the conceptualisation of support for network enabled 
operations. We have been trough a series of discovery and hypothesis refinement 
experiments. These experiments have shown that the OCS model is suitable for 
monitoring and control of distributed systems, albeit on a laboratorial scale. While the 
vessels are simulated, we should recognize that the interaction and control mechanisms 
are realised.  

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS 

We have suggested that systems for network enabled capabilities have inherently open 
properties. The open computational systems (OCS) model has been developed to meet 
subsequent demands. We have also presented a series of architectural implementations of 
the OCS model, e.g., the demonstrators CONDENS, TWOSOME, SCOPE and BGS 1. The 
evolutionary development process has lead to a set of software based resource 
management tools, middleware platforms and simulated resources that demonstrates 
various kinds of interaction between nodes based on IP-based communication and COTS 
hardware. Some possible applications of these technologies includes e.g., mechanisms for 
monitoring and control of distributed systems, operations including uninhabited and/or 
autonomous vehicles, and support for operations with joint/combined forces. 

A logical next step is to investigate and develop appropriate capability package 
requirements. This could be done through fielding technologies such as those used in e.g., 
the BGS 1 at real vessels, together with an appropriate amount of system level logic. 
Inherent data collection and storage abilities enabled extensive experimentation. Possible 
applications does not exclude e.g., group control of uninhabited vehicles and 
joint/combined forces. There are extensive possibilities in the logistics and support 
domains. 
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SECTION III: 
PRINCIPLES (SCIENCE) 

This section contains papers 4, 5 and 6. These papers relate to principal issues of the 
implementation and use technologies supporting network enabled capabilities. The papers 
in this section aim at relating the findings from the demonstrators to general aspects of 
relevant application areas.  

Paper 4 is discussing some implications of foreseeable capabilities of systems in 
networks to the design of complex and tightly coupled systems. This system safety 
oriented paper suggests that problems of tightly coupled physical systems can be solved 
by the introduction of software based interaction systems, if the resulting systems can be 
modeled and controlled. The reservation of the latter part of this suggestion has in fact set 
the direction of the research addressed in this thesis.  

Paper 5 relates the Open Computational Systems (OCS) model as a basis for design 
to the broadly accepted layered physic-information-cognition-social model of military 
operations. It suggests that this model is of limited support for the engineering of systems 
that are to function in open environments. It also suggests that the OCS model provides 
an operational framework for implementing systems meeting requirements put on e.g., 
network systems in general and the Global Information Grind in the specific. 

Paper 6 provides the empirical foundation for the subsequent reasoning about 
epistemological and methodological aspects of data distribution in realized networks 
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Abstract 

We are in a situation where the operational needs indicated by the development of 
network enabled operations meet the possibilities provided by computer and cognitive 
science. Efforts to build systems for network enabled operations are often regarded as 
technical problems. However, network enabled operations can involve large numbers of 
computational systems which also may be described as having cognitive capabilities. The 
challenges and possibilities of this development have been investigated in the TWOSOME 
demonstrator. The safety of network based operations is highly linked to the degree of 
control, which in turn often is based on indirect information and execution of commands. 
We have suggested that different frameworks can be merged as Open cognitive systems. 
Observations and subsequent analysis indicates that there is a possibility that safety can 
be improved in a subset of tightly coupled systems with complex interactions for which 
behaviour and context can be explicitly modelled. 

Introduction 

All operations are executed within some environment in order to pursue some goal. These 
goals are often achieved with the support of some kinds of artifacts, whose behaviours we 
seek to guide in some preferred manner. It is quite obvious that the systems for network 
based systems in addition to the physical artifacts and communications technology also 
will contain a relatively large amount of software. Safety aspects of applying software in 
critical applications are readily recognized. The various activities that are necessary to 
keep hazard levels low in software intensive systems are addressed in numerous 
publications. However, with the development of networks in which both men and 
machines communicate (e.g., systems for network enabled operations) and multi-agent 
systems technologies we are facing a situation in which roles traditionally assigned to 
humans, to a greater extent than before may be assigned to computational entities – i.e., 
computers and their software.  

This paper indicates that software-based artifacts can have cognitive abilities. Whether 
this is possible or not is a philosophical question beyond the scope of the paper. 
However, it shall be understood that we assume that artifacts can be designed and built to 
show cognitive behaviours. Having said this, we want to declare that many of the 
cognition-level abilities described in this paper could be attributed to either men or 
machines. Also, we do indicate that there is yet another layer of complexity with systems 
for network enabled operations, adding to the already acknowledged hazards of software 
intensive systems. This complexity comes from the possible allocation of cognitive 
capability to computers that may be both physically and temporally decoupled from 
immediate control. In this paper, the words “domain” and “system” can have different 
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Figure P4.1: The integrated command and control processes of network enabled 
operations (IntOp) and the three-level domain model. 

meanings. These should be apparent from the context. The problem of hazards contained 
within the artifacts themselves is not addressed here. Neither are issues of software safety 
in terms of i.e., quality and/or reliability. 

This paper begins with a brief introduction to the topics of network based operations, 
open computational systems, cognitive systems engineering and contextual control 
models. Then the demonstrator TWOSOME is briefly described together with a short 
enumeration of some specific capabilities. The subsequent analysis indicates that we can 
merge different frameworks into Open Cognitive Systems. The discussion is based on the 
notions of coupling, interaction, control and autonomity. It is followed by some 
observations and suggestions on how safety of some complex and tightly coupled 
systems may be improved.

Operations, openness and contextual control 

Network based operations: Flexibility, adaptability, sustainability and interaction are all 
qualities that are preferred in systems for network enabled operations (NEO). [1] The 
three-level domain model presented in Figure P4.1 suggests that the processes of network 
enabled operations can be discussed in terms of a physical, an information and a 
cognitive level. These levels are to be understood as abstractions of how the principles of 
command and control in military and warfare operations can be described. The physical 
level contains the reality, e.g., the hardware and the surrounding world. This is where all 
physical events occur. The information level contains all symbols that are used in order to 
describe reality. These symbols are often realized as data and information that is stored, 
treated and distributed by means of information technology. The cognitive level is where 
processes of the human mind are attributed to reside. Smith [57] also suggests that 
network based operations can support effect based operations (EBO) in terms of the 
feedback process (i.e., battlespace monitoring) and the dynamic planning and execution 
of operations (i.e., battlespace management).  
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The integrated command and control process: The command and control processes of a 
highly integrated operating environment would be based on information systems that 
inherently support the operations (IntOp, see Figure P4.1). These processes are usually 
internal from an individual point of view. However, group processes (which are 
instrumental in network enabled operations) such as joint ventures (e.g., synchronized 
collaboration) are dependent on, e.g., shared understanding of intentions and current 
situations. The battlespace monitoring process allows events that occur at the physical 
level to be recognized by sensors and transferred as information to operators, who can try 
to interpret the information. The sense- and decision-making processes in which 
operators try to understand what has happened and what should be done are both 
processes at the cognitive level. Eventually, command intent can be formulated and 
introduced into the battlespace management process. Orders are based on cognition-level 
intentions (i.e., decisions) and issued as information-level messages (i.e., orders) with the 
purpose of achieving controlled events at the physical level (i.e., synchronization of 
applicable resources). [1] 

Open computational systems: One major problem in the transfer from platform-centric to 
network enabled systems is the conception of the environment. The platform centric 
perspective assumes that systems are closed and that there is a distinguishable border 
between the system and its surroundings. In closed systems, stable interactions are 
assumed and the goal is to achieving local (internal) coherence. On the other hand, open 
systems are designed to anticipate and support interactions and structures that evolve over 
time, striving to maintain a sustainable global coherence. Since the systems in the open 
perspective are part of the environment rather than parts in the environment, the context 
in which the system resides (and thus the requirements facing the system) are considered 
to change continuously.  

Fredriksson and Gustavsson (2001) introduced the notion of sustainable multi-agent 
societies and Open Computational Systems (OCS). [21] As a consequence of recognizing 
an open system frameset in which system properties may evolve over time, it was 
appropriate to modify the notion of services commonly described as design-use couples. 
However, as both the descriptions and perceived usage of services may change over time, 
the decoupling of service descriptions into design-affordance-use triplets is introduced. 
[26] In a closed system frameset we would speak of systems and functions (as provided 
by the services). However, as a consequence of the design-affordance-use decoupling, the 
structure of OCSs is described in terms of fabric, system and domain (see Figure P4.2). 
The fabric is introduced as the physical items necessary for enabling computation and 
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Figure P4.3: Four stages of process control according to the ECOM. 

communication. The system-level contains services that enable interaction and provide 
behavior. The domain is the set of common symbols that are used for giving 
communication a meaning (i.e., the language necessary for providing content). [26] This 
layered architecture also provides distinction between some features of the dynamic 
systems. The environment is under constant evolution. The fabric is active in the 
mediation of information; this is connectivity of interaction in physical terms. Interaction 
in logical terms is provided by the services at the system level. Any new entity can be 
observed and recognized as a member of a network, if and when it declares that it 
belongs to some specific domain. In this way, any number of networks can be constructed 
in terms of the groups of entities that share the same definitions of the used symbols. 
Also, any entity can belong to more than one domain. [21] 

Cognitive Systems Engineering: A cognitive system is defined by Hollnagel and Woods 
(1983) as a system that has a goal oriented behaviour which is based on symbol 
manipulation and uses knowledge of the world for guidance. In other words, a cognitive 
system produces “intelligent action” based on heuristic knowledge. Note that there is no 
difference made between human and computational systems as such. [35] Cognitive 
systems engineering (CSE) is the application of cognitive psychology to the development 
of man-machine systems. While information processing psychology is basically 
structuralistic, CSE is basically functionalistic. CSE addresses processes and dynamics of 
control and behavior in terms of Joint Cognitive Systems (JCS), in which the relations 
between coupled cognitive systems are explored. Computational technology is used to aid 
humans in processes, rather than substituting humans when possible. [53, 62] 

Contextual control models: Hollnagel [30] suggests with the contextual control model 
(COCOM) that actions are determined by states and goals (i.e., context) as perceived by 
an entity with cognitive properties rather than by some predefined procedure. Any next 
step in any series of actions would be decided in a closed loop and based on the current 
understanding of a situation, rather than being predefined. The issue of control is 
therefore very much an issue of selecting the next appropriate step of action, building a 
set of actions that lead to the anticipated goal. The selection among possible actions is 
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Figure P4.4: Screenshots from the TWOSOME demonstrator. The blue team viewport 
(left) shows that three vessels are synchronized in order to emulate a large vessel. At 
the same time, the red team viewport (right) indicates that the mine has classified the 

present signatures as a large vessel. 

made based on belief of the state of current needs and constraints. Four modes of control 
are defined; strategic, tactical, opportunistic and scrambled. The modes change in 
accordance with the perceived available time needed for acting in accordance with 
current plans. Hollnagel also presents [32] the extended contextual control model 
(ECOM, see Figure P4.3), which suggests that any control situation can be described by 
several control-loops. As in COCOM, all processes aim at reaching some specific goal. 
The tracking stage is aimed at keeping a process stable within limits. Should that not be 
possible, the regulating stage aims to formulate a series of activities (i.e., a schedule) 
designed to regain stability. Should it be necessary to find a new stable mode, the 
monitoring stage aims to construct a plan which can be fed back to the regulating and 
tracking stages. Should a plan, i.e., given temporal and/or contextual constraints, not be 
conceivable, the goals themselves are questioned. If/when new goals are formulated; 
these are fed into the monitoring process. 

The TWOSOME demonstrator: The demonstrator “Trustworthy and sustainable operations 
in marine environments” (TWOSOME, see Figure P4.4) was developed in order to 
investigate challenges and opportunities of engineering systems for network enabled 
operations. TWOSOME is a working implementation of a distributed and asynchronous 
network of autonomous entities that together provide a context dependent emergent 
behavior. The network is based on semantic closure rather than on physical connectivity. 
The demonstrator is implemented in accordance with the OCS structure outlined above. 
Those entities that share the same language (e.g., use symbols from within the same 
domain) may establish communication and share information. TWOSOME is based on (i) a 
number of computers, each emulating a relevant entity (i.e., a vessel, sensor, or weapon), 
(ii) software for construction and organisation of networks; the “Service oriented layered 
architecture for communicating entities” (SOLACE14) and (iii) viewports that enable real-
time contextual 3D-visualisation of and interaction with the entities; the “Distributed 
interaction system for complex entity-relation networks” (DISCERN15). Among the 
behaviours shown are ad hoc insertion and extraction of entities to and from the network, 
information sharing and fusing, context dependent articulation of tasks, delegation of 
tasks to clusters of self-synchronizing entities and real-time parametric control of services 
at distributed computational nodes. TWOSOME is highly relevant as an NBO 
                                                           
14 http://www.soclab.bth.se/practices/solace 
15 http://www.soclab.bth.se/practices/discern 
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demonstrator. Observations of its behavior indicates that significant efforts in modeling 
domains and systems are needed if we are to cope with the processes of battlespace 
monitoring and management in an open, context-dependent network-enabled theater. [22, 
24, 42]. 

Analysis 

The three frameworks presented above (IntOp, OCS and ECOM) are all hierarchical and 
based in the physical environment. They also assume closed loop control situations with 
feedback and feed-forward capabilities. The IntOp framework is based in physics and 
goes over information to cognition. The OCS framework is situated in the environment 
and connects a mediating fabric over systems logic to the common vocabularies of 
domains that enable interaction. The multi layered ECOM perspective on control is also 
situated in the environment, but relate to the goals and purposes of actions and how these 
are related to the real world in a feedback—feed-forward manner that is intriguingly 
similar to the loop of integrated operations. This similarity would imply that the domains 
of OCSs would be selected based on goals and current tasks in accordance with the 
ECOM framework rather than on e.g., organizational or technical bases.  

The environment of OCS and ECOM is in terms of the operational framework, the 
physical world. As a consequence of the joint cognitive systems (JCS) perspective 
underlying ECOM, we would suggest that the OCS fabric level in addition to 
computational nodes would encompass the capabilities of available human beings. It also 
seems reasonable to suggest that the system level behavior according to the OCS 
structure would benefit from being designed in accordance with the ECOM levels of 
control. This union of OCS and JCS can be called Open Cognitive Systems, OCogS. An 
OCogS would be characterized by task- and goal-based domain definitions, control-mode 
specific system-level behavior and the ability to use whatever means for communication, 
computation and cognitive capability that is available for fabric-level interactions. 

We also make the observation that we when assuming cognitive capabilities and 
autonomous behavior in systems without (immediate) involvement of humans can regard 
groups of artifacts as organizations with dynamic properties. This allows us to use the 
work of Perrow [48] as a basis for the following discussion. 

Discussion 

We will now compare the qualities of open cognitive systems as exemplified by the 
TWOSOME demonstrator to common properties of systems which can be considered as 
having tight coupling and complex interactions (e.g., platforms such as aircraft, 
spacecraft and some current naval vessels). This comparison builds on the presumption 
that fewer and more expensive manned multi-purpose vessels could be exchanged for 
more but less expensive unmanned but self-synchronizing narrow-purpose vessels. First, 
the principles of tight–to–loose coupling and linear–to–complex interactions as suggested 
by Perrow [48, pp. 88 and 96] are addressed. Thereafter, some observations on control 
and autonomity are presented. Finally, the implications of these findings on the safety of 
systems with cognitive capabilities are discussed. 
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Coupling: If we assume high performance in fabric-level computation and 
communication, the system level processes are likely to be fast and tightly coupled within 
the scope of the implemented code. Certain processes can be delayed (e.g., returning to 
base) while other are likely to be under hard time requirements (i.e., sensor–to–shoot 
processes). The increased number of vessels would imply slack in resources, more readily 
available substitutions, and an increase in buffers and redundancies. However, within any 
given vessel, there would be a purposely designed (tight) coupling comparable to the 
present. The orders of sequences can be changed as implemented in applicable services. 
This suggests that we would have a loose coupling as far as physical configuration and 
resources are concerned, but a tight logical coupling during specific operations.  

Interaction: The larger number of small vessels could be spread out more than the few 
and large. The separation of physical services also implies that production steps and 
subsystems can be segregated. We would be less prone to common mode failures of 
physical components, but more prone to failures in terms of computation, communication 
and logical services. Similarly, we would have a lesser number of mechanical feedback 
loops, but an increased number of logical interactions that also are likely to be difficult to 
understand. The complexity in terms of less direct information and multiple-functionality 
controls would increase. This suggests that we would have a more linear system as far as 
physical properties are concerned, but a more complex system in logical and cognitive 
terms. 

Control: Controllers need to have models of the system they are about to control [14, 32]. 
In terms of support for the feedback mechanisms and depending on whether the receiver 
is a human or an artifact, the environment would be the source of information provided 
by sensors and/or direct sensations. In terms of support for the feed-forward mechanisms 
we would need system level services with predictive capabilities, which in turn would be 
dependent on task based domain descriptions in order to assess the current context. In 
addition to the nested control loops, we would also have an evolving, context dependent 
organization of interacting men and machines that would be supposed to share some 
common understanding of the current state and future achievements. 

Autonomity: The notion of truly autonomous systems would build on a closed-system 
perspective where nothing but the system itself is in full control all behavior for an 
extended period of time. However, an open system perspective implies that all systems at 
any time to some extent are part of the environment, which in turn is in continuous 
evolution. Constant interaction with the environment is required in order to maintain 
control. As a consequence of the need for models of the controlled system [14] and the 
system being built on a context dependent domain vocabulary, the models will eventually 
either need maintenance (e.g., loose autonomity) or show some unexpected behavior 
when the context leaves the anticipated design space. Therefore, as a consequence of the 
properties of open systems we would suggest that autonomity is regarded as a temporally 
constrained issue of interaction and control in some known context. 

To summarize the above, we could say that the allocation of cognitive capabilities to 
computational entities decouples the coordination of services from a common physical 
constraint (e.g., everyone and everything at a few platforms) to a logically synchronized 
set of physically disparate entities (e.g., distributed network enabled systems). The 
probability for unplanned physical interactions would decrease. This would in effect be 
decentralization in the terms suggested by Perrow for improving safety in tightly coupled 
organizations with complex interactions. [48, p. 332] However, Perrow also indicates that 
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the safety of such organizations can hardly be improved since we also have an 
incompatible requirement for centralization in order to cope with tight coupling. Now, 
the dynamics of network enabled operations would involve requests for services that 
enforce cognitive and behavioral dependencies between the physically decentralized 
entities. This would imply (i) that the degree of coupling and interaction may vary 
substantially with tasks and over time and (ii) that it is very likely that an erroneous 
perception of the current context will induce dysfunctional behaviors among the coupled 
entities. This in turn implies that if the probability of erroneous perceptions could be 
diminished, it would be possible to address the Perrow incompatibility of concurrent 
centralization and decentralization, for some tasks over some periods of time. Being a 
joint cognitive system, the perceptions will be processes of both men and machines. It 
seems like the safety of network enabled systems depends on (a) the goals and their 
corresponding tasks, (b) the perceived temporal situation at different levels in the system, 
and (c) the ability to enable correct predictions of evolving contexts.  

In order to maintain safety, we have to formulate principles for interaction between men 
and machines, so that aspects of goals, tasks, time and context can be addressed. It would 
be axiomatic that goals provides the purposes that precedes the systems. The 
organizational aspects of a system may be characterized by relations between entities, 
such as presence in the geography or parts of some processes. Visualization of such 
relations is exemplified in TWOSOME. The notion of tasks would reflect the intention of 
some entity to pursue some activity. If it is believed that there are plans that can lead to 
any currently desired goal, then it can also be argued that the corresponding tasks will be 
carried out [52]. Goals and plans are part of the ECOM, which base the assessment of 
current control mode (i.e., tactical, strategic, opportunistic or scrambled) on timeframes. 
Time is asymmetric in the sense that we can have some belief about the past and the 
present, but only predictions about the future. The future can be divided into the intended 
and the possible. However, while not all intentions are fulfilled, not all possibilities can 
be conceived either. This implies that there is an inherently probabilistic property of time 
in terms of using predictions based on assessments of the present context for selecting 
control commands. We can also note that predictions of, e.g., possible behavior, 
endurance and reliability would be useful. 

The visualization of context would be the task of conveying symbols, images or other 
sensations based on the contents of the open cognitive system from the network to, 
typically, humans. Examples of identified items would be the physical and environmental 
circumstances, various views on organization and entities, current intentions and control 
modes, and the combined available information of possible sources of deviation from the 
planned (e.g., threat assessment). Returning to the probabilistic properties of time, a 
major quality of the contextual information would be to keep the insecurity of future 
events and states as low as reasonably possible. In addition to this, appropriate feed-
forward mechanisms would be needed.  

The ability to interact would be complemented by the allocation of cognitive capabilities 
to physically decoupled (decentralized) entities. However, the degree of contact (i.e., 
frequencies of contacts and relations to estimated time of contact) and the aggregated 
control modes within the clusters appointed to a task may provide important information 
as to the predictability of the behavior of the system. The TWOSOME demonstrator 
indicates that there is a distinct possibility of modeling and implementing cognition-level 
behaviors into computational entities. Loss of contact would not necessarily mean loss of 
control. It would be useful to develop graphical representations of these properties. 
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Obviously, the selection of aspects made above is merely an indication of future works. 
The nature of this challenge is such that experiments are needed.  

Conclusions 

In an asynchronous and distributed (e.g., network enabled) system we would hardly find 
global databases, common clock time or true knowledge of the progress of events. 
Information would be shared within domains, but the reach would have to be estimated in 
semantic terms. Platforms would still exist. However, they would not always be seen as 
singular or a few multi-purpose units, but rather as exemplars in clusters of entities that 
build the behavior of a joint, open cognitive system. The entities of a network can be 
assumed to be in different contexts and have different requirements on their 
responsiveness. The issue of (self-) synchronization is a matter of context-dependent 
control-modes and communication. The ability to maintain control is instrumental in the 
effort to reduce the probabilities of undesired behaviors and avoiding hazardous states. In 
addition to this, awareness of the progress of events is likely to be mainly based on 
indirect sensing and information. As a consequence of this the interaction system would 
have to support contextual awareness by means of visualizing (i) organizational and 
environmental aspects, (ii) temporal aspects, including the past, present and a 
probabilistic assessment of intended and possible future, (iii) current control modes 
related to the possibility of achieving defined goals and (iv) an assessment of the possible 
sources of disturbances. Also, the need for feed-forward mechanisms would depend on 
the extent to which the implemented services of an entity are appropriate for current 
context and intentions. 

We can assume that we will have a situation where control issues are pivotal for 
maintaining the intended behaviour, and thus for keeping hazard levels low, in systems of 
distributed and asynchronous entities such as those conceived for network centric 
operations. However, while such systems may be physically spread over large areas and 
thus decrease the probability of unplanned physical interactions; communication and 
computational capabilities can provide very fast responses to unanticipated events. For 
systems whose behaviour and context can be explicitly and correctly modelled, the use of 
interaction technologies such as those exemplified in TWOSOME could address the 
incompatibilities of concurrent centralization and decentralization in tightly coupled 
systems with complex interactions.  

Summary 

We are now in a situation where the operational needs indicated by the development of 
network enabled operations meet the possibilities provided by computer and cognitive 
science. The challenges and possibilities of this development have been investigated in 
the TWOSOME demonstrator. We have suggested that different frameworks can be merged 
as Open cognitive systems. Observations and subsequent analysis indicates that there is a 
possibility that safety can be improved in the subset of tightly coupled systems with 
complex interactions, for which behaviour and context can be explicitly modelled. 
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Abstract 

This paper suggests that the physical, information, cognitive and social 
domain layers of warfare should be extended to also include an ecological 
layer. We compare the extended domain-model to the four-layered 
architecture for open computational systems (OCS). Implementations of (i) 
the interaction platform Service oriented layered architecture for 
communicating entities (SOLACE) and (ii) the Distributed interaction system 
for complex entity relation networks (DISCERN) are introduced. The 
demonstrator system Trustworthy and sustainable operations in marine 
environments (TWOSOME) shows that it is possible to create and control 
distributed systems that are exposed the evolutionary behaviors of an 
ecological environment. The relevance of TWOSOME to Network-Centric 
Warfare is supported by a comparison of the OCS architecture to the 
domains of warfare. We also argue that systems based on the OCS 
architecture are both compliant with requirements on essential operational 
capabilities of network enabled forces and conforming to the Global 
Information Grid. 

Introduction 
The recognition of ecological properties in network centric systems is by no means new. 
For example Cebrowski and Gartska (1998) suggested that the three main themes of the 
emerging Network-Centric Warfare (NCW) would be (i) the shift in focus from the 
platform to the network, (ii) the shift from viewing actors as independent to viewing them 
as part of a continuously adapting ecosystem, and (iii) the importance of making strategic 
choices to adapt or even survive in such changing ecosystems. [12] Concurrently, 
Czerwinsky investigated the bounds of military performance in terms of e.g., 
unpredictability, nonlinearity and self organized criticality. [16] The issues of complex 
interactions between tightly coupled units have also been highlighted. [46, 48] However, 
it seems that contemporary models of NCW and Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC) 
have not quite managed to include the concepts of sustainability and changing 
ecosystems.  

We suggest that the four-layer domain model of warfare is added a fifth layer; the 
ecological domain. We argues that the introduction of the ecological layer is relevant 
since technologies developed on the open computational systems (OCS) architecture 
shows mature Network-Centric Warfare behaviors, and the ecological layer enables a 
mapping between the domains of warfare and the OCS architecture. 
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The ecological domain; where emergent behaviours manifest as changes in 
capabilities of a system with respect to changes in other systems and the 

environment.

The social domain, where the set of rules for interactions between 
and among force entities are defined. 

The cognitive domain; where perceptions, awareness, beliefs, and 
values reside, and where, as a result of sensemaking, decisions are 

made.

The information domain, where information is created, 
manipulated and shared. 

The physical domain, where strike, protect and manoeuvre takes 
place across different environments. 

Figure P5.: A five-layered domain model of warfare. 

This paper is divided into four blocks. The first block introduces the suggested ecological 
layer and some challenges that follow. The second block introduces the architecture for 
open computational systems. The third provides a brief dissemination of technologies and 
a demonstrator that provides examples of mature network enabled capabilities. This is the 
empirical support for the claims of relevance. The fourth block discusses the conformity 
of the architecture for open computational systems to the domain model of warfare and 
the applicability to the requirements posed on information age forces. 

The paper can be confusing in the use of the word “domain”. In the five-layered model of 
warfare, every layer is labelled a domain. However, in the architecture for open 
computational systems, the Domain is one specific layer. In order to differ between these 
two meanings, the layers of the open architecture are referred to with capital first letter. 

The fifth layer of warfare; the ecological domain 

The domains of warfare are presented as means for understanding how information 
affects our ability to perform military operations. The physical, information and cognitive 
domains are defined and elaborated in Alberts et al (2001). [1] The social domain is 
added in Alberts and Hayes (2003). [3] We suggest that an ecological domain is added to 
this model (see Figure P5.1). The ecological domain would serve as a connection 
between the social and the physical domains. 

The ecological domain is defined as where emergent behaviours are manifested as the 
changes in capabilities of a system with respect to changes in other systems and the 
environment. The major implication of setting network enabled systems in an ecological 
context is that they can be regarded as evolving with the real environment in which all 
physical actions take place. This evolution is a consequence of the behaviors of all related 
systems, which in turn are defined by a combination of the rules for interactions as 
defined in the social domains, and the course of events in the physical domain. Therefore, 
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the main benefit of adding the fifth, ecological, domain is that it connects the states of the 
systems to the progress of events in the physical world. 

An evolutionary perspective on artifacts poses specific challenges on the engineering 
tasks. For example, the ever changing environment will pose continuously changing 
requirements on the systems. When the requirements change faster than the development 
process can cope with, we have to recognize that relevant requirements are unknown at 
the system design time. An evolutionary system is neither created nor decommissioned. 
Rather, we have a situation in which maintenance may be needed at any time, for 
components that are continuously up and running. There is a need for on line engineering. 
In addition to this, e.g., agent based services in systems of systems may create behaviors 
and show emergent properties of clearly cognitive character. A consequence of this is that 
the command and control situation will have to cope with multiple feedback-feed-
forward loops necessary for assessing the current states and predicting the possible 
consequences of available control actions, in systems of systems where the distribution of 
cognitive abilities between men and machines has a major impact on events. We address 
this situation with the architecture and technologies for open computational systems.  

An architecture for open computational systems 

One major problem in the transfer from platform-centric to network enabled systems is 
the conception of the environment. The platform centric perspective assumes that systems 
are closed, meaning that that there is some distinguishable border between the system and 
its surroundings. In closed systems, stable interactions are assumed and the goal is to 
achieving local (internal) coherence. On the other hand, the anticipated flexibility of 
network enabled systems implies that they would be open. Open systems are designed to 
anticipate and support interactions and structures that evolve over time. They strive to 
maintain a sustainable global coherence. Since systems in the open perspective are parts 
of the environment rather than parts in the environment, the context in which the system 
resides (and thus the requirements facing the system) are considered to change 
continuously. Studies of these properties have led to the methodology and architecture of 
open computational systems (OCS). [21] 

Open computational systems are in this context to be understood as systems that are 
evolving over time in such a way that (i) there is no real starting or stopping the system, 
(ii) it is not possible to know in advance, what the operating circumstances will be and 
(iii) there is a significant amount of computers and software in the loop. [26]. Note that 
human operators by no means are excluded in this view. 

The architecture for open computational systems is based on the four levels Domain, 
System, Fabric and Environment (see Figure P5.2).  

The Domain level contains the definitions of all the words that are to be used in solving 
an addressed mission. Domains are defined based on the tasks of the connected forces. 
The networks are established by the participation of actors (entities, software agents, 
operators, etc.) that declare membership of a specific Domain. This is the same as saying 
that they can communicate using the same language. Note that this implies that the 
network is not built on the ability to connect, but on the ability and need to address a 
common task. 

The System level contains all the code (in computers) and knowledge (in people) needed 
to assess situations and create behaviours. The open architecture is inherently service 
oriented. All services are related to the definitions at the Domain level.  
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Figure P5.2: A layered architecture according to the methodology of open 

computational systems. 

The Fabric level contains all the hardware that is necessary for performing computations 
and maintaining communications; that is, the information technology. Physical 
connections between the nodes of the network are created and established at this level. 
The services at the System level are decoupled from the hardware at the Fabric level by 
the interface(s) created by the interaction platform. One consequence of this is that 
(System level) software and (Fabric level) hardware can be developed and maintained 
independent of each other. Another consequence is that a need for communication 
created at the System level can make use of a number of different communication 
technologies. This adds redundancy and robustness to the interaction between the nodes 
of the network. Also, any given computer can host a number of System level services 
from a number of Domains. 

The Environment level corresponds to the ever evolving reality that provides the context 
for any and every operation and activity. As declared above, the purpose of the open 
architecture is to enable sustainable behaviours of real world man-machine interaction 
systems. Therefore, the environment is both the prerequisite and the arena for the 
networks that are established. It is a prerequisite in terms of providing both the basis for 
the task dependent Domain definitions and the series of often unanticipated events that 
create the situations that need to be handled. It is also the arena for the network, since the 
components of the systems usually are situated on artefacts (vessels, sensors, weapons, 
supply systems etc.) that really are (or will be) out there, in the environment.  

Technology and demonstration 
The properties of open systems in an NCW/NEC setting tell us that the problem is not to 
get connected, but to provide the required quality of service over extended periods of 
time; i.e., meeting sustainability criteria. In order to have sustainable open systems we 
need for example (i) the ability to observe the accessible participants of a network, (ii) to 
observe the emergent behaviours of the connected entities and (iii) the ability to interact 
with various participants in the network. Interaction is necessary both for the purposes of 
command and control as well as for maintenance. We have to manage on line, real time 
supervision and engineering of the up-and-running complex system. This section 
describes three principally different pieces of technology addressing these challenges. 
These are the interaction platform, the interaction tool, and the demonstration system. 
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Interaction platform 

The Service oriented layered architecture for interacting entities (SOLACE) is an 
interaction platform that provides the interfaces between the System and the Fabric 
layers. The purpose of the interaction platform is to make sure that services that reside at 
different nodes in the network (i) get to know about each other and (ii) can establish 
communication. As such, SOLACE 

- enables the observation and recognition of available Domains, which in turn 
enables the ad hoc network construction needed in an open environment, 

- provides interfaces between System level services and Fabric level hardware and  

- makes sure that the System level services can find other services declared using 
the same Domain vocabulary, so they can interact.  

Interaction tool 

The Distributed interaction system for complex entity relation networks (DISCERN) is a 
tool that provides visualisations based on the information that can be made available 
through the network. The purpose of the interaction tool is to provide a graphical 
interface to human users of the system. Some properties of DISCERN are 

- the three-dimensional visualisation of some geography and/or virtual space, in 
which we can observe the evolving behaviour of events (e.g., moving vessels), 

- the visualisation of qualitative and/or abstract constructs such as Fabric level 
nodes, System level services and the available Domains, 

- the point-and-click ability of services. This means that we can open a real time 
command interface to any available service in the network. 

Any defined word of a Domain can be mapped to a specific graphic expression. Since the 
visuals are defined and produced in the tool, only the underlying information needs to be 
distributed over the network. As different scopes of visualisation are selected, only the 
specific information needed for presenting the current state is asked for. Therefore, the 
amount of information needed may vary substantially depending on design and 
operational needs. In any case, the amount of information transferred over the network is 
substantially less than the content of the graphics actually shown to the operator. 

Demonstration system 

A system is here meant to be the group of interacting services and entities that can 
provide a coherent behaviour. The Trustworthy and sustainable operations in marine 
environments (TWOSOME) is a demonstrator built with the technologies indicated 
above16. [42] The purposes of TWOSOME are to investigate (i) the behaviours of open 
computational systems and (ii) the technology in applications related to naval tasks. The 
goals are to establish and visualize the behaviour of distributed, asynchronous service-
based autonomous entities that forms a network.  

TWOSOME shows how a naval transport vessel receives a mine-clearance task. This task is 
communicated to a cluster of three autonomous mine-sweepers that are activated, 
introduced to the network, launched to sea and set to work by the transporter. The cluster 
works autonomously showing shared situation awareness and self coordination in solving 

                                                           
16 Read more about TWOSOME and other systems at http://www.soclab.bth.se/system.html . 
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Figure P5.: Screenshots from the TWOSOME demonstrator. The blue team tool shows 
that three vessels are synchronized in order to emulate a large vessel. At the same 

time, the red team tool indicates that the mine has classified the present signatures as 
a large vessel. 

the task of emulating different sizes of naval vessels. They can also react to performance 
degradation (e.g., loss of services) by autonomous reconfiguration of the cluster.  

DISCERN provides two different but parallel views of the events (see Figure P5.3). The 
visualisation makes behaviour and events in the networked system easier to understand 
and possible to control. The blue defence-view presents the world as understood by an 
operations centre. The red attack-view presents the world as understood by a mine. In the 
blue view it can be seen that the three mine counter-measure vessels are on track. In the 
red view it can be seen that the mine has classified the current pattern of signatures as a 
large vessel. The following main entities are modelled in TWOSOME:  

- Sensor - a sonar buoy that reports bearings to the operations centre. 

- Operations centre - collects sensor data, articulates tasks and allocate resources. 

- Transporter – a vessel that receives the tasks of transporting and deploying the 
defenders to the area currently under threat. 

- Attacker – a mine that classify received acoustic and magnetic signatures. 

- Defenders – three mine counter-measure vessels (SAMs) that are deployed by 
the transporter.  

The cluster of SAMs share a common goal and coordinate in order to deceive the attacker 
into believing that there is one big vessel, rather than three small. They also have the 
ability to respond to changes in both the environment and in their own functionality. The 
SAMs may share and exchange information within the cluster, with the transporter and/or 
with the operations-centre. 

Some of the capabilities of TWOSOME (as built on SOLACE and DISCERN) that are directly 
related to network enabled operations are: 

- The ad hoc insertion, observation and extraction of nodes to the network. 

- The activation and allocation of services that enable predefined behaviours. 

- The ability to share information, enabling pattern classification and abstraction 
of concepts (i.e., information fusion). 
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Figure P5.4: The relationships between the five-layered domain-model of warfare and 
the architecture for open computational systems. 

- The shared situation awareness in terms of (i) tools that enable distributed and 
parallel human interaction with systems and networks and (ii) System level code 
that enable machine-to-machine interaction. 

- The implementation of services that enable collaboration and self-
synchronization between asynchronous and distributed nodes. 

A classification of the maturity of NCW systems is presented in Alberts et al (2001). [1] 
Admitting the explicit simplicity of the mine sweeping scenario, it can be argued that 
TWOSOME shows NCW behaviour at maturity level four. [42] It is a step towards on line 
control and engineering of distributed evolutionary systems. 

Discussion 

Requirements on control 

The architecture for open computational systems provides a distinction between some 
features of dynamic systems. The Environment is under constant evolution. The Fabric is 
active in the mediation of information, thus providing connectivity and interaction in 
physical terms. Interaction in logical terms is provided by the services at the System 
level. Any new entity can be observed and recognized as a member of a network, if and 
when it declares that it belongs to some specific Domain. In this way, any number of 
networks can be constructed in terms of the groups of entities that share the same 
definitions of the used symbols. Also, any entity can belong to zero or more Domains.  

This interaction between the network and the reality is worth some consideration. One 
observation is that we have to create and maintain components, systems and networks in 
a large scale, prepared for situations and technologies that we do not know and cannot  
design for in advance. Another observation is that control should be maintained in 
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continuous feedback-feed-forward loops that update the system(s). A final observation is 
that there really exist a number of such loops, nestled into each other; environment-to-
system interaction, human-to-system interaction, and system-to-system interaction. This 
indicates that the real challenge of establishing sustainable systems in real world 
environments is not as much the ability to physically connect nodes to each other, as the 
ability to control the resulting behaviour – that is, creating the network enabled 
capabilities. [41] 

Comparing models  

Figure P5.4 presents the relationship between the five-level domain perspective of 
warfare and the architecture for open computational systems.  

If we take the perspective of the five-level domain model perspective we see that the 
vertical model of Figure P5.1 is converted to a pie-chart diagram. This is a consequence 
of the ecological domain bridging between the social and physical domains. Interaction 
between the domains is possible over the borders. The joint hub allows e.g., jumps of 
direct sensations from the physical to the cognitive domains, without violating the model. 

If we take the perspective of the OCS architecture, we see that the Fabric layer 
corresponds to the physical and the information domains. This makes sense, since the 
Fabric layer contains the hardware and physical circumstances of communication and 
computation. The System layer corresponds to the information, the cognitive and the 
social domains. This makes sense, since this is where the human and/or software based 
services reside. These services take cognitive actions based on available information and 
decision criteria. The Domain layer corresponds to the cognitive, the social and the 
ecological domains. This makes sense, since the cognitive actions have to make sense in 
the grand scheme of developing events. Obviously, the social aspects would benefit from 
being defined with the same vocabulary as the services and the surrounding world. 
Finally, the Environment layer corresponds to the ecological and the physical domains. 
This is assuring, since the ability to handle the evolutionary aspects of the real world was 
the very reason for establishing the methodology for open computational systems. 

The open architecture and the characteristics of information age forces 

In order to assess the applicability of the extended domain model and open architecture to 
the current understanding of NCW/NEC systems, we will relate the findings above to the 
characteristics of information age forces and the Global Information Grid. 

Alberts and Hayes ([3], p.98) presents the four minimum essential capabilities required 
for a given network operation. The first is the ability to make sense of the information. 
This ability is supported by the Domain level definitions that encompass both the social 
and cognitive domain layers. The second is the ability to work in a coalition environment 
including partners from different organisations. This ability is supported twofold, by (i) 
the common language as defined in the Domain and (ii) the provision of interaction 
platforms and tools that enable communication and control. The third is the possession of 
appropriate means to respond using the tools of war and policy implementation. These 
means would not be affected by the open architecture. The fourth is the ability to 
orchestrate the available means to respond in a timely manner. This ability is supported 
by (i) the interaction tool enabling operator control and (ii) with the shown ability to use 
services on distributed nodes in a network for algorithmic self-synchronisation. 

A comparison to the requirements on the Global Information Grid ([3], p 188) gives that 
implementations in accordance with the OCS architecture are highly compliant. The 
Domain layer enables the discovery of new nodes in a network. The System layer enables 
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modular implementation of e.g., software based agents, as services. The Fabric layer 
enables the mediation of information between nodes. The interaction tool enables shared 
awareness and situated responses to perceived situations. The Environment layer 
provides the grounding of the emergent properties of self-synchronised systems to the 
realities of the physical world.  

The evolutionary properties of open systems could be established if it was possible to 
make on line real time observations, measurements, instrumentation and maintenance on 
e.g., the services and concepts available in the open architecture. If so, the high maturity 
exemplified by the TWOSOME demonstrator would be supported by the sustainability of 
adaptable systems, providing mature network enabled capabilities. Such systems could be 
compliant with requirements on both essential operational capabilities and the ability to 
conform to the Global Information Grid. 

Summary 
While rules of interaction can be formulated in the social layer, the result of applying 
those rules to the decision processes of the cognitive layer will result in real world 
behaviours that evolve over time. The loops of a controlled decision process would be 
aiming at modifying the system in accordance with specified goals. Consecutive 
modifications lead to new states and abilities. An ecological behaviour emerges, one that 
would be consistent within the system and exposed to the competitive physical world in a 
manner best described as an evolutionary development.  

Adding the ecological domain to the four-layered domain model of warfare enables 
describing a relation between the current physical context and the abilities of dynamic 
systems in an open environment. Architectures and technologies are needed, that can 
establish networks, make networks possible to maintain over extended periods of time, 
and provide the necessary control functionality. Examples of such technologies are 
implemented in the TWOSOME demonstrator, which shows that the open computational 
system architecture can enable mature network enabled behaviours. This is used as 
evidence supporting the claim that an ecological domain can connect the social domain to 
the physical. It is also argued (i) that the five-layer domain model of warfare and the 
architecture for open computational systems are highly correlated to each other, and (ii) 
that systems based the open architecture complies with requirements on both essential 
operational capabilities and the ability to conform to the Global Information Grid. 
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Abstract 
Based on explorative empirical studies, this paper suggests that data coherence 
is a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite for shared information and shared 
situation awareness in cooperating but physically distributed asynchronous 
cognitive systems (DAC-systems). A temporal model of DAC system interaction 
has been developed and a corresponding method for post operations analysis of 
temporal data has been tested.  

Results show that interaction between nodes shall occur within a 
temporal interval, if internal coherence and external relevance shall be 
maintained: We call this the coherence interval. Loss of coherence 
(decoherence) may be caused by overuse of available means for communication 
and/or lack of common domains and/or technologies. Also, DAC systems exhibit 
an observability horizon, at which attempts to increase control by increasing the 
amount of observations in fact cause a loss of control. We call this the control 
paradox. 

It also appears that our findings about DAC systems correlate well with 
aspects such as information-time vectors, relative simultaneity and the 
information-system uncertainty principle, normally discussed in modern physics. 
The coherence interval can also be used to indicate if cooperating groups are 
able to share a common and relevant dataset. 

1. Introduction 

The current international interest in information technology support for realizing systems 
based on network enabled capabilities can be traced at least back to Cebrowsky and 
Gartska (1998). [12] They suggested that focus of development is shifting from platforms 
to the network; that the view of actors is shifting from being independent to becoming 
parts of a continuously changing ecosystem; and emphasized the increasing importance 
for actors in this ecosystem to make strategic choices in order to adapt and/or survive.  

Alberts, Gartska and Stein [2] defined Network Centric Warfare (NCW) as the 
application of new ways of thinking about human and organizational behavior to military 
operations. Their emphasis on key concepts for Network Centric Warfare includes (i) the 
use of a geographically dispersed force that is (ii) knowledgeable and (iii) effectively 
linked with all other entities of the battlespace. In forces adapted to NCW, synergy is to 
be generated by dispersed and distributed entities among which responsibility and work 
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can be dynamically reallocated with respect to the situation. In 2001, Alberts et al [1] 
extends the discussion by describing the value chain of NCW as a business model 
dependant on the reach and richness of the conveyed information. Reach is described in 
terms of the amount of sharing made possible (i.e., by a network). Richness is described 
in terms of information quality attributes such as completeness, correctness, currency, 
accuracy and consistency across different command centers. Other qualities preferred in 
systems for network centric operations (NCO) are flexibility, adaptability, sustainability 
and interaction in terms of feedback processes (i.e., battlespace monitoring) and dynamic 
planning and execution of operations (i.e., battlespace management). 

Systemic properties of NCW/NCO-systems such as interaction, complexity and 
latency have been addressed in simulations. A networked command situation where a 
task force needs to get a weapon on target was discussed by Perry in 2002. [49] Moffat 
addressed NCW from a complex adaptive and open systems perspective, reporting 
models for simulation and control of swarming and clustering systems. [46] In their 
subsequent analysis of methods for assessment of information sharing, collaboration and 
decision making in military headquarters, some focus is put on the amount, age and 
uncertainty of distributed information. [50, p.72] They suggest that information freshness 
is concerned with the age of information and that timeliness relates to the perceived need 
of the information; both are functions of the information rate of change over time. They 
also note that it takes longer time for a cluster of cooperating nodes to get a coherent 
view of a situation, if there are more sources of information and more frequent reporting. 
This effect is attributed to information overload, in the sense that unneeded and/or 
redundant information saturates the information handling processes without contributing 
to the quality of estimates. 

Part of the argumentation for NCO is also based on the application of the Boyd 
OODA-loop in order to achieve maneuver warfare abilities. Boyd himself borrowed from 
Sun Tzu when argumenting that good command may include making the adversary 
collapse before combat through making him loose contact between his lines and 
shattering the coherence within his armies. Also, somewhat contrary to its naïve 
interpretation, we see that the OODA-loop is a time-based model. Speed in itself is little 
appreciated. [9, 15, 60] 

While often implicitly subsumed, coherence appears to be requisite for cooperation. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate findings from an empirical study of data transfer in 
systems of distributed asynchronous cognitive (DAC) nodes. A time based interaction 
model is introduced for assessment of some temporal aspects of data transfer and some 
fundamental limitations to achieving coherence and maintaining control in such systems. 

In the following Section 2 Background, we introduce some results from our work on 
systems for Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC), including the model of Open 
Computational Systems (OCS) and a series of demonstrators on different aspects of 
NEC-based systems. Section 3 Problem formulation introduces the research questions at 
hand and Section 4 Definitions includes our working definition on temporal aspects of the 
context of NEC-based systems, data transfer and coherence. In the following Section 5 
Experiments we introduce a couple of experiments that have been done exploring aspects 
of coherence in open distributed systems. In Section 6 Analysis we reason about of 
temporal intervals and phenomena such as saturation, latency, observability and the 
consequential control problems. The paper ends with Section 7 Discussion and related 
work in which we outline some relations to e.g., modern physics and suggest some 
requisites for maintaining control in DAC systems. Finally Section 8 Summary and future 
works concludes the presentation. 

Experiments and calculations are detailed in Appendix A. 
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Figure P6.1: The open computational systems (OCS) model. 

2. Background 
In this section we give an introduction to some key concepts of Open Computational 
Systems (OCS); a series of OCS-based demonstrators and some findings from 
assessments of the latter, which are the basis for the subsequent problem formulation. 

2.1 Open computational systems 

The anticipated flexibility of network enabled systems (NEC) implies that they are to be 
open, in a systemic meaning. Openness as a systemic criterion can be defined in several 
different ways. In 2001, Fredriksson and Gustavsson introduced the notions of 
sustainable multi-agent societies and open computational systems (OCS). [21] In such 
systems, information is a substantial part of the (generalized) matter that is exchanged 
across the borders of a system (see Figure P6.1). Open systems can have the ability to 
anticipate and support interactions and structures that evolve over time. They strive to 
establish a state of dynamic equilibrium and are in this context to be understood as 
systems evolving over time in such a way that (i) there is no real starting or stopping the 
system, (ii) it is not possible to know in advance, what all operating circumstances will be 
and (iii) there is a significant amount of computers and software in the loop [20]. 

According to the OCS model, control in open systems requires that all units 
addressing a specific task (mission, activity) can make use of a shared and common 
description of the operational domain. This Domain description is preferably formulated 
as a relevant subset of the operational environment. The OCS System level corresponds 
to the processes available in people and/or as software that provide behaviuors. The 
Fabric level relates to all hardware used for computation and/or communication. The 
relationship between the OCS model and the layered physical-information-cognition 
model of NCW [1] was discussed in Lindh (2004). [43]  

From a general systems perspective, Bertallanfy defined openness as “… a system in 
exchange of matter with its environment, presenting import and export, building-up and 
breaking-down of its material components.”. [7, p.141] The overall system is sometimes 
referred to as a socio-technical system. Our socio-technical systems differ, however, in 
two respects from the systems addressed in [7] in being both information and user 
centric. A group (system) is in our setting a collection of nodes (subsystems) and links. 
The links connects the nodes according to some given connectivity model. The group can 
include human users and is embedded in an environment. Figure P6.1 also indicates how 
the levels of OCS relates to the cognitive nature of our system view. 
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2.2 Demonstrator experiences 

A series of systems demonstrating different aspects of OCS have been developed over the 
last few years. [44] Observations from e.g. the TWOSOME, SCOPE and BGS 1 
demonstrators indicate that different sessions that run with exactly the same initial 
parameter settings sometimes lead to unexpected behaviours. It appears that the systems 
at some level of temporal and computational resolution loose the ability to establish a 
consistent and repeatable behaviour. Variations in message handling and computational 
performance (not related to software bugs) seems to affect relations between cooperating 
nodes in such ways that a composed and predictable behaviour cannot be assured with 
deterministic confidence below some level of detail. We believe these phenomena are 
related to (i) balance between inter-node communication and intra-node computational 
load, (ii) variance caused by e.g., the order of discrete events in a high temporal 
resolution environment and (iii) to the levels of abstraction modelled in to the system.  

One example of this is when the simulated minesweepers of TWOSOME once in a 
while do not distribute themselves to provide the signature of a large ship – even though 
the simulations are “cold started” every time. Another is a lagging experience of SCOPE. 
When three dimensional user interfaces are started and using large percentages of 
available processing resources, a concurring lack of coordination can be observed in the 
representations of simultaneously simulated units. In BGS 1, simulated vessels were 
given specific signature and sensor characteristics, and then allocated to competing 
groups. Tactical information was distributed in group specific “front end” fabric 
components while (simulated) physical and environmental properties were distributed in 
a physically separated “backbone” fabric (i.e., other cables and switches) and connected 
to a data base that provides a shared and common arena for all participators. It has proven 
difficult to repeat a scenario and reach a specific end state by manual control of the 
nodes. Or to be more precise, specific end states can be reached in a general manner, but 
differences can always be found at some level of detail. Obviously, interaction in the 
system of human users, software based simulations and graphical interfaces provide 
variability at a level below the human capabilities to detect and handle. 

While the systems referred to above provide valid representations of network 
enabled capabilities, they are all based on simulated entities. In order to concretize real 
world capabilities and cut away simulated aspects of the demonstrations, we subsequently 
developed the Blue Force Tracker (BFT). The purpose of BFT is to distribute node 
specific state information within a group of cooperating units (i.e., a “blue force”) so that 
a common set of data can be created, shared and maintained, thus supporting 
information- and cognition based actions. As a consequence of building on the OCS 
model, the BFT has no specific commanding and controlling unit. Rather, it is designed 
to keep all members equally informed about the current state of the environment, without 
depending on any single unit or node. BFT is the test bench for our studies of coherence. 

3. Problem formulation 

As we saw in the introduction, improved and shared battlespace awareness is regarded as 
a prerequisite for improving military operations. An important goal to that end is to 
enable e.g., self–synchronization which in turn has to be based on a common 
understanding of the situation and shared information. We have also seen that temporal 
aspects of data transfer are important, and that coherence is (at least implicitly) regarded 
necessary for correct situation assessment and control of interacting clusters. We claim 
that the existence and availability of a coherent set of data such as e.g., a common set of 
attributes and values is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for sharing any information 
in a cooperating group of cognitive units among which it is to be used. The common data 
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Figure P6.2: General node interaction model. 

set is incoherent if different units have different values associated with the same 
attributes. Further processing of data will in that case be of limited value as far as shared 
operational aspects are concerned. The general problem addressed in this paper is under 
what interoperational circumstances data coherence can or cannot be established and 
maintained in distributed asynchronous cognitive (DAC) systems. The specific problem 
addressed is how to establish means for experimentation, measurement and analysis 
with/of temporal aspects of distributed asynchronous systems.  

In order to explore the general aspects of coherence, we establish suitable formal 
representations and models of the data transfer and management at hand. To that end we 
need to model and measure relevant metrics during experimentation and evaluate the 
results accordingly. However, since we specifically are addressing the relations between 
data flow and emergent system characteristics, we also have some specific measurement 
challenges. Collecting data about the interaction between nodes in distributed systems as 
those addressed here is in itself an operation of interaction and data transfer. To that end, 
a comprehensive experimental environment, including a basic methodology, has been 
developed for the purpose of post operations analysis of node interactions. The 
methodology allows temporal comparison of interaction events, based on the local data 
sets as registered in databases at different nodes regardless of the settings of their internal 
clocks. We assume data to be correct and appropriate. Therefore, uncertainties with 
regard to data quality as such are disregarded in this work. Also, we do not specifically 
address higher level group behaviours such as decision processes and internal conflicts. 
The following sections present relevant definitions, models and experiments.  

4. Definitions 
We make the following assumptions: All nodes have cognitive capabilities, are physically 
separated and temporally asynchronous. There is no central control function, so all nodes 
establish their world models based on local cognitive capabilities and data transfer. In this 
modelling section we define a general framework for coherence metrics. However, the 
experiments are done in modelling a network with only one group of nodes and at one 
organizational level. A general model of interaction between two nodes with a shared 
data set embedded in different contexts is presented in Figure P6.2. See also Appendix A. 

Nodes: The contents and graphics of nodes are modelled with the representation 
suggested by Eric Hollnagel in the Functional resonance model (FRAM, [33]). This also 
allows each node to contribute to a joint cognitive system. [36] Let each node i have 
cognitive capabilities manifested as e.g., a local controller consisting of some processing 
unit with appropriate algorithms and means for creating and maintaining node specific 
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Figure P6.3: Data input-output model of a node w.r.t. environment E and group G. 

representations of current states in a local world model Wi,. The local world model 
consists of the corresponding computational context Ci, representation Ei of the 
environment E and domains D: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )〉〈= tDtEtCtW iii ,,  (1) 

Domains: Let each domain Dj be represented by a time dependant data set. Let each node 
i have a local representation Dij of Dj, and let Dij be a subset of the local world model Wi 
of node i. The domain D is represented at each node with a shared data set corresponding 
to some set of attribute-value tuples <an,vn>:  

 ( ) tvavavatD jnjnjjjjj ,,,,,,, 2211 K=  (2) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tDtDtDtD m,,, 21 K=  (3) 

Environment: Different domains typically belongs to different abstraction levels of the 
system at hand. Let E be the unbounded environment (the real world context) were all 
nodes are embedded. Part of the environment E can be described in a domain Dj. Let Ej 
be a relevant subset of the environment E which is described in domain Dj. Let Eij be a 
subset of Ej that is accessible by node i and described in domain j of i. Let Εijdt be the 
change rate of Eij over time so that the interval εij between relevant changes in Eij is 

 
dtEij

ij
1

=ε  (4) 

Let ε*ij be the selected parsing interval of node i with respect to εij. See also Figure P6.3.  

Groups: Let a group G be defined as all nodes i having local representations of the same 
domain D at time t. The dynamics of group G is restricted to the abilities enabled by 
(system level) algorithms residing at each node Ni (i=1…n) and the temporal dynamics of 
the shared data set of domain D(t): 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tDNtDNtDNtG n ,,,,,, 21 K=  (5) 

Messages: Let data be exchanged between nodes as messages mi containing node 
identification Ni, node time ti when the message was created and a data content <aji,vji> 
from Dj(ti) (eq. 2): 

 ( ) iijijijii tvaNtDNm ,,,, ≅=  (6) 

Each message also holds a size σm.
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Figure P6.4: Message transfer model with respect to nodes i and i+1. 

Message transfer models: Figure P6.4 presents a two-node message transfer model 
based on the Shannon-Weaver communication model (1949, as related in [36] but 
noiseless). We have distinguished the nodes with cognitive capabilites (e.g., computers) 
and their local world models from their corresponding means for communication (e.g., 
radios). The significance of this is that a message is created and cognitively “sent” before 
it is distributed on a technical level. Same but reverse reasoning applies to the receiving 
node. 

Let tij be the time needed for handling and transferring data from/to the local world 
representation Wi in node i to/from its internal data set Dj. Let tij(t) be related to the 
quotient between computational context Ci(t) and the processing capability proci(t) at 
each node i and each instant t: 

 ( ) ( )
( )tproc

tCtt
i

i
ij =  (7) 

Let the message transfer time tti(i+1)(mi,t) of message mi from node i to node i+1 be the 
quotient of message size σm and used link speed v(t)i(i+1): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1

,
+

=
ii

m
ii tv

tmtt σ  (8) 

Let the total time ti(i+1)(t) needed for transferring a message mi between the 
representations of domain Dj at nodes i and i+1 at time t be the sum of node specific data 
handling times tij, node specific transfer overhead times tohi(t) and message transfer time: 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttttohtttttohtttmt jiiiiijiii 111 , +++ ++++=  (9) 

The node specific transfer overhead times tohi depends on the characteristics of 
communication equipment used such as its internal control mechanisms and data transfer 
capacity. Also note that at some level below our current focus of analysis, the 
communication and computation equipment (such as a radio and a computer) can be 
regarded as two separate nodes. 

Coherence: A data set D(t) is coherent, K(D(t)) at time t if and only if its attribute-value 
pairs are identical at all nodes. Let coherence at level j, Κj(t), be True iff the set Dj(t) of 
equation (2) exists and are identical for all nodes Ni. The (global) coherence is defined as:  

 ( ) ( )( )TruetNiffTruetD ji =Κ∀=Κ ,  (10) 

Let coherence Κj be False for the set Dj if not all shared attributes and their respective 
values are identical. We have: 
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 ( ) ( )( )FalsetNiffFalsetD ji =Κ∃=Κ ,  (11) 

Coherence fraction: Let the coherence fraction κj at level j be defined as a quotient 
between time intervals Kj(t) = True (notation dtKj=T) and the total time elapsed:  

 10, ≤≤
+

=
=Κ=Κ

=Κ
j

FjTj

Tj
j dtdt

dt
κκ  (12) 

Corresponding notions holds for the (global) coherence fraction κ. 

5. Experiments 

The purpose of these experiments is to verify the coherence fraction model. As point in 
case, and also as a basis for hardware and software selection, the experiments are done on 
the BFT demonstrator. In doing this we also have to develop and test a method for 
measuring and analyzing temporal properties of distributed asynchronous cognitive 
(DAC) systems. Therefore the experiment is divided into two parts. Experiment 1 tests 
the method as such at a presumably constant and stable system. This is done in order to 
assess the general soundness of this empirical approach. Experiment 2 addresses a 
changing interval τ*i for node i distribution of its current state to the other members of the 
same group. This is done in order to investigate and assess relations between coherence 
in a group and the data update intervals of the respective nodes. The experimental setting 
is designed with guidance of the CCRP Code of best practice for Experimentation. [11] 
Detailed calculations and results are provided in Appendix A. 

Method: Three computers 1, 2 and 3 serve as nodes. Each computer maintains a current 
state in its primary memory. It also stores e.g., incoming and outgoing messages with 
e.g., identity, content and local node-time of its registration in a local database. The data 
collection conflict described in the problem formulation (above) is addressed with local 
data storage and post operations analysis. As a consequence of this, the resolution 
provided by the registering ability of the databases at the different computers is also the 
lower limit of the measurements resolution. As this registration has a millisecond 
granularity, it is coarse compared to transfer times expected in e.g., current local area 
networks. We also face the problem of synchronizing different node-internal clocks to an 
extent sufficient for comparing the database contents. 

The measurement resolution problem is addressed by selecting a combination of 
message size and communication link speed so that the message transfer time is 
significantly larger than the minimal measurement precision. The post operations node 
time correction problem is addressed by making the assumption that messages sent via 
radio from one node over a short distance arrives at all other nodes simultaneously. Given 
this and that at least n-1 nodes send data which is received at the other nodes, clock time 
correction factors can be solved after the tests and applied to the data sets before 
comparisons (see Appendix A eq. A.1-A.15). Both design parameters suggested above 
were implemented by selecting VHF radio at 9600 bit/second as message transfer media. 

Setting: Both experiments were conducted at a stationary, indoors setting. All data was 
collected automatically and analyzed after completed experiments. The independent 
variables are for both experiments (i) the total message transfer time ti(i+1) defined as the 
time passing from that a message is defined in the domain of one node until the same 
message has been recognized and registered in the domain of another node, and (ii) the 
coherence fractions κ3 for node 3 and κ for the whole group. The dependent variables are  
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Figure P6.5: Coherence fractions; result from experiment 1. 

the message distribution interval τi,i+1, which in experiment 1 is constant at 5 seconds for 
all nodes and in experiment 2 is decreasing towards zero and raising back to 5 seconds 
for node 3, 

- message size σm which is set to 100 bytes for each and all messages, 
- radio link data transfer speed which is 9600 bit/second, and 
- the equipment as such which is constant for these experiments. 

The computational context was kept as stationary as possible through not interfering with 
and not running any unrelated software on the computers during the experiments. 

5.1 Results from experiment 1 

Experiment 1 is designed to investigate the coherence of a stable system with large 
temporal margins. As a 100 byte (800 bits) message over a 9600 bit/s link would take a 
nominal transfer time tti = 800/9600 = 0.083 seconds, setting the message interval τi = 5 
seconds would provide plenty of margin and good coherence. The number of messages 
sent was chosen to provide approximately 30 minutes of data, corresponding to about 
1050 measurements. 

The total message transfer times turned out to be about 0.20 seconds for nodes 1 and 
2, and 0.25 seconds for node 3. The coherence fractions between the nodes of experiment 
1 are presented in Figure P6.5. Node 3 is represented with its singular coherence fraction; 
i.e., for how large part of total time nodes 1 and 2 have the same data as node 3, with 
respect to changes in the data originating from node 3. The group of all nodes is 
represented with a moving average over 9 consecutive data points.  

Even though this test was designed to provide a stable baseline, a significant loss of 
coherence occurred at about TN = 280 s. This dip is attributed to race phenomena in the 
asynchronous message sending processes. Such phenomena has to be regarded as normal 
in this type of system; reasons for this are discussed in some detail in Appendix A. We 
can also note that (i) the slight dip in local coherence κ3 of node 3 caused a large 
disturbance in the overall coherence and that (ii) a seemingly asymptotic coherence of 
approximately κ = 0.85 not is achieved until about 700 seconds after the relatively short 
disturbance period of node 3. 
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Figure P6.6: Coherence fractions; result from experiment 2. 

5.2 Results from experiment 2 

The purpose of experiment 2 is to investigate the effect of decreasing the interval τ 
between messages sent from one of the nodes (node 3), with respect to the coherence 
fraction of that node and the overall coherence of the group. 

To that end, the second experimental setting is the same as the first, with the 
difference that the interval between sending messages from node 3, τ3, is decreasing to 
zero and then increased again. Ten messages are sent for each value of the interval τ3, 
which changes in decrements of 0.1 second in each step from 5 seconds in the beginning 
to zero after about 1400 seconds elapsed experiment time. Thereafter intervals grew back 
to 5 seconds again, still in increments of 0.1 seconds in each step. In order to establish 
stable start and end states, 40 messages were sent at τ3 = 5 seconds in the beginning and 
end of the experiment. The total duration of the data collection was approximately 2800 
seconds, resulting in a total of about 2400 measurements in the joint data base. 

The coherence fractions of experiment 2 are presented In Figure P6.6. We can see 
that κ for the first and last periods are comparable to those of experiment 1. This is 
reassuring, since the conditions are set to the same for these periods. When τ3 begin its 
decrease, we see two major effects. The first is that the variability of the moving average 
over the coherence fraction of all three nodes is increasing significantly. The second is 
that the coherence fractions begin sloping downward until they suddenly drop to zero, 
after which they recover again in an almost mirrored pattern. We can also note (i) a 
significant raise of group coherence after node 3 has stopped transmitting data (at about 
TN = 2800 seconds) and the group therefore shrank from three to two nodes, and that (ii) 
both experiments indicate that the coherence fraction for the group always is lower than 
the coherence for a singular node. This indicates that coherence both decrease and 
become less predictable with increasing number of nodes. 

A node 3 perspective: Figure P6.7 shows a time corrected plot of the delivery times 
measured for messages created at node 3 and delivered to node 1. The x-axis shows the 
interval τ3 between messages sent from node 3. The y-axis shows the message delivery 
time t31 defined as in eq. 9. We can see that message delivery times from node 3 is plotted 
at 0.25-0.30 s for the first half of the run (the lower series of horizontal plots). This is 
about the same delivery times as measured in experiment 1 (see appendix A). 
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Figure P6.7: Sending node 3 perspective on message delivery times t31 to node 1. 

A slight increase in lowest t31 can be seen at the interval between messages τ3 = 0.1 
seconds (decreasing). At τ3 = 0 seconds, t31 climbs up the y-axis for the ten consecutive 
messages, each taking longer time to deliver. During the following ten messages sent at 
τ3 = 0.1 (increasing) we have a maximum t31 of about 1.85 seconds. As τ3 increases again, 
the message delivery times return to the previous, for a slow ascend from 0.30-0.35 s.  

We have reason to believe that the drift of the average t31 from 0.25 to 0.35 seconds 
for τ3 ≥ 0.2 s is a result of the correctional calculations and that the actual message 
transfer time is about 0.25 s as in experiment 1 (see appendix A). However, we have to 
give some extra consideration to the relatively large message delivery times of low τ3: 

A node 1 perspective: Figure P6.8 shows a plot similar to the above but with the x-axis 
showing the interval τ between messages sent from node 3 arriving at node 1. The most 
significant difference from Figure P6.7 is the steeply increasing message transfer times 
appearing at τ1 ≈ 0.1 s. This interval is slightly above the nominal technical transfer time 
tt31 = 0.083 s needed for transferring the 100 bytes of data over the selected radio link.  

6. Analysis 

The results from the experiments indicate that the suggested models and methods can be 
used to measure temporal characteristics of in a group of distributed asynchronous units. 
We have shown that data coherence can be related both to ad hoc interference between 
nodes and to the intervals between sending messages from a specific node.  
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Figure P6.8: Receiving node 1 perspective on message delivery times from node 3. 
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Experiment 1: The fact that message transfer times of 0.20-0.25 seconds are 
significantly larger than the nominal 0.083 seconds lead to the conclusion that node 
internal data handling adds significant time to the nominal message size—bandwidth 
calculation . We also have reason to believe that different hardware matters, at least for 
the relations between dependent variables selected here. Though counterintuitive, 
computer 3, which is the fastest, is associated with the longest message distribution times. 

Experiment 2: Figure P6.8 shows that while messages are created at node 3 in 
accordance with our predefined pace τ3, they cannot  arrive at node 1 with a τ lower than 
allowed by the maximum technical data transfer capacity. When this capacity is reached, 
messages are queued and handled as fast as possible. This indicates that regardless of 
how often messages are sent, there exists a shortest interval between which messages can 
be received. It also indicates that analysis of actual network behavior is more accurately 
described from the perspective of the receiving node, than from the perspective of the 
sending node. The further analysis is based on the perspective of the receiving node. 

An alternative plot of the same data is presented in Figure P6.9 Reception and 
creation times of all messages created around the τ3 = 0 interval are represented in a 
normalized time-time plot in which message reception times are distributed along the x-
axis and message creation times along the y-axis. Each message is represented by a 
vertical plot-pair. The lower plot (red) denotes the time a message was created at node 3, 
and the corresponding upper plot (blue, vertically above) denotes the time when the same 
message was recognized at the latest of the other two nodes 1 and 2. 

Horizontal distances between plot-pairs indicate elapsed time between receptions of 
messages. Vertical distances between red plots indicate elapsed time between the 
creations of a message. Vertical distances between a red and its corresponding blue plot 
indicate the time passed between the creation of a message and its recognition at the 
domain representations at the last of the other nodes. 

At tN ≈ 1428 the sequence of red plots turn horizontal. This corresponds to τ3 = 0 
when 10 messages are created with as small temporal interval as allowed by the 
computational context. We can also see that we have a quite constant distance between 
the diagonal blue plots. This indicates that messages are arriving at constant temporal 
intervals. The “depth” of the bulge below the diagonal tell us something about the delay 
of messages having been created but not transferred to the anticipated receptors.  

Saturation: A detailed analysis of the relations between the interval τ3, and the message 
transfer times ti(i+1) is presented in Figure P6.10. This show that the latter are stable at 
approx. 0.25-0.30 seconds until the interval between new messages becomes shorter than 
the nominal transfer time. For τ3 = 0.1, the transfer time is growing slowly, as actual 
tti min ≈ 0.13 seconds. When τ3 = 0 the messages are just queued at the sender, arriving at 
the other nodes as fast as practically possible given the message size and transfer speed. 
The message transfer time is not decreasing until the sending interval has regrown to 
τ3 = 0.2, during which the transfer time has grown to approx. 1.85 seconds. Constant 
transfer times are reestablished as the interval raise above τ3 ≥ 0.3. 
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Figure P6.9: Receiving node 1 perspective on age of messages from node 3. 

This analysis show that (i) as when the temporal interval between messages sent gets 
smaller, the data transfer system becomes saturated, (ii) message transfer times grows 
quickly in a saturated system, but that (iii) messages keep arriving at a steady (maximum) 
pace in the saturated communication system. 

Let us now add a couple of related observations: Each node can observe the arrival rate of 
incoming data and it can set its own message sending interval. But it cannot  assess the 
time it takes for a message sent to arrive at its destinations. Also, each node can set the 
intervals between assessments of the relevant changes ε*ij of its environment, and when 
changes in εij are recognized, these can (or not) be distributed as extra messages. But such 
messages may cause the message sending interval τ to become so small that the system is 
saturated and actually thus delaying the arrival of both the extra and all other messages. 
This indicates that that the measured time tij(t) rather than representing the message 
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Figure P6.10: Analysis of the message transfer time. 
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Figure P6.11: Receiving node 1 plots of coherence and latency as functions of τ*3. 

transfer time as such, actually should be regarded as the age of a message when it arrives 
at the receiving node. A change message may be created and distributed e.g., when a 
relevant change of the environment is recognized. The age of a message corresponds to 
the sum of delays from changing a value in a domain representation at one node until this 
change has worked through to all other nodes of the same group. We call this latency. 

Latency: Let the latency λ(mi) for message i, where the interval between sending 
messages from node i is τi(mi) and the time for transferring this message to the other 
nodes is ti(i+1) (as of eq.9) be defined as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )iiiiii mtmm 1max ++=τλ  (13) 

In Figure P6.11, the coherence fraction κ3 and latency λ3 are plotted against the selected 
message sending interval τ*3 and related to the selected environment parsing interval ε*. 
Note that while τ, λ and ε are measured in seconds, κ is unit less. That all metrics are 
plotted in the same numerical range at the y-axis is just a consequence of the selection of 
variables and values in the experiments. While the plot of Figure P6.11 is based on a 
specific set of data, it here serves as basis for discussion about general principles. 

Following the x-axis from the right to the left we can see that the coherence drops to a 
stable zero at τ3 ≈ 0.3 s, corresponding to λ3 ≈0.63 s. We can also see that the latency 
decrease linearly with τ3 until it suddenly goes vertical at τ3 ≈ 0.1 s, corresponding to a 
minimal latency of λmin ≈ 0.45 s. When τ3 goes below the interval τ corresponding to λmin, 
saturation causes the latency to grow quickly. In between these intervals of τ3 we have the 
lowest recorded latency (and thus relatively fresh information) but not a coherent data set. 
In this case, internal coherence relative to the available data at the nodes is lost.  

Following the y-axis upwards we find the selected parsing interval ε* of the 
environment, that (i) may change according to preferences, and (ii) have two intersections 
with the data latency plot. The left intersection indicates that saturation (too short τ*) may 
cause latency to rise above ε*: As a consequence of trying to send data faster than the 
current means for data transfer can handle at a given time, data becomes too old. The 
right intersection corresponds to a system in which a node does not send updates to its 
peers as often as it recognizes relevant changes in its environment: In both of these cases 
external coherence relative to the environment is lost. 
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This means that there are situations when either of or both internal and external 
coherence criteria can be violated. Data coherence in a DAC system can only be 
maintained for a specific set of message sending intervals.  

 

The coherence interval: Let the minimal response interval Rτmin be the shortest time 
allowed between updates to avoid a saturated communication system. Let the minimal 
coherence interval Cτmin be the shortest time allowed for a coherent data set to restore 
coherence after a local change of a shared value, before the next change takes place. Let 
the maximal coherence interval Cτmax be the longest time between two consecutive 
updates of contextually relevant data necessary allowed for being able to recognize 
relevant changes in the environment. Now, take ε*ij (eq. 4 ff.), and take a look at Figures 
11 and 12. Let the coherence interval be all values of the interaction interval τ*i for which  

 iji CCR **0 maxminmin εττττ <<<<<  (14) 

If ε*ij ≤ Cτmax < τ*i, external coherence criteria are violated and the group becomes 
irrelevant. If τ*i < Cτmin, internal coherence criteria are violated and the group will 
develop an incoherent data set Dj. If τ*i < Rτmin, the data transfer system becomes 
saturated and irresponsive as the latency grows while data is put on queue. Or, as shown 
in experiment 1, coherence may be lost (and even saturation introduced) even though 
Cτmin < τ*i, if “normal” race conditions occur in the Fabric level data distribution. Figure 
P6.12 show several coherence fraction data points below the main distribution. In a given 
system, coherence may always be zero (see also Figure A1.4 in appendix A). However, 
we shall recognize that the actual values of these temporal limits for every implemented 
system depends on hardware, logic and data characteristics such as i.e., processor and 
message transfer capacity, local computational context and the size of the message to be 
transferred (see eqs. 7 and 8 above). 

The control paradox: A typical control loop (such as the OODA loop, [15] p.344) 
involves maintaining a good understanding of the current situation. Data relevant to a 
situation may be acquired through e.g., one node asking for feedback from the other 
nodes of a group. If however the means for communication are working above but close 
to the minimum coherence interval, such a query for more (or more frequent) data may 
cause the system to loose coherence and/or even become saturated and irresponsive. 

Let us define the control paradox as the inverse relation between the amount of data 
we can gather about a system and the amount of behavior that can be created in the same 
system at the same time (“behavior” is here to be understood as a general performance 
criteria). As the processing capabilities at the cognitive units are to take care of both 
creating behavior (such as maintaining local/internal control and coherence) and handling 
messages with respect to other units and the environment (such as maintaining group 
wise/external control and coherence), there is a trade-off. The more information we ask 
for from a cognitive unit, the less the control of behavior while handling queries and 
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Figure P6.12: The coherence interval. 
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generating data. Or putting it the other way; the more resources that is needed to control a 
node, the less information about the internal states of that node can be distributed to other 
nodes. 

Also, since the responder in a systems-of-systems situation at some level typically 
itself is a controller at a lower system level, the corresponding lower level control mode 
[36] is likely to change for the worse. An attempt to improve high level control by 
increasing situation awareness through asking for more data from members of a 
cooperating group may therefore lead to an actual reduction of control at each responding 
node and a deterioration of behavior at the group at large. The control paradox for 
distributed cognitive systems suggests that, if being relevant in the first place, the more a 
controller works to improve understanding and increase situation awareness by gathering 
more information, the less actual performance is provided by the system under control. 

7. Discussion and related work 
The models and analyses handled above admittedly relates to a wide array of topics. For 
the purposes of this paper, we will focus on two areas of special interest. First are 
relations to phenomena such as observability and simultaneity normally discussed in 
modern physics. Second are implications of extending this reasoning to larger groups 
and/or multi-level organizations. A third theme relating to cognitive control and system 
models [33, 36] is recognized and presumed but left to some other presentation.  

Relations to modern physics: This paper presents a thoroughly time based model for 
interaction between distributed asynchronous systems. From the principles of coherence 
intervals, data latency and saturation follows that there is an upper limit as to how much 
data can be distributed in a given system at a given time. As the amount of data also 
increase with increasing precision and granularity of the world model (eq.1) we can see 
that there is an upper limit to the amount of details that can be coherently maintained in 
the same. Or, to put it another way, there is a lowest level of detail beneath which the 
system cannot  be observed in a timely and coherent manner. We may call this the 
observability horizon. Data about events taking place beneath this horizon will not be 
made available to the observer until so allowed by the available data transfer capacity.  

This reasoning is analogous to the theory of special relativity that was put forward by 
Einstein in 1905. [18] The semi-rigid body assumption put forward by Einstein may 
compare to our assumptions of a constant and specified computational context C and 
environment model E. If so, the change of the domain Dj(t) over time as expressed in eqs. 
1 and 2 above can be reduced to an n-dimensional information-time vector: 

 ( ) ( ) tvavavatDtW jnjnjjjjji ,,,,,,, 2211 K==  (15) 

This is comparable to Minkowski´s four dimensional space-time vector: 

 tzyxworld ,,,"" =  (16) 

Openly admitting the lack of mathematical rigor, the argument for the relevance of this 
comparison is based on two facts. All DAC systems have a maximum data transfer speed 
(e.g., the v(t)i(i+1) of eq.8). The receiving node perspective in Figure P6.9 shows that for a 
saturated system, there need not be any correlation between arrival of data and the age of 
the same. These notions correspond to the maximum speed of light and the relativistic 
simultaneity proposed in the special theory of relativity. The consequence of a special 
information-relativistic theory on DAC systems is to begin with that a strong notion of 
shared data (and thus shared awareness) does not hold. As a data receiver, simultaneous 
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events are those that are described with data arriving within a short enough interval Δt at 
my place. The actual relation between the occurrences of those events is difficult to 
assess without post operations analysis e.g., as presented in this paper. 

Furthermore, when observing quantum particles, the observation itself affects the 
particle in an irreversible way. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle tells us that it is not 
possible to measure both position and direction of such a particle at the same time. If one 
aspect is known, the other is uncertain. [28] Reasons for these phenomena are related to 
the discrete properties of quantum particles and the fact that our means for observation 
(optics) are of the same scale as the subject observed (light). 

Now, digital computational systems are inherently discrete. Quantum properties and 
uncertainties of information, time and energy with relation to the behavior of competing 
organizations is under investigation by e.g., Lawless et al. [38] However, not focusing at 
an organizational decision problem, this paper address a data transfer measurement 
problem analogous to the particle measurement problem, in that we need to move data to 
learn about the movement of data. The reasoning about the coherence interval and the 
control paradox presented above states that for a group constituting a DAC system, it is 
not possible to get both maximum behavior and distribute large amounts of data at the 
same time. Therefore we also suggest that DAC systems are subject for an information-
system uncertainty principle: The more state information that is to be distributed among 
the units of a DAC-system (position) the less control the DAC is able to impose on its 
joint behavior (direction), and vice versa.  

Relations to multi-node and multi-level interaction: As stated in the definitions above, 
groups may consist of several nodes (eq. 5) each having a local world model (eq. 1) that 
may contain a number of domains with a number of attribute-value pairs (eqs. 2 and 3). 
These definitions does not in any way restrict e.g., contents of the models, interaction 
topologies or instantiations of organizational structures. This paper refers to a three-node 
single level group. What can be predicted about DAC-systems that contains a larger 
number of nodes and/or multiple organizational levels? 

When increasing the number of nodes of a group, new means for computation and 
communication are added as well. Assuming the Domain and Environment to be 
constant, the coherence interval (the span between being incoherent and irrelevant) is a 
function of possible changes in communication topology and capacity. It may increase or 
decrease depending on changes in e.g., broadcasting and/or routing capabilities. 
Experiment 1 indicates, though, that all other aspects equal, the coherence will decrease 
with increasing number of nodes. The reason for this is the spontaneous race 
phenomenon caused by slightly uncoordinated message distribution (Figure P6.5). 

New organizational levels can be added by introducing new domains to existing 
nodes. These new domains can model the world at higher or lower abstraction levels, thus 
allowing for more general or specific deliberations about the world without requiring a 
substantial increase in the sheer size of the domains.  

Figure P6.13 models a three level organization and its corresponding coherence intervals. 
Under the assumption that lower levels are working more closely in a geographical sense 
than higher levels do, and that short range means for communication enables higher 
capacity communication, the lower levels are also assumed to have lower minimum 
coherence intervals; coherence is more easily maintained. The assumption that these 
groups also work closer to the field and thus are exposed to faster changes in the relevant 
environment, accounts for the corresponding decrease in maximum coherence interval; 
these units are more prone to become irrelevant. Hence we stipulate the following criteria 
for establishing and maintaining a coherent set of data within the organizations: 
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Figure P6.13: Coherence intervals at multiple organizational levels. 

1. Bridging Domains: At least one node at each level needs local representations 
of an adjacent domain levels. This means that if some node represents 
domains A and B, some other have to represent domains B and C. 

2. Bridging Fabric: Each of the different means for communication that are used 
need to be co-located with some other such means at at least one node. This 
means that relaying nodes are needed between all applied communications 
technologies have to be used. 

3. Overlapping coherence intervals: All adjacent levels in the organization need 
to establish and maintain coherence intervals that are to some extent 
overlapping. 

A consequence of 3 above is that command will be irrelevant, if a higher level cannot 
react (maintain internal coherence) within the intervals needed to be relevant at a level 
below (meeting its external coherence criteria). If e.g., some of the networking criteria 
above are lost for level B of Figure P6.13 level C is not likely to be able to generate 
information with a pace that is relevant at level A. This is in effect also a detachment of 
the A-level unit into enforced self-organized and/or autonomous behaviour. It shall also 
be recognized that an apparent reason for loss of coherence (decoherence) is that the rate 
of change in the relevant environment suddenly increases. Or, in other words, that we are 
surprised. This is a strong connection between this work and e.g., manoeuvre warfare. 
Also, the findings presented here support and formalize the temporal statements put 
forward by Perry and Moffat in 2004 ([50], see the latter part of the introduction). 

An obvious brute force approach to maintaining coherence in DAC-systems would also 
be to make sure that there always will be “sufficient” capacity to meet “all” requirements 
on e.g., response time and redundant resources. This approach is unsatisfying in at least 
two aspects. First is that the relations to e.g., computational load in terms of intervals 
between requests to/from various nodes and the resulting computational complexity are 
unaccounted for (and probably also non-linear). More work is needed to understand the 
principles of scaling up DAC systems. Second is that, at least when used in some kind of 
competitive context, systems are likely pushed to their maximum performance limits. 
And even if the initial intention may be to keep the system within a safe and known 
performance envelope, situations are likely to develop when actual maximum 
performance is asked for. This is likely to push a DAC system into irresponsiveness and 
loss of coherence, stability and eventually also control. So, regardless of technical 
performance, we need to learn to control the emergent behaviours of DAC systems. 

8. Summary and future works 

In order to explore the characteristics of distributed asynchronous cognitive systems 
(DAC-systems), we have developed temporal models and experimental methods to 
perform empirical investigations of non-simulated systems. Our results show that 
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coherence fractions can be calculated from time stamped distributed messages, and that 
the coherence of a group decrease with (i) decreasing the temporal intervals between sent 
messages and (ii) increasing number of members in the group. The interval between 
messages arriving at a node is an important indicator of communication system saturation 
and increasing data latency. Large latency indicates data may be too old to be relevant. 

The coherence interval model improves the understanding of how the amount of 
distributed data relates to the internal coherence and external relevance of a system. The 
control paradox tells us that there is a conflict between interaction and performance, 
leading to situations where increasing the rate of observations (as in e.g., an OODA-loop) 
of the states of a cooperating group may cause loss of coherence and irresponsiveness.  

Or, to put it slightly more straightforward; the more we try the worse we may do.  

As a consequence of the observability horizon imposed by the maximum data transfer 
capacity of a system, we have also identified strong analogies between phenomena 
appearing in DAC systems and phenomena first described in the theory of special 
relativity and by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. It appears that our findings about 
DAC systems correlate well with aspects such as information-time vectors, relative 
simultaneity and the information-system uncertainty principle. 

On a more concrete level, loss of coherence situations (decoherency) may be caused 
by e.g., lack of common domain descriptions, lack of common communication 
technology and/or of overuse of the available means for communication and computation. 
Decoherency may lead to organizational detachment, which in turn raise needs for 
autonomous behaviors and self-synchronization. While models provided here may 
describe the phenomena as such, more work is needed to understand and find support for 
decoherency prediction and avoidance.  

Accepting the coherence interval as a necessary criterion for meaningful cooperation, and 
the control paradox as a valid model for system behaviour, we also need to continue with 
investigating some of its other implications. One is the assumptions on the qualities, 
characteristics and phenomena associated with DAC systems as such and related metrics. 
Another relates to continued investigation of consequences of increasing the number of 
nodes in multi-level organizations. Finally, and maybe also the most intriguing, is the 
continued exploration of the identified analogies with theories and models of modern 
physics. The consequences of a relativistic information model need further investigation. 
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SECTION IV: 
REFLECTIONS 

This section concludes this thesis by collecting the work done and assessing some of its 
significance.  

Chapter 4 “Summary of results” provides—a summary of the results of the papers of 
sections II and III. 

Chapter 5 “Discussion and related works” provides a discussion about the nature of 
the inherent limitations to observation and interaction in the type of open distributed 
systems addressed here. 

Chapter 6 “Conclusions” provides some final remarks regarding the works presented 
in this thesis.  

 

After this section follows a list of references and two appendixes. Appendix A relates to 
the solution of the time correction problem which is referred to in paper 6. Appendix B 
presents the changes done to the papers 1-6 as compared to when they were originally 
published. 
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4. Summary of results 

This chapter summarizes results and conclusions from the papers of sections II and III. 

Paper 2 claims that TWOSOME is highly relevant as an NCW demonstrator. However, 
observations of its behaviour indicates that significant efforts in modelling domains and 
systems are needed if we are to cope with the processes of battlespace monitoring and 
management in an open, context-dependent environment. Paper 3 puts further emphasis 
on the point that systems for network enabled capabilities have inherently open 
properties. It presents the CONDENS, TWOSOME, SCOPE and BGS 1 demonstrators as 
implementations based the open computational systems (OCS) model. 

Also, the adaptive and evolutionary development process is attributed with the 
currently available set of tools and resources that provide e.g., mechanisms for 
monitoring and control of distributed systems, operations including uninhabited and/or 
autonomous vehicles, and support for operations with joint/combined forces. 

Paper 5 compares an extended five-layer domain-model (physical, information, cognitive 
social and ecological) to the OCS-model. It claims (i) that these two models maps well 
onto each other and (ii) that e.g., the TWOSOME demonstrator shows that the OCS model 
provides a framework that makes it possible to create and control distributed systems that 
are exposed to the evolutionary characteristics of an open environment. It also argues that 
systems based on the OCS model are both compliant with requirements on essential 
operational capabilities of network enabled forces and conforming to requirements posed 
on components on the Global Information Grid. 

Paper 4 suggests that the relation between the needs of network enabled operations and 
the possibilities provided by computer and cognitive science will lead to tightly coupled 
systems with complex interactions of the kind suggested by Perrow [48] to be accident 
prone. Thus the safety of network based operations is highly linked to cognitive aspects 
such as the degree of control, which in turn often is based on indirect information and 
execution of commands.  

However, it also suggests that safety can be improved in a subset of tightly coupled 
systems with complex interactions for which behavior and context can be explicitly 
modelled, as in such systems, physical proximity and control can be substituted with 
distributed modularization and control. 

This leads to the hypothesis that large and technically complex physical systems may be 
exchanged for intra-node interaction models and inter-node communication between 
cooperating, physically separated and physically less complicated units. This would be 
beneficial under the assumption that the introduction of then necessary interaction 
systems would not in themselves add problems more severe than those addressed in the 
first place. 

Paper 6 investigates the actual circumstances under which such control is possible in 
cooperating but physically distributed asynchronous cognitive systems (DAC-systems).  
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Based on explorative empirical studies, paper 6 suggests that data coherence is a 
necessary but not sufficient prerequisite for shared information and shared situation 
awareness. It argues for a receiving node-perspective of data transfer; meaning that 
descriptions of the characteristics of data arriving at a node is more useful for describing 
a group, than are descriptions of data that is to be sent from a node. 

Sending data is akin to putting it on queue in a data transfer system (i.e., at the Fabric 
level of the OCS model). Data in transfer is subject for latency and saturation phenomena 
that will cause some time to pass before its arrival. Data sent does not contribute to the 
joint set of a common domain until it has arrived at each receptor. And until all nodes 
have received a specific message, some nodes have different values assigned to shared 
attributes; the group has an incoherent data set.  

Internal coherence (a shared and common data set in the group) and external 
relevance (coherence between the accessible environment of a group and its 
representation of the same) can be maintained within a group only if data exchange 
between its members takes place within the coherence interval. Loss of coherence 
(decoherence) may be caused by (i) overuse of available means for communication, (ii) 
lack of common domains or (iii) lack of common technologies for communications. The 
coherence interval can also be used to indicate if cooperating groups are able to share a 
common and relevant dataset. The control paradox is introduced, meaning that attempts 
to increase control by increasing the amount of observations in a DAC system in fact may 
cause a loss of control.  

It is also shown that DAC systems exhibit an observability horizon, which leads to 
the introduction of aspects such as information-time vectors, relative simultaneity and the 
information-system uncertainty principle that otherwise, is discussed in modern physics.  

 

The following chapter will lead us through a discussion about whether what may make us 
think that these results really relate to some kind of reality, or at least how it may relate to 
work done by some other people.  

 

 



5. Discussion and related works 

In this chapter we discuss the couplings between the results presented in the previous 
chapter 4 and the interpretations of these results in terms of relevance to the scientific and 
industrial challenges, and to the applications area.  

First we discuss the couplings between the physical and cyber-world models. This is 
done by assuming a three-node system presumably sharing data and information, and 
comparing the situations when the nodes are not respectively are part of the same local 
physical environment. In doing so we also relate to current approaches to network 
enabled operations as described in the introduction of chapter 1. Thereafter we put some 
effort to investigating interpretations of the uncertainty principle and temporal relativity 
to the cyber world. This is where we clarify the inherent limitations to data distribution 
and the epistemological limitations to observation and interaction in open distributed 
networks. Following that is a chapter that relates these findings to some consequences 
related to the systemic view on safety in open distributed systems. Finally, we relate the 
series of research based projects their contributions to meeting the industrial challenges.  

5.1 Couplings between the physical world and the cyber world 

The NATO SAS-050 working group has provided a conceptual model intended to 
support research on both process and value aspects of command and control functions. 
[47] In their view, the relation between information, cognitive and social contributions to 
the sensemaking process is to be measured as sensemaking qualities, including e.g., the 
qualities of individual information, of shared awareness, of information and of 
understanding and decisionmaking. In addition to these, SAS-050 also proposes high 
level measures of merit of C2 systems. This is a composite variable that contains e.g., 
measures of C2 effectiveness, force effectiveness, mission effectiveness, and measures of 
agility. We can also recall the C2 value metrics that were presented in the introduction of 
this thesis; information quality, quality of command, quality of control, system 
performance and mission effectiveness. [4] 

We argue that while measures like these may seem useful on a general level, there 
are certain limitations to both the measurability of these as applied to operations of 
increasing tempo in an information environment of increasing size. This is mainly due to 
the following two facts: 

1. The finer the level of detail and/or the larger the intended scope of the 
representation of the physical world in a cyber world model, the slower will the 
recording and distribution of changes in the real world be, in the cyber world. 
Eventually changes to the cyber world model will not keep up with the changes 
in the modelled subset of the physical world. 

2. Establishment and maintenance of common awareness and shared assessments 
in an interacting group, based on observations of the cyber world, is dependent 
on a coherent set of shared data. Distribution of the changes to this shared data 
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set is a time consuming effort. Therefore, interactions with the real world via 
commands transmitted through the cyber world will also always take some time. 

In a sense, these observations should not come as a surprise, and we do readily recognize 
that the SAS-050 enumeration of C2 concepts includes several attributes related to time 
(i.e., the information-collaboration concept includes the attribute frequency of 
interactions) and change (i.e., the concepts of command and control approaches includes 
concepts the attribute dynamics across time). Nevertheless the associated metrics have by 
and large been neglected so far in contemporary models of C2 processes. Thus our 
contributions in this thesis are twofold:  

1. We have modelled the relevant phenomena in a way that allows reasoning about 
their consequences. 

2. We have made experiments including measurements on physical world transfer 
of cyber world data, illustrating and validating the related phenomena at hand. 

To fix ideas, we also have to settle some concepts and relations. First, observations of 
phenomena in the physical world are done by direct means and by members of some 
group (such as a community of interest), which all have cognitive capabilities. Here, 
direct means of observation are to be understood as e.g., direct sensing by humans, but 
also the reading of analogue sensors and interpretations of e.g., imagery by automates 
located in immediate connection to the physical location. Second, observations in cyber 
space are enabled by providing means for different views of the cyber space model of the 
real world. Those observations are supported by different tools for assessing, processing, 
and visualizing model data. The following challenges suggest themselves: 

1. Establishing and maintaining the adequacy of the cyber model, in terms of 
proper modelling of the real world in cyber space. 

2. Establishing and maintaining the precision of the model, in terms of the proper 
rate of upgrading the model. 

3. Establishing and maintaining the relevance of the information system, in terms 
of providing support for team members to gain a common understanding of the 
situation in the real world as accessed in the cyber world. 

 

This text discusses couplings between physical and cyber-world models. We will 
investigate to what ends an information system actually can establish and maintain 
adequate, precise and relevant sets of data in a distributed system. Figure 5 illustrates the 
idea of semantic couplings in the cognitive domain connecting the physical world to a 
corresponding cyber space. The setting is a node that can observe and interpret its 
environment in terms of its cognitive capabilities. This node can also be a member of a 
group with which it can share data (and hence information). This can be a group in the 
meaning of the open cognitive systems (OCS) model, or a community of interest (COI) 
as referred to in C2 terminology. Every node is part both of its local physical context and 
the information based context of the group(s) in which it is a member. A three-node 
group such as the one described in Figure 4 at page 20 and used in the experiments 
described in paper 6 serves as point in case in the following text. 

So, the physical environment provides a space-time context that can be sensed and 
assessed by entities with cognitive capabilities such as people and automated sensor 
systems. The cyber world is the digital information image of the real world which 
contains models and representations of the same. The cyber world provides an 
information-time context which is a representation of, but not the same as, the space-time 
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Figure 5: Modified relation between physical, information and cognitive layers. 

context of the physical world. Data- and information based interactions take place in the 
cyber world. Let us now recall from chapter 1 that the quality of information position is a 
significant concept in the value view of the conceptual C2 model. The reach and richness 
of information and the quality of information interactions are important concepts of that 
model. Metrics of information richness are related to (i) the situation independent 
attributes correctness, consistency, currency and precision; and (ii) on the situation and 
context dependent attributes relevance, completeness, accuracy, timeliness, trust and 
confidence. Metrics of information reach are formulated as accessibility indexes and 
indexes of shared information; both related to either all available or a relevant subset of 
the information. Reach-measures are only relevant at the levels above the individual, such 
as among communities of interest (COI’s). 

The statements above can be interpreted as that the C2 based information share- and 
accessibility indexes relates to that fraction of “all” or a relevant subset of the data that is 
identical among the members of a COI. We suggest that the coherence fraction is an 
operational metric of the information share index. 

As suggested here, data coherence comes in two modes. External coherence relates 
to the extent of which a COI can model and represent its relevant environment. Internal 
coherence relates to the extent of which a COI can maintain the same values of a set of 
common, shared attributes. These two notions correspond well with the C2 indexes of the 
fractions of “relevant” and “all” as subsets of the entire amount of information. While the 
problems of predefining a relevant set of data is valid in both the OCS-based coherence 
metric and the C2 indexes, the explicit definition of Domains in the OCS-model have two 
comparable benefits. One is that the acceptance of Domain definitions also serves as a 
membership criteria of the COI. This provides the size of the COI, in terms of number of 
members. The other is that the definition of a Domain in itself establish the set of “all” 
data. This provides the boundaries and size of the data set to be shared within the COI, in 
terms of attributes, values and their corresponding sizes. 

So, the members of a COI can have different or joint views of the cyber world. The 
metrics of this are discussed above, and the semantics of the concepts and relations in the 
cyber world is defined by its couplings to the real world, as defined by some cognitive 
entity (see Figure 5). We also assume that the members of a COI are able to show 
cognitive behaviours. 

But, which is just about self-evident but an important part of the reasoning, COI 
members can also have different or joint views of the physical world. Putting it shortly, 
COI members can have both (i) direct access to their respective local physical 
environments in terms of being present at some location and (ii) indirect access to the 
physical world in terms of images provided through accessible cyber world 
representations as provided through some information system.  
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Figure 6 shows the relation of the cyber world to the physical, when the members of a 
COI (i.e., the nodes of the network) does not have access to the local environments of the 
other nodes (Figure 6a). The general assumption is that the introduction of a common 
information system (i.e., a “network”) will see to it that all members now share a 
common cyber-view of the context at hand (Figure 6b). However, this statement is true 
only if we are able to both (i) collect data about the environment of each node fast 
enough to maintain contact with locally developing events and (ii) distribute this data to 
the other nodes in a pace that, at the least with acceptable latency, allows that all 
members of the COI (all nodes) once in a while share an identical set of data. 

Figure 6c shows the situation when a coherent data set has not been maintained. At 
the different physical environments of the COI members, the nodes thus also maintain 
different cyber world representations of the environments of the other nodes. However, 
they all are at different locations and they lack the ability to do direct comparisons to the 
other COI member locations. Therefore the lack of common cyber representation is not 
readily observable. 

Ground truth is established where you are, and you get information about the others 
over the network. Fine. The nodes do the best of the situation. This is how systems based 
on e.g., single-user access, time-independent collaboration, or multi-user observation of 
single-source data (as in traditional C2 centrals) mentioned in chapter 1 traditionally are 
situated. Now, the spreading of small scale information devices to tactical force levels is 
altering this picture. 

Figure 7 shows the same group as in Figure 6. As depicted in Figure 7a the nodes now 
have access to the same physical environment, in which they can both collect data and 
make actions. They are located at roughly the same place. Introducing information 
support (i.e., the same “network” once again) is supposed to add a layer of shared data, 
improving the contextual awareness of the locally collected (Figure 7b). However, 
following the same lines of reasoning as above, the inherent limitations of data 
distribution may lead to incoherent data sets at the different nodes (Figure 7c). 

While this is a minor—or at the least considered normally occurring—issue in the 
situation with physically separated nodes, it may pose significant problems in situations 
where nodes have physical access to each other. Differences can now be shown by 
comparing the data provided by direct physical observations of the environment (such as 
the location of your fellow node) to the data provided as indirect information about 
objects in the same environment (such as plots of units in a force tracking system). If 
these differences are readily observed, they may cause lack of trust to and confidence in 
the information system. This may lead to e.g., decreased mission effectiveness, as 
functions provided by the information system are not used to the intended extent. And, 
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obviously, the basis for establishing a share situational awareness would also be lost, as 
the different nodes would not share a common set of data describing the common 
attributes of interest. This will also have negative impact on operational performance. 

If, however, these differences are not observed as such, and the cyber world 
representation is regarded as valid, the resulting discrepancy between the physical reality 
and its cyber representation may cause significant problems. These problems may include 
e.g., incorrect interpretation of real world events and problems with the synchronization 
of operations. Friendly fire accidents are by no means excluded from the possible 
consequences of this phenomenon. That the nodes have access to the same physical 
environment can in this context also be understood as they are within weapons range. The 
inherent limitations of data distribution can in some cases contributor directly to losses. 

5.2 Cyber-uncertainty  

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle (as applied to the physical world) states that the 
product of the observed displacement Δx and linear momentum Δpx of a particle cannot 
be smaller than a specific relation to Planck’s constant ħ [19, p.131]: 

 
2
h

≥ΔΔ xpx  (17) 

The rationale behind the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is that we use the same means 
for investigating a subject (light) as is the constitution of the subject itself (once again; 
light). Therefore, the observation itself affects the result of the observation, as there is 
interaction between the observation and the observed. The quantum properties of light as 
characterised by Planck’s constant, tell something about the minimal resolution of 
measurements of light. 

The analogous interpretation of the uncertainty principle to the cyber world was 
observed in paper 6: We need to transmit data between the distributed nodes in order to 
investigate the characteristics of data transmission between distributed nodes. The means 
for measurement is the same as the subject for measurement. And, as data and 
information can be interpreted as quanta at three different levels (the bit, message and 
system levels) the uncertainty phenomena seems to be applicable to the cyber world as 
well. This will be discussed below. And, as also observed in paper 6, the limited speed of 
data transfer in an information system yields for relativistic cyber world phenomena. 
These will be investigated in block “5.3 Cyber-relativity” below. 

The quantum effect at bit level is a consequence of the binary data representation applied 
in digital systems. As there is no smaller unit for transfer or manipulation than a 1/0-bit, 
this provides an inherent quantum characteristic to data transfer. This has been 
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recognised at least since Norbert Wiener noted that “… the message is a discrete or 
continuous sequence of measurable events distributed in time…” which “… ideal 
prediction mechanisms … were beset by two types of error, of a roughly antagonistic 
nature.” [61, p.8-9]. He continues with stating that the refinement of the capability to 
predict a signal was always attained at the cost of increased sensitivity due to which small 
disturbances would cause lasting oscillations. “This interacting pair of errors seemed to 
have something in common with the contrasting problems of the measure of position and 
momentum to be found in the Heisenberg quantum mechanics and, as described 
according to his Principle of Uncertainty.” [61, p.9] In the continued introduction to the 
field of Cybernetics Wiener also refers to difficulties caused by background noise, the 
statistics of entropy and the amount of information sent over a communication channel 
(c.f., Shannon 1948 [55]). While these are relevant aspects of data transfer, this thesis 
place them at the Fabric, or information technology level, which is out of the scope of the 
study.  

The quantum effect at message level relates to the fact that data can be interpreted as 
meaningful messages (i.e., as information) only if they are related to a Domain (i.e., a 
context), and that that the size of a message needed to distinguish between the different 
statements of that domain is related to the variability of that domain. Let us make a few 
assumptions:  

(i) For any domain, every distinguishable message is represented with a unique 
sequence of n bits that formulates a word of length n, which is to be interpreted to 
information in the context of that domain.  

(ii) The maximum variability V(Dj) of the domain that can be expressed in a message 
of length n relates to the number of combinations that can be formulated by that 
message: 

  (18) ( ) n
jDV 2max ≤

(iii) All messages transferred within a domain have the same length n, which is at least 
as long as needed to express the variability of the Domain as stated above. 

(iv) Every message has to be transferred in full before it is considered to have arrived. 

Given that these statements are true, there is a quantum phenomenon at message level 
which is related to the variability of the domain that motivates a strong statement such as 
the larger the variability of the domain, the larger is the smallest possible message.  

However, since a domain readily can allow messages of different lengths, statement 
(iii) above is not necessarily true. This motivates a weaker formulation of the statement 
above, regarding the variability of a message σm of length n: 

 ( ) n
mV 2max ≤σ  (19) 

We should also note that if there are several different domains Dj present at the same 
communication channel and/or at the same cognitive unit, an identifier is needed to 
distinguish the different domains as well. The number j of represented and/or available 
domains relates to the number of contexts that a cognitive unit is to be part of. It is 
reasonable to believe that the networks discussed here will scale and e.g., develop small 
worlds [10] in which some nodes are more connected than others. The connectivity of 
such a hub-node may be measured not only in the number of associated connections, but 
also in the number of represented Domains.  
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The quantum effect at system level is motivated by the assumption that the resources of 
the same cognitive (and e.g., computational) unit are used for both handling the transfer 
of data and to make the interpretations of that data in terms of the local computational 
context. The computational context Ci of a node i contains e.g., all algorithms and/or 
deliberations that are to be run at any given moment. Let us assume that these 
algorithms/deliberations are implemented for a reason, such as providing a specific 
behaviour at the node, and that data transfer is needed for maintaining interaction with 
other nodes. We then end up in a systemic uncertainty qualitatively not very different 
from the Heisenberg uncertainty of particles. The reasoning goes as follows:  

We can assume that a node i hold a representation j of its local environment Ej. We also 
get from equation 4 (in paper 6) that the change rate over time, of a subset of Ej which is 
relevant to node i is εij. Let us now make a few assumptions. First, the state of domain Dj, 
which is shared among a group of nodes, corresponds to the position of a particle. 
Second, the behaviour of the group of nodes corresponds to the momentum of that same 
particle. Third, we also assume that the same (computational) resource is used for both 
handling messages and generating behaviour. We then get: 

 ( ) ( ) ijkbehaviourstate ε≥ΔΔ  (20) 

The size and nature of the constant k is yet to be defined. However, this expression shall 
be interpreted as there cannot for a group distributed in a changing environment, be so 
that both data concerning the local states of all nodes and ideal behaviour can be 
achieved in the system, at the same time.  

When considering this statement, it is useful to take a look at the general node 
interaction model presented in Figure P6.2 at page 95. Note that the physical environment 
Ej can be considered continuous down to the granularity defined by the Heisenberg 
uncertainty relation. However, the change rate εij only represents the subset of the 
environment which is both accessible for node i and relevant with respect to the world 
model as implemented in domain j. Therefore, the change rate εij shall be understood as 
the changes in a relevant and accessible subset of the physical environment, which also is 
what is represented in the domain at the respective nodes. So, the variability of the 
environment V(Ej) in the neighbourhood of node i can be represented in the domain Dj 
only to the extent allowed by the variability V(Dj) of that domain:  

 ( ) ( )jj DVEV ≤  (21) 

We recognise that “behaviour” is a poorly defined characteristic. However, we suggest 
that behaviour in this context is to be understood as the result of some control action. If 
so, we can recognize that eq. 20 above is a formulation of the control paradox which was 
qualitatively introduced in paper 6. We can thus also see that equations 18 and 21 builds 
an expression of the size of a domain needed for representing the variability of the 
relevant environment:  

 ( ) ( ) n
jj DVEV 2≤≤  (22) 

In this equation, n is the number of bits used in the formulation of the domain. Add the 
law of requisite variety [14] and we see that we also have found a relation between the 
minimal size of a domain representation and the environment within which the (group of) 
node(s) is supposed to generate a behaviour (i.e., control). As for the discussion of the 
distribution of state-data within the group, we will look at that in the following study of 
relativistic phenomena.  
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Figure 8: A flat approximation of "now" in space-time 

5.3 Cyber-relativity 

The limited bandwidth of cyber space entails an inherent limitation to the extent that 
different observers can tackle the simultaneity of observations. In order to investigate to 
what extent the concepts of relative simultaneity are applicable to a dualistic model of 
space-time and information-time, we do as with the uncertainty relation addressed above. 
First, we see how the theory of special relativity [18] is applied to the physical space-time 
world. Then, we apply analogous reasoning to the info-time cyber world. 

Under classical physics, space-time is assumed to be flat. Figure 8 depicts a light-plane 
that intersects the arrow of time at the time “now”. We now introduce two events; P and 
Q. P is in the future, it has not yet happened. Q is in the past. It has already happened. Up 
until the arrival of Einstein, no Newtonian adepts had had any reason to doubt that the 
future P´s were firmly divided from the Q´s of the past by “now”. The flat space-time 
model is valid under most conditions observable by the unaided human senses. Therefore 
it was not until the arrival of more capable instruments for observation that the 
established classical physics could be extended with the relativistic theories. (And, note 
that for most observers, the Newtonian models still do just fine.) 

Let us now may make an analogous reasoning with regard to the cyber world. We will 
begin with recalling eqs. 15 and 16 from paper 6:  

 ( ) ( ) tvavavatDtW jnjnjjjjji ,,,,,,, 2211 K==  (15) 
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Figure 9: A space-time cone. 
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Figure 10: A flat approximation of "now" in info-time. 

 tzyxworld ,,,"" =  (16) 

We suggest that the 3+1 dimensions of space-time (eq. 16) are extended to an n+1 
dimensioned information-time, where the coordinates x, y and z are replaced with the 
vector of attribute-value pairs that spans the domain. 

A relatively straightforward introduction to the theory of special relativity is 
presented the John Barrow book Impossibility. [6] A slightly altered version of his Figure 
6.6 describing the properties of the space-time universe is presented here as Figure 9. As 
time runs away to the right (n.b. that praxis among physicists seem to be having time run 
upwards), the fixed upper limit of the speed of light leads to the spanning of a light-cone 
in our past. As it turns out (and is explained by e.g., Stephen Hawking in the first of a 
series of lectures given with Roger Penrose [27]), the parts of the universe that we can 
observe at any given moment (such as “now”) are those that are positioned exactly on the 
surface of this light-cone. We can see all points in the universe from which time allows 
light with its constant speed, to arrive at our place. The farther away in space (as 
indicated by the “three-dimensional oval” to the left in Figure 9) a source of light is 
located, the farther away in the past was the light emitted that reach us – now. The 
meaning of relative simultaneity is just that events that actually took place at different 
times ago and at various distances from an observer, seems to him to occur at the same 
time. Therefore, looking distances into space is also looking ages into the past.  

Events are (presumably) occurring at different places and at different times. Take e.g., 
point P of Figure 9. As P is to the left of “now” but outside the light-cone, we can see that 
P has already happened, but that the light from P is not yet accessible at the surface of the 
light-cone. It will eventually be so at some future time when we will also be able to see it.  

However, point Q is on the inside of the cone. This means that Q was an event that 
(just as P) happened before, but which we have already missed the opportunity to 
observe. The “original” emissions from that event are anyway no longer available for 
observation, in space-time. But someone may in fact have observed the event, and made a 
record of it. If there exist a record of Q, we may perhaps recall that and make ourselves 
an idea of what Q was like. Otherwise it is gone. So far the model of space-time 
according to the special theory of relativity. 

Figure 10 provides a flat approximation of the information-plane in time. In addition to 
putting the size of the domain at the vertical axis, we also suggest that the size of the 
group of nodes having representations of that domain is represented orthogonally to the 
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Figure 11: An info-time cone. 

domain-time plane. In the current (“classical”?) view on time in information systems, 
most people agree that the size of the messages that are to be sent, matters. Depending on 
bandwidth, large messages may take considerable time to get through. And, as observed 
by e.g., Perry and Moffat, the number of receivers affect both the time it takes for a 
message to arrive at all places. [50] And we are quite confident that we can distinguish 
the future events P from the past events Q. Or are we not? 

For data distribution systems that works under their saturation levels (i.e., in which there 
is still available slack or margins in the data distribution channels), performance takes 
place at the flat surface at the info-plane of Figure 10. The valid approximation of “now” 
is in those cases the selected interaction interval τ*, which can be assumed to be 
sufficient for providing real-enough-time data. “Now” is in this case to be understood as 
“not to late”. And since users sharing data (being in an informational proximity of each 
other) at different nodes seldom also share the same physical with each other, data 
latency is more likely recognized as theoretically annoying than as a real problem.  

However, we paper 6 also shows that saturation causes the latency of received data 
to grow rapidly. Saturation occurs when more data is to be sent than can be handled by 
the information transfer channel. When so is the case, data is transmitted as fast as 
maximally allowed by the information transfer channel at hand. The flat info-plane is by 
that also transformed to a relativistic info-cone. 

Figure 11 suggests how the space-time light cone could be altered to represent an 
information-time info-cone. The difference compared to Figure 9 is that the axes are 
labeled as in Figure 10, with domain size and the number of nodes spanning info-time 
rather than the three-dimensions spanning space-time. The motivations for believing that 
the info-cone is relevant for understanding the propagation of data over time, in a 
distributed and open system are found in Figures P6.11 and P6.12 at pages 104-105. 

As previously, time runs to the right. We can now recognize that in a saturated 
system, data will arrive at a node only at the pace allowed by the data transfer system. 
Therefore, the messages that are arriving will be older, the larger they are. This has been 
discussed in connection with the uncertainty phenomena above, and in the message 
transfer calculations of paper 6 (e.g., equations 7-9 and 13). Messages will also gain age 
depending on the topography of the network that connects the group, and on the 
mechanisms. This will be touched upon below. The notion of relative simultaneity 
applies here as well, since under this model and given that assumptions (i)-(iv) in the 
discussion of uncertainty above holds, the apparent age of a message depends on its size 
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Figure 12: Relations of past and future in the message-time plane. 

and/or the distribution of messages between the nodes. However, the relations between 
the events P and Q, and “now”, allows for a slightly different interpretation. 

Figure 12 show a cut-out of the message-time plane of the relativistic info-cone. In the 
space-time setting, observations of future events are physically unreachable, and records 
of observations of past events are, in the grand scheme of things, quite unattainable. In 
the cyber world, however, there are a couple of mechanisms that can be used to tweak 
these two nuisances.  

Regarding the lack of records about the past; information systems are in general able 
to recall stored information. Shifting the principles of information dissemination from 
“smart push” to “smart pull” is one of the operational “Power to the Edge” principles. [3] 
This is illustrated in Figure 12 as that data regarding event Q has been stored at some 
other node in a network. Upon request, data regarding that essentially missed opportunity 
for observation is forwarded to Q´ at the data-transfer-line (i.e., the surface of the info-
cone), and thus made available to us “now”.  

As for observations of future events, the data concerning event P is too large to being 
transferred so as to arrive with us “now”. If however, the size of the message can be 
shrunken, the short story of P will land at the “now”-line as P´. This compressed version 
arrives early with the cost of quality lost. And as a consequence of e.g., equation 21 
above, it will also allow for less variability in the description of the environment. This is 
an interesting account of the mechanisms of the efficiency-thoroughness trade-off (the 
ETTO principle [33]) mentioned in chapter 3.  

Let us finally take a look at the node-time plane as presented in Figure 13 (which by the 
way is just a slight adoption of Figure A1.2 at page 141). This schematic picture shows 
the principal differences between parallel and serial transmission of data from node 1 to 
nodes 2 and 3. While the principles of the transmissions as such are uncontroversial, the 
implications for coherence are quite significant. We can see in equation 12 of paper 6 that 
the coherence fraction κj goes towards zero when the time needed for sending messages is 
getting as long as the interval between the messages. This means that it takes longer time 
to maintain coherence in systems that have a serial distribution of data, than for systems 
that can apply parallel data distribution. 

5.3 Consequences to some aspects of network enabled operations 

This text discusses some consequences of uncertainty and relativistic phenomena to 
network enabled operations. It turns out that safety in distributed systems related to 
systemic phenomena such as functional resonance, the tightness of couplings, and the 
complexity of interactions. We will begin with making a few additional comments to the 
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Figure 13: Message distribution in the node-time plane. 

cyber-relativistic model presented above, based on the findings from the experiments 
presented in paper 6.  

First, in addition to actual data transfer times, the internal cognitive tasks of the 
nodes do also take time. How much time they take, are related to local computational 
contexts, which in themselves also change over time. Therefore, the linear function of the 
message-time diagrams in Figure 12 and 14 are too simplistic. As indicated in e.g., 
equations 9 and 13, there is a non-linear temporal overhead in both sending and receiving 
ends of the message transfer time calculation. This overhead is approximately constant in 
the short term, but varies with e.g., computational context (medium term) and 
computational capacity (long term).  

Second, the results of experiment 1 shows that when data transmissions from nodes 
of a group are not synchronised, chances are that local variability in message sending 
intervals may cause spontaneous loss of coherence within the group.  

Third, the relativistic view on information systems is valid for distributed cognitive 
systems. When too frequent attempts are made to transfer data, saturation of the available 
communication channels cause the age of messages to grow above nominal transfer time. 
This is shown in the coherence interval model as presented in Figures P6.11 and P6.12.  

These comments can also be formulated as follows: When information is too frequently 
exchanged between asynchronous cognitive systems, communication channel saturation 
will cause a loss of data coherence. This phenomenon can be attributed to cyber 
relativistic effects. However, it may be explained by the coherence interval model.  

The coherence interval relates the ability to maintain a common data set within a group to 
the frequency of the updates of the same data. As data typically relates to changes to 
relevant external and internal states among the nodes, too long intervals between the 
messages may cause the data to be irrelevant. External coherence is lost. Too short 
intervals between messages cause saturation and loss of internal coherence. When that is 
the case, the ability to make observations in the group has been impeded as the intervals 
between sending messages has become shorter than the minimal coherence time. In both 
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cases, the loss of coherence is caused by data being too old to meet the operational 
requirements. Or in other word, the latency of the data is too large, compared to what is 
accepted in a given context. 

As seen in cyber-relativistic text above (and in equation 13 in paper 6), data latency 
is caused by the interval between the transmission of data from a node and limitations to 
the transfer speed of data. The total message transfer time also depends on aspects such 
as the amount of data to be transferred, the computational complexity related with 
formulating and assessing the message and the computational load at both the sending 
and receiving ends. Thus external coherence is also related to the interval between a 
node’s observations of its local environment. And, the need for observing the 
environment depends on the change rate of the aspects of the environment that are 
considered relevant as modelled in some domain at the node. 

It should thus be clear, that the relativistic phenomena are directly affecting the 
ability of a distributed system to maintain a joint and shared set of data with respect to the 
local environments of the member nodes. The temporal resolution of an information 
system cannot be lower than the minimal response interval (see Figure P6.12) on which 
the system is working on the verge of saturation. Coherence cannot be maintained with a 
lower temporal resolution than the minimal coherence interval (same figure), at which the 
likelihood of having any data coherence at all in the system (or group, community of 
interest) approaches zero. 

Let us now assume that the intervals τ between sending messages from nodes can be set 
as either deliberate or reactive. Deliberate intervals mean that the node itself controls 
when to send data. In this case the update interval is chosen with respect to some 
assessment of the physical and cyber world contexts. Coherence will be lost if this 
assessment is inappropriate. Reactive intervals mean that sending data from a node is 
initiated by e.g., threshold changes to specific values or as responses to inquiries from 
other nodes. In this case the update interval is dependent on the magnitude and rates of 
changes in the physical and cyber world contexts. Coherence will be lost if e.g., the pace 
of (own or other) activities is driven up so that the message distribution interval shrinks 
below the systems temporal resolution. 

We should also recognise that the control paradox is an effect of what we can call 
deliberate-reactive loss of coherence. Let us assume that some member of a group, such 
as a commander, in between ordinary data exchanges, want to improve his situational 
awareness by asking his group members for more or unplanned information. As the 
commander in doing so deliberately decrease the interval between messages, and the 
other nodes may have to react with a reply, this may effectively push the system below 
the minimum coherence interval. If so, the system becomes saturated and the resulting 
data situation is unpredictable. In this case, an attempt to increase control has disabled an 
existing flow of data so that control instead is lost. This is also an example of the 
uncertainty principle at systemic level. Being aware of the coherence interval and the 
physical and cyber world contexts may provide support for assessing the overall 
operational margin in future C2 systems. 

Let us now also recall the systemic safety models that were introduced in chapter 3. The 
Perrow model explains unexpected events along the dimensions of coupling and 
interaction. Accidents are prone to happen in systems that inhibit tightly coupled 
processes with complex interaction patterns. [48] We suggest that the coherence interval 
also can be used as an indicator of the position of a system along the Perrow interaction 
scale. Tight coupling correspond to short interaction intervals. If we go below the 
minimal coherence interval the coupling is too tight. Coherence and thereafter control 
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will be lost. (If on the other hand the interactions are too loose, the system will become 
irrelevant. This may cause safety problems on a higher system level.) 

Complex interactions may very well be designed into a system regardless of the 
phenomena discussed here. Accordingly, functional resonance may also appear without 
being related to these information system phenomena. However, when information 
systems and cyber world representations of the environment are part of the system(s) at 
hand, the relativistic and uncertainty phenomena has to be accounted for. Let us take a 
further look at that. 

The functional resonance model (FRAM) attributes unexpected systemic behaviour to the 
variability of the outputs of the functional units of a system. As (i) output from one 
function usually is the input to one or more other, and (ii) the performance of a function 
is related to (among other conditions) its inputs, this variability eventually affects the 
working conditions and resulting variability of the whole system. [36] At any given 
moment, there can be a number of parallel processes providing variability to the overall 
system performance. And from time to time, the total variability of the system will cause 
outputs to deviate to the outside of accepted boundaries. When this happens, control of 
the system has effectively been lost even though all its components may have worked 
within nominal variability and performance. 

This is even more likely the case when the system is set to work under some 
efficiency criteria. In accordance with the ETTO principle, each node is likely to just 
achieve minimal performance requirements, in order to comply with general efficiency 
requirements. As the number of nodes and the urge for more frequent information 
updates grow, the system will approach—and most likely go below—the minimal 
coherence interval. When doing so, saturation and the cyber-relativistic phenomena will 
come into effect. As messages are queuing up in the data handling system, this will have 
a couple of significant consequences to its resulting behaviour (in addition to the 
obviously growing latency of messages and the loss of external coherence): 

One consequence is that the order between messages may change. Different sorts of 
race phenomena will occur. Depending on the design and capacity of the data transfer 
mechanisms, and the channels selected for the various messages, the randomness 
between the order of messages arriving at other nodes in the same order as they are 
created and sent will increase. Therefore, both the age and the order of messages will be 
affected. This leads to the next consequence; that the different nodes will pursue their 
intended functions in the context of the information that has arrived—not in the context 
of the information that has been sent. While waiting for input from the saturated data 
distribution system, it will work in accordance with the latest known observations. This 
will lead to functions being performed under inappropriate circumstances and as such 
contributing to increasing variability in the overall system. It may also lead to generation 
and distribution of new messages. For example, saturation may cause data latency above 
the maximum coherence level that raises the need for asking for current data. This is an 
effective way to cause a total breakdown of a distributed system under stress. 

According to this reasoning, inherently complex and unpredictable behaviours are to be 
expected in decoherent information systems. This means that tight coupling in itself may 
lead to unexpected events even though a system, in principle, is not regarded as having 
complex interactions. We can also see that phenomena similar to functional resonance 
may be attributed to these inherent limitations in data transfer capabilities. While a 
system may exhibit deviant output, this may be a consequence of relativistic and 
uncertainty phenomena caused by the interaction patterns as such, rather than by variance 
in the performance of the functions. In effect, these phenomena may explain emergent 
behaviours and unpredictable behaviours in open distributed systems.  
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Figure 14: Screenshot from tests with the Distributed Blue Force Tracker. 

5.4 Addressing the industrial relevance 

Finally, we also want to present a couple of prototype products that have been developed 
in close relation with the projects and research presented here. In this context the 
prototypes serve as indicators about the industrial and engineering relevance of this work. 
One is the prototype of the Distributed Blue Force Tracker system (DBFT). The other is 
the next generation of the self-propelled acoustic magnetic mine sweeper, SAM III. 

The Distributed Blue Force Tracker (DBFT) is the result of the fifth of the projects 
described above. As the DBFT is a result of an industrial development project, it is 
inappropriate to go into technical details in this publication. However, the DBFT is a 
fully distributed and asynchronous system, developed as a continuation of the projects 
described in Section II. The DBFT provides flexible support for data sharing among the 
members of cooperating groups in geographically related operations. (Some 
characteristics of the DBFT are also presented in the introduction to paper 6 and in 
Appendix A). 

A screenshot from tests with the DBFT is shown in Figure 14. What we see here is a 
fat-finger graphical user interface containing a selected set of controls, a map system, and 
symbols for vehicles of the friendly (blue) forces that are equipped as DBFT nodes. As 
the units move in the geography, their locations are kept (approximately) up to date at the 
screen of each node. Here is also the possibility to plot simple tactical symbols, measure 
distances and send short text messages. A number of different communication devices 
can be used. All in all, the DBFT is proof of both concept and capability; the model of 
open computational systems (OCS) and the adaptive development processes have 
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provided substantial support in the engineering of DBFT. And, actually of some scientific 
significance, the DBFT is the physical basis for the experiments disseminated in paper 6. 

Another relevant result of the work described in this thesis is contribution to the 
development of the control system of the third generation self-propelled acoustic-
magnetic mine-sweepers; the SAM III. The SAM III concept was a basis already for the 
scenario that went into the initial CONDENS and TWOSOME demonstrators. As we now are 
re-using the concrete results from the DBFT project as means for the control of this type 
of unmanned vessels, a circle can in many ways be regarded as closed.  

 

 

Figure 15: The prototype SAM III vessel. Photo by Peter Nilsson, Kockums AB. 

 



6. Conclusions 

This thesis presents the results of research in computer science, as applied within a series 
of industrial projects. All of these projects have been part of an iterative and adaptive 
development process, from which we can draw conclusions in three different aspects. The 
first concerns the processes of the projects as carriers of scientific ideas from the 
university to an industrial environment. The second are the findings related to principles 
of observation of and interaction in open distributed systems, and some phenomena that 
have been shown through explorative experiments. The third is the relevance of these 
results to the selected application area; systems for network enabled capabilities.  

Let us begin with the conclusions related to the development process. We have worked 
through a total of five different demonstrator projects over the last five-year period. The 
first project was based on naval concepts from Kockums and conducted by students at the 
Blekinge institute of technology (BTH). The second was implemented in the research 
domain of BTH and subsequently transferred to Kockums. Over the last three projects 
work has to an increasing extent left the academic arena for the industrial. The most 
recent project, which also is the basis for the experiments that are important parts of this 
thesis, is a fully industrial effort undertaken at Kockums. Meanwhile, Kockums has 
created explicit organizational support for these activities, and personnel from BTH have 
started a spin-off company (CNC AB). Results from these projects are also used in 
product prototypes of Kockums. We can thus conclude that this series of projects is a 
successful example of the spreading of academic results to the industry. 

The series of demonstrators mentioned above are based on the model of open 
computational systems (OCS). It has been shown that the OCS model is applicable for 
the engineering and development of systems for network enabled capabilities. However, 
we have also seen that such systems sometimes show indeterministic behaviours, 
possibly leading to safety problems. Therefore the research objectives of this work have 
been related to increasing the understanding of the principles of observation and 
interaction in open distributed systems.  

We suggest that lack of data coherence within a group is a contributing factor to the 
indeterministic behaviors that we initially sought to investigate. When a group has an 
incoherent data set, it also has differing bases for cognitive deliberations such as sense-
making, planning and decision making. Loss of data coherence means loss of common 
grounds for cognitive operations, and thus also a loss of control. From a systemic 
perspective, this indicates a safety problem. 

Empirical studies have provided support for modeling the mechanisms leading to 
loss of coherence due to uncertainty mechanisms and relativity principles. Depending on 
e.g., the variability of the environment of a distributed system with open properties, we 
have shown that there are inherent limitations to the extent with which data concerning 
local state changes can be distributed within a group of cognitive entities. These 
limitations can be described as on the one hand consequences of data latency in saturated 
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communication systems that affect the observability of the states of the group as a whole, 
and on the other hand as trade-offs between the abilities to both have full information 
about the local states of members of the group and at the same time achieve an ideal 
behaviour on systemic level. 

These results lead to the following two main conclusions of this thesis: 

- The first conclusion is that there exist inherent limitations as of to the degree of 
precision with which measurements can be made in distributed systems, such as 
command and control systems. These limitations are related to quantum 
properties of the cyber world. This uncertainty phenomenon also makes it 
impossible to precisely assess value metrics associated with high level 
conceptual models of command and control. 

- The second conclusion is that distributed systems also exhibit relativistic 
properties, caused by the limited transfer speed of data in transmission networks. 
As a consequence of this we suggest that the age of a message at arrival is a 
better descriptor of network interaction characteristics, than the time a message 
is sent. However, we also suggest that the coherence interval is used as metric of 
information reach in networks. The coherence interval provides indications of 
how often messages are to be sent from a node, in order to maintain an 
acceptable age of messages at arrival. If interactions between nodes are 
occurring slower or faster than suggested by the coherence interval, the resulting 
observations as arriving at other nodes become either irrelevant or meaningless. 

The areas of relevance of these findings are threefold: 

- First is relevance to the principles of open distributed systems in general, and the 
area of command and control in specific. The set of temporal models suggested 
here may provide a basis for further exploration of measurements and 
characteristics of open distributed systems. This may support the establishment 
of operational metrics and design support for e.g., command and control 
systems. 

- Second is that the relativistic and uncertainty phenomena described here have 
been shown to contribute to undecidable interactions between the functional 
components of a distributed system. This may be an explanation to 
unpredictable emergent behaviours that sometimes occur in this type of systems. 
As such occurrences in fact indicate loss of control, they are relevant from a 
systemic safety perspective. Further investigation of these phenomena may 
improve our understanding of how to avoid accidents in networked systems. 

- Third is the relevance of the demonstrators as such, as drivers in an iterative 
development process. The demonstrators have lead to increased understanding 
of how systems for network enabled capabilities can be applied to the naval 
domain in specific, and to distributed systems in general. The incorporation of 
this understanding into business models and product portfolios has begun, but is 
definitely not yet concluded. 
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computational systems to related application areas such as critical infrastructure 
support and healthcare systems. 

 

 



APPENDIXES 

This section includes Appendixes A and B. 
Appendix A is addressing the temporal equations for message time corrections as 

used in paper 6. 
Appendix B is addressing the changes done to papers 2–6 as compared to when they 

were originally published. 
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Appendix A: 
Solving the temporal equations for message time corrections 

We are sending messages between three asynchronous nodes. They do not have 
synchronized internal clocks. We want to investigate the relation between how long it 
takes to send a message, how often these messages are sent (from each node) and to what 
extent the nodes have a coherent set of data. The following temporal notions are used in 
this appendix: 

 

ti Actual time-point; measured at node i. 

Corrected time-point at node i. tic

Message transfer time; interval between send-time ti at node i and 
reception time t(i+1) at node (i+1). 

ti(i+1)

The measured interval between ti and t(i+1) for one event occurring 
simultaneously at both locations. 

δi(i+1)

The interval at node i between initializations of sending messages mi and 
mi+1 to the group. 

τi
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Figure A1.1: Temporal definitions as used in the experiment. 

A.1  Experiment method overview. 

Each node collected a message identity (MsgId) and its corresponding local time (ti) at a 
local data base in each node. The data base is in this case representing the domain D of 
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Table A1.1: Sample raw data from test series 1. 

the collaborating group. The message identity is a composed six digit integer representing 
the node identity (1, 2 or 3) and a sequentially increasing integer. The time stamp is the 
local computer clock time at creating the MsgId-time post in the local data base. After the 
experiment, the set of sent messages that had arrived at both other nodes was selected and 
exported as text can be seen in Table A1.1. 

The Microsoft Excel™ time format with 1.00 corresponding to 24 hours is used. 1 
second is thus corresponding to 1/24/60/60 = 1/86400 ≈ 1.15741E-05. However, the 
measurement precision at the databases in the nodes is 1 millisecond, which corresponds 
to 1.15741E-8 in the used format. These calculations were done in two steps. The first 
step served to establish the method and assess the relevance of the measurements. The 
second step served to investigate the consequences of decreasing the interval between 
sending messages of the same length. 

Time correction calculations: The node-time difference δi(i+1) is the measured interval 
between ti and t(i+1) for one event occurring simultaneously at both locations. While the 
time difference can be approximated as the temporal difference between e.g., nodes i+1 
and i+2 receiving one message sent by node i, we do still not know the actual message 
transfer times 

The nodes are sending messages with constant size with the interval τi between 
sending messages is also constant at 5 seconds. Let node 1 have the reference time.  

  (A.1) 11 tt =

 12221222 δδ −=⇒+= tttt cc  (A.2) 

 13331333 δδ −=⇒+= tttt cc  (A.3) 

The temporal interval tij needed for message transfer between nodes i and j are: 

 1212 ttt c −=  (A.4) 

 1313 ttt c −=  (A.5) 

 cttt 2121 −=  (A.6) 

 cc ttt 2323 −=  (A.7) 

 cttt 3131 −=  (A.8) 

 cc ttt 3232 −=  (A.9) 

Since we use radio based communication we assume the message transfer times tti to be 
equal for the vector of all messages mi originating from the same node. In order to 

MsgId t1 t2 t3

100001 38831.596175312500 38831.596264780100 38831.596182175900 
100002 38831.596238807900 38831.596322604200 38831.596240972200 
100003 38831.596296759300 38831.596380590300 38831.596298842600 

… … … … 
300355 38831.616793252300 38831.616874965300 38831.616790891200 
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Figure A1.2: Temporal message distribution model for node 1. 

address equations (A.4) to (A.9) we also assume that the average of the total message 
transfer times ti(i+1) for all messages sent from node i are equal: 

( ) ( )113112 mtmt =  (A.10) 

( ) ( )223221 mtmt =  (A.11)  

( ) ( )332331 mtmt =  (A.12)  

This and the experimental design give the following three correction times: 

( ) ( )33233112 mtmt −=δ  (A.13) 

( ) ( )22122313 mtmt −=δ  (A.14) 

( ) ( )11211323 mtmt −=δ  (A.15)  

Coherence calculations: Coherence Κ is True when all nodes holding representations of 
domain D have the same values. Coherence K is False when at least some node that holds 
a representation of domain D have differing values.  

( ) ( )( )TruetjiffTruetD j =Κ∀=Κ ,  (A.16) 

( ) ( )( )FalsetjiffFalsetD j =Κ∃=Κ ,  (A.17) 

For a one sending node system this translates to K becoming False whenever a value v is 
changing at a node i and staying False until the new value vn is transferred to all other 
nodes i+1 of the same group. K becomes True again when the last of the receiving nodes 
i+1 has been updated. K stays True until the next value v  is defined.  n+1

The value vn is part of the message mn which is created at the same time as vn is 
changed (eq. 6). We then get the following definitions. 

From this follows that Κ=T for the duration dtΚj=T between the last update of the previous 
message until the next value is changed and a new message is created and that Κ=F for 
the duration dtΚj=F of message transfer from node i to all nodes j. Note that dtΚj=T is zero if 
a value of some attribute is changed before its previous value has been distributed to all 
other nodes of the group. So, the coherence fraction κj is  
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10, ≤≤
+

=
=Κ=Κ

=Κ
j

FjTj

Tj
j dtdt

dt
κκ  (A.18)  

… where … 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )[ ]
⎩
⎨
⎧ +>

+−= −+−
−+−=Κ 0

max
max 111

111 Otherwise
mtmtmt

mtmtmtdt niinini
niininiTj  (A.19)  

… and … 

( )( )( )niiFj mtdt 1max +=Κ =  (A.20)  

A.2.  Experiment 1 - The time correction method 

The purpose of experiment 1 is to develop and validate the time correction method an 
calculations. The duration of the data collection of step one is approximately 1800 
seconds and the joint data base contains about 350 posts per node, totalling at about 1050 
points of data. . 

As clock times ti are both set differently and have varying speeds, δi(i+1) was calculated as 
a linear correction on the form y=mx+k where x is the i’th message and k is the average 
time difference. In this instance we get the following correction equations. 

  (A.21) 0.58R05-8.146306E +10x -6.414449E = 2
12 ≈δ

  (A.22) 0.84R07-2.751824E-09x -2.297506E = 2
13 ≈δ

  (A.23) 0.76R05-8.174180E -09x -1.676894E  = 2
23 ≈δ

Equations (A.2), (A.13), (A.16) and (A.3), (A.4) and (A.17) gives  

05-8.146306E + number)e10)(Messag-6.414449E( = 22 −tt C  (A.24)  

  (A.25) 07-2.751824E- number)e09)(Messag-2.297506E(-t= 33Ct

These operations yield a time difference corrected set of data as exemplified in Table 
A1.2. Equations (A.4) to (A.9) are now used to calculate the message transfer times. The 
message creation times ti(m ) for all messages mi i of node i were converted from the MS 
Excel™ format to seconds and normalized to tN using the following formula. 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 86400*14120438831.668886400*11 −=−= iiiiN mtmtmtt  (A.26) 

Table A1.2: Corrected data from test series 1. 

MsgId t1 t t2C 3C

100001 38831.596175312500 38831.59618331640 38831.59618244880 
100002 38831.596238807900 38831.59624113980 38831.59624124280 
100003 38831.596296759300 38831.59629912530 38831.59629911090 

… … … … 
300355 38831.616793252300 38831.61679327450 38831.61679035080 
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The results of these calculations are plotted against the normalised experiment time tN in 
Figure A1.3. We can see an anomaly in distribution times of nodes 1 and 3 occurring at 
about tN = 270 seconds. This is caused by interference between the respective radio 
systems of the two nodes. The VHF radios used have a carrier detection mechanism and a 
buffering function. If the radio frequency is already in use, this function allows a message 
to be queued until the frequency is free again. 

From time to time both nodes intend to send their messages at overlapping time 
intervals. In this particular case, the internal clocks of nodes 1 and 3 are drifting slightly. 
(see eq. A.17). The radio transmissions are beginning to interfere with each other. At 
tN = 150 node 1 is still transmitting when node 3 wants to begin sending its message. So, 
3 waits until 1 is done. The drift continues until at tN = 270 node 3 eventually transmits 
before node 1, which thereafter will have to wait for its turn on the air. At this instance 
two messages are also lost as both nodes begin transmission with so small temporal 
difference that the radios carrier detection system does not detect the conflict. Therefore, 
both messages are transmitted but none of them resolved at the other nodes. At 
approximately tN = 330 the conflict has disappeared.  

 

Figure A1.3: Message transfer times; result from test 1. 
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Figure A1.4: Test 1 coherence fractions with respect to all 3 nodes. 
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As we also can see the overall impression is that messages from nodes 1 and 2 are 
distributed in similar times, while messages from node 3 are taking constantly longer 
time. Assuming that the corrected message distribution time tijC in seconds can be 
described with normal distributions N(x;σ), calculated after the anomaly ending at 
tN=330, we get: 

 (A.27)  )0054,0;202.0(1 Nt jC =

  (A.28) )0054,0;205.0(2 Nt jC =

  (A.29) )0038,0;251.0(3 Nt jC =

0
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Figure A1.5: Changes in transmission interval τ in experiment 2.

A.3.  Experiment 2 – Varying intervals τ between messages 

The purpose of experiment 2 is to investigate the effect of decreasing the interval τ 
between messages sent with respect to system coherence and recovery times. The 
experimental setting is the same as in step one with the difference that the interval 
between sending messages from node 3, τ3, is decreasing from 5 seconds to zero and then 
increasing to 5 again, in increments of 0.1 second. Ten messages are sent at each interval 
τ. In order to establish stable start and end states, 40 messages were sent at τ3 = 5 seconds 
in the beginning and end of the experiment respectively. Figure A1.5 presents the 
intervals τi between messages over the normalized experiment time tN. This leads to a 
total duration of the data collection of approximately 3000 seconds and a total of about 
2400 posts in the joint data base. 

Calculations for temporal correlation of the node specific data sets as described in 
Equations (A.1) to (A.21) are also applied to the data set of step two. The resulting 
corrected message transfer times are presented in Figure A1.6.  
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Figure A1.6: Message transfer times; result from experiment 2. 

For tN >600 the resulting the message transfer times are quite similar to those of step 
one. One significant feature appears at tN = 1440 where t3j rise sharply from about 0.30s 
to approximately 1.90s. This coincides with the minimal interval τ3 = 0. We will look 
more thoroughly on this below.  

Another significant feature is the vaguely s-shaped raise of t3j from 0.25s to 0.35s 
over the duration of the experiment. This is an artefact of using a linear correction 
equation based on the number of messages rather than on elapsed time in the experiment. 
Since there are many more messages per time in the middle of the experiment, the 
message-linear correction gives a more sloped section in the time-linear representation of 
Figure A1.7 This correction factor misfit is likely also the reason for the relatively 
diverged measures on the right hand side of Figure A1.6. 

For a multiple sending node system the coherence becomes more complicated to assess. 
As all the times of all logged events are normalized, we calculated the normalized 
coherence False (eq. A.22) and True (eq A.23) times for all messages and sorted the 
message transfers in ascending order on the tiN. The coherence fraction κ was calculated 
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Figure A1.7: Experiment 2 coherence fractions with respect to all 3 nodes. 
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for all messages and plotted against the normalized experiment time, as can be seen in 
Figure A1.7. A moving average over 9 posts was added to support the visual inspection 
of the results.  

One significant feature of the plot is the loss of coherence at tN≈1400 s. This 
corresponds to the sequence in which τ3 approached 0.2 to 0 second intervals between 
messages. As the normalised message distribution time ti(i+1) is 0.20-0.25s, this is in 
accordance with our expectations following eq. A.27.  

Another significant feature of the plot are the relative stability of κ in the beginning 
and end of the series, and the vague but apparent correlation of the moving average and 
the changing τ. We can also see that level of the moving average at all times is lower for 
the group of three nodes than for the coherence plotted for the single node 3. 

A.4  Experiment 2 – the time-time plot calculations 

The time-time plots presented in figures 9 and 10 are based on two calculations.  
First, the message arrival times are plotted right-on as the normalised arrival time tN1 

of messages sent from node 3 to node 1. This data is readily available by applying eq. 
A.26 to all rows under header t1 in Table 2 that concerns messages originating at node 3. 

Second, the corresponding message creation times are calculated as tN1 minus the 
largest of the message delivery times t2C and t3C associated with the same message, as 
presented in eqs. A.24-25. The resulting curves appear when these two data sets are 
scatter-plotted on two linear timelines. 

 
/ End of Appendix A. 

 
 
 
 

 



Appendix B: 
Changes made to papers 2-6 

The papers 2-6 included in this thesis are as far as possible kept the same as when 
published (paper 1 has not been previously published). The reasons for the changes are 
all to improve the readability of this collection. Changes are kept to a minimum. 

However, compared to the original publications, the following changes have been made: 

- The font size of all body texts is changed to a uniform 10p.  

- As a consequence of differences between the preferred formatting in the papers 
and in this thesis, the layout (such as relations of page breaks and figures to the 
body text) of the papers has been altered to some extent.  

- The references to figures and tables have been qualified with prefixes such as 
“P1” before figures and tables of paper 1.  

- Appendix A of this thesis was originally Appendix A of paper 6. [45] Also, the 
original numbers of the figures and tables of Appendix A have been replaced 
with e.g., “A.1”.  

- All references of both all papers and the running text of this thesis have been 
renumbered and collected under section “9. References” at page 109. 

- Some figures have been edited in order to comply with technical requirements 
posed by the printing process. Edits include changing from colour to grey-scale 
representation and replacing overlapping filled areas with borderlines. This is 
done to Figures P2.1, P3.2, P4.1, P4.3, P4.4, P5.3 and P5.4. In the case of Figure 
P3.1 the originally grey-scale picture has instead been coloured.  

- Some minor editorial changes have also been made, such as correcting 
misspellings and grammatical errors. 

 
/ End of Appendix B. 
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dustrial projects. All of these projects have been 
part of an iterative and adaptive development pro-
cess, from which we can draw conclusions in th-
ree different aspects. The fi rst aspect concerns the 
processes of the projects as carriers of scientifi c 
ideas from the university to an industrial environ-
ment. The second aspect concerns fi ndings related 
to principles of observation of and interaction in 
open distributed systems, and some phenomena 
that have been shown through explorative expe-
riments. The third aspect concerns the relevance 
of these results to the selected application area; 
systems for network enabled capabilities.

The series of demonstrators mentioned above 
are based on the model of open computational 
systems (OCS). It has been shown that the OCS 
model is applicable for the engineering and deve-
lopment of systems for network enabled capabi-
lities. However, we have also seen that such sys-
tems sometimes show indeterministic behaviours, 
possibly leading to safety problems. Therefore the 
research objectives of this work have been related 
to increasing the understanding of the principles 
of observation and interaction in open distributed 
systems.

Our results lead to the following two main con-
clusions of this thesis:

The fi rst conclusion is that there exist inherent 
limitations as of to the degree of precision with 
which measurements can be made in distributed 
systems, such as command and control systems. 
These limitations are related to quantum pro-
perties of the cyber world. This uncertainty phe-
nomenon also makes it impossible to precisely 
assess value metrics associated with high level 
conceptual models of command and control.

The second conclusion is that distributed systems 
also exhibit relativistic properties, caused by the 
limited transfer speed of data in transmission 
networks. As a consequence of this we suggest 
that the age of a message at arrival is a better 
descriptor of network interaction characteristics, 
than the time a message is sent. We also intro-
duce the coherence interval , which we suggest is 
used as a basis for a metric of information reach in 
networks. The coherence interval provides indica-
tions of how often messages are to be sent from 
a node, in order to maintain an acceptable age of 
messages at arrival. If interactions between nodes 
are occurring slower or faster than suggested by 
the coherence interval, the resulting observations 
as arriving at other nodes become either irrele-
vant or meaningless.
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